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RESUMO 

Zanon Zotin, M. C. A largura do pico da difusividade média esqueletizada como 

biomarcador de declínio cognitivo vascular no contexto de angiopatia amiloide cerebral. 

385 f. Tese (Doutorado). Faculdade de Medicina de Ribeirão Preto, Universidade de São Paulo, 

Ribeirão Preto, 2022. 

 

Introdução: No contexto das doenças cerebrais de pequenos vasos (DCPVs), permanece 

necessário o desenvolvimento de ferramentas que permitam quantificar de forma prática o dano 

difuso à substância branca que causa o declínio cognitivo vascular. Os marcadores de RM 

convencional têm papel fundamental no diagnóstico das DCPVs, porém são menos sensíveis 

às alterações sutis que acometem a substância branca aparentemente normal, e geralmente 

demonstram associações cognitivas fracas e inconsistentes. A procura pelo marcador de 

neuroimagem ideal, ou seja, adequado para aplicação em grandes ensaios clínicos, tornou-se 

prioridade, e o desenvolvimento de terapias modificadoras de doença depende disso. Um 

marcador de difusão recentemente desenvolvido, chamado a largura do pico da difusividade 

média esqueletizada (PDME) oferece vantagens alinhadas às necessidades e prioridades atuais 

de pesquisa. Ele foi desenvolvido especificamente para quantificar a carga de lesão relacionada 

a DCPV e refletir o declínio cognitivo vascular de forma rápida e automatizada. Entretanto, o 

conhecimento a respeito do PDME ainda é restrito na comunidade científica e dados sobre sua 

utilidade no contexto de angiopatia amiloide cerebral (AAC), a segunda forma mais comum de 

DCPV esporádica, são insuficientes. Objetivos: Avaliar de forma crítica o papel do PDME 

como biomarcador de neuroimagem para declínio cognitivo vascular e investigar suas possíveis 

aplicações no contexto de AAC. Métodos: Com esse fim, conduzimos três projetos de pesquisa. 

Primeiramente realizamos uma revisão sistemática para identificar e organizar as evidências 

disponíveis a respeito da utilidade do PDME como biomarcador em DCPV e outras doenças da 

substância branca. Em seguida, conduzimos um estudo transversal investigando as associações 

cognitivas e de neuroimagem do PDME em pacientes com AAC e declínio cognitivo leve. 

Finalmente, investigamos variações regionais de PDME na AAC, além de comparar suas 

associações cognitivas e de neuroimagem com outros marcadores convencionais de difusão. 

Baseados nesses três artigos, discutimos de forma crítica o quanto os nossos resultados podem 

ser generalizados a outras populações, abordamos os desafios relacionados à aplicação do 

PDME em amostras brasileiras, e enumeramos medidas que podem ser tomadas para avançar 

potenciais aplicações clínicas. Resultados: O PDME está progredindo rapidamente no processo 

de validação como um desfecho substitutivo para declínio cognitivo vascular, porém sua 



   

 

 

validação completa ainda depende de mais estudos técnicos e longitudinais. Na AAC, o PDME 

demonstra associações cognitivas fortes e consistentes, superiores a outros marcadores de RM 

convencional e de difusão. Comparado com difusividade média e anisotropia fracionada, o 

PDME apresenta associações cognitivas mais fortes e um padrão diferente de associação com 

marcadores de RM convencional, sugerindo uma maior sensibilidade à lesão microestrutural 

clinicamente relevante. Observamos ainda que os valores de PDME reduzem-se de forma mais 

acentuada de posterior para anterior em pacientes com AAC-provável em comparação com 

pacientes sem a doença, indicando dano microestrutural mais acentuado em regiões posteriores, 

em concordância com estudos histopatológicos e de neuroimagem prévios. Conclusões: Nossos 

resultados sugerem que o PDME é um biomarcador promissor de injúria global ou regional à 

substância branca e de declínio cognitivo no contexto de AAC e outras doenças de substância 

branca.  

Palavras-chave: Declínio cognitivo vascular, angiopatia amiloide cerebral, imagem por 

tensor de difusão, ressonância magnética, biomarcador. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



   

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Zanon Zotin, M. C. Peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity (PSMD) as neuroimaging 

biomarker for vascular cognitive impairment in the context of cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy. 385 f. Tese (Doutorado). Faculdade de Medicina de Ribeirão Preto, Universidade 

de São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, 2022. 

 
Introduction – An unmet need in the field of cerebral small vessel diseases (cSVDs) is how to 

measure the widespread white matter (WM) injury that underlies vascular cognitive impairment 

in a feasible and clinically meaningful way. Though conventional MRI markers play a pivotal 

role in diagnosing cSVD, they are less sensitive to subtle changes in the normal-appearing white 

matter and yield generally weak and inconsistent cognitive associations. The quest for the ideal 

MRI marker to fit the critical role of a reliable outcome measure in large clinical trials has 

become a research priority in the field, and the future development of disease-modifying 

therapies depends on it. A recently developed diffusion-based metric, called peak width of 

skeletonized mean diffusivity (PSMD), aligns with current scientific needs and priorities. It was 

specifically designed to quantify the burden of cSVD and reflect related cognitive impairment 

in a fast and automated way. Nonetheless, knowledge about PSMD is still limited in the 

scientific community, and data on its utility in the context of CAA, the second most common 

form of sporadic cSVD, is scarce.  Objectives: We set out to critically evaluate PSMD’s role 

as neuroimaging biomarker for vascular cognitive impairment and investigate its potential 

applications in CAA. Methods: To this end, we conducted three research projects. First, we 

performed a systematic review to gather and synthesize the evidence supporting PSMD’s role 

as a biomarker in the context of cSVD and other WM disorders. Then, we conducted a cross-

sectionally investigation on PSMD’s neuroimaging and cognitive associations in patients with 

CAA and mild cognitive impairment. Finally, we expanded on previous research by 

investigating PSMD’s regional variations in CAA, while comparing its neuroimaging and 

cognitive associations with other conventional diffusion-based MRI markers. Based on these 

three articles, we critically discuss the generalizability of our results, the challenges related to 

applying PSMD in Brazilian samples, and the measures that can be taken to advance clinical 

translation. Results: Several key findings emerge from our investigations. PSMD is on a fast 

track towards validation as a surrogate for cognitive endpoints in VCI, but full validation 

depends on further technical and longitudinal studies. In CAA, PSMD shows strong and 

consistent neuropsychological associations, outperforming other conventional and diffusion-

based MRI markers. Compared to mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy, PSMD presents 



   

 

 

specific neuroimaging correlates and stronger cognitive associations, underscoring an increased 

sensitivity to clinically relevant microstructural disruption. Furthermore, we found that the 

degree to which PSMD values decrease from posterior to anterior regions is higher among 

probable-CAA compared to non-CAA subjects, indicating more severe WM microstructural 

damage in the posterior areas of the brain, which is consistent with several histopathologic and 

neuroimaging studies. Conclusions: Our results support PSMD’s promising role as a marker 

of global/regional WM injury and related cognitive decline in the context of CAA and other 

WM diseases. 

Keywords: Vascular cognitive impairment, cerebral amyloid angiopathy, diffusion tensor 

imaging, magnetic resonance, biomarker. 
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Presentation 

Vascular pathologies are currently the second most common cause of dementia worldwide, 

contributing at some level to the majority of cases. Among all vascular causes, cerebral small 

vessel disease (cSVD) represents arguably the most prevalent contributor to cognitive decline 

and dementia in the elderly. In underdeveloped countries, where treatment and control of 

vascular risk factors are largely insufficient, cSVDs may play an even larger role in explaining 

age-related cognitive impairment. Importantly, treatment for these pathologies is still largely 

unavailable, restricted to measures intended to control and prevent vascular risk factors. Future 

therapeutic developments in the field are hindered by a still limited understanding of the 

pathophysiology of cSVDs, and by the absence of validated biomarkers to be used as outcome 

measures in future interventional trials. In the last decade, much effort has been put into 

developing and validating neuroimaging markers for such a role, but the quest for the ideal 

marker remains. 

This doctoral thesis was organized to provide an integrated discussion on the scientific projects 

conducted by the author and colleagues in the last years, centered on the investigation and 

validation of a specific neuroimaging biomarker, called Peak Width of Skeletonized Mean 

Diffusivity (PSMD), in the context of vascular cognitive impairment caused by the second most 

prevalent type of cSVD, named cerebral amyloid angiopathy. This thesis is also part of the work 

conducted by the author as a research fellow at the Neurology Department of the Massachusetts 

General Hospital – Harvard Medical School, between July 2019 and December 2021. 

The text will include an introductory chapter, in which an overview of the epidemiology, 

pathophysiology and diagnosis of cSVDs and related vascular cognitive impairment is 

provided, alongside a focused literature review on the neuroimaging biomarkers employed in 

the context of CAA. Lastly, we will provide a detailed overview of PSMD’s technical details. 

In the following chapter, the general and specific research objectives will be presented, 

alongside the specific scientific projects designed to address each one, which will be organized 

throughout Chapter 3. The fourth chapter will include a broad discussion on the generalizability 

of the aforementioned findings. The challenges involved in applying and generalizing such 

findings in developing countries, such as our own, will also be discussed. We will also point 

out future directions to further advance clinical translation. The final chapter will provide our 

conclusions. In the appendix, we provide other co-authored articles published, in collaboration, 

in the field of cSVDs. 
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1. General Introduction 

This introductory chapter is based on a narrative review called “Cerebral Small Vessel Disease and 
Vascular Cognitive Impairment: from Diagnosis to Management”, published by the author (co-first 

author) and collaborators (Lukas Sveikata [co-first author], Anand Viswanathan, and Pinar Yilmaz)  
in April 2021 in the journal Current Opinion in Neurology.1 The final peer-reviewed manuscript is 

available in Appendix 1.1. License for the reproduction of the final manuscript was not needed (see 
Appendix 1.2). License for the reuse of figures 1 and 2, without modifications, was acquired and is 

available in Appendix 1.3.  
 

Cerebral white matter (WM) regions harbor organized structural and functional networks 

essential for neurobehavioral operations.2 Congenital and acquired diseases, including vascular, 

autoimmune, infectious, neurodegenerative, and toxic-metabolic pathologies,3 affect the WM 

and disrupt its intricate connectivity, contributing to multiple neuropsychological, motor, and 

autonomic symptoms.   

Within the WM disorders, cerebral small vessel diseases (cSVDs) have grown in relevance due 

to their high prevalence in aging societies. 

 

1.1. Cerebral Small Vessel Diseases 
cSVDs are extremely prevalent pathologies characterized by changes in the structure and 

function of penetrating arterioles, capillaries, and small veins of the brain, eventually leading 

to tissue damage and neurological symptoms.4,5 Overall, cSVDs cause approximately 25% of 

ischemic, essentially all primary hemorrhagic strokes and contribute to up to 50% of dementia 

cases.4 Furthermore, cSVDs are known to confer worse post-stroke prognosis, compromising 

recovery.6,7 

Rather than a homogeneous disorder, cSVD is a term that encompasses several sporadic and 

inherited pathologies, resulting from a complex interaction of genetic and vascular risk factors.5 

cSVD can present sporadically or be inherited. Among the many vascular risk factors linked to 

cSVD (i.e. age, hypertension, diabetes, smoking, dyslipidemia, and hyperhomocysteinemia), 

aging and hypertension are considered the most important. Recent studies have demonstrated 

that genetic variants contribute to both monogenic and sporadic forms of cSVDs.8–10 For 

instance the heritability of white matter hyperintensity (WMH), a hallmark of cSVD, has been 

reported as > 60%.10    

The two most common types of age-related sporadic cSVD are hypertensive arteriolosclerosis 

(ASC),11 also called deep perforating arteriopathy, and cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA). 
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ASC is found in aged individuals and is originally linked to arterial hypertension and type 

II diabetes.11 According to autopsy studies, ASC is characterized by arteriolar thickening, 

predominantly in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and deep white matter, identified in more than 

80% of individuals over 80 years of age,.11 ASC is considered the most prevalent form of 

cSVD, also referred to as type 1 cSVD, followed by CAA, also named type 2 cSVD. 

 

1.2. Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy 

1.2.1. Definition and epidemiology 

CAA is defined by the deposition of amyloid-beta (Aβ) in the walls of cortical and 

leptomeningeal vessels.12 Several mutations in the Aβ precursor protein gene have been 

associated with inherited forms of CAA,13,14 but the sporadic presentation is much more 

prevalent.14 

The cerebrovascular deposition of amyloid was first recognized in 1909 by Gustav 

Oppenheim.14 Afterwards, in 1954, Stefanos Pantelakis described CAA’s pathological 

hallmarks: 1) preferential involvement of cortical and leptomeningeal vessels; 2) posterior 

predominance; 3) sparing of white matter vessels; and 4) association with advanced age and 

dementia, but not with hypertension, arteriolosclerosis, or systemic amyloidosis.12,14,15  

CAA is considered ubiquitous in the elderly brain, and age is its strongest known risk factor.12,16 

The only genetic variants consistently associated with sporadic CAA are ApoE ε4 and ε2 

alleles.14 Some degree of vascular amyloid deposition can be found in almost 85% of older 

community-dwelling persons with and without dementia.17 In a systematic review of 

population-based neuropathological studies, CAA was observed in 26-38% of non-demented 

individuals and 55-59% of demented cases.18 Severe CAA was present in 7-24%, and 37-43% 

of those, respectively.18 In a recent meta-analysis, comprising over 73000 individuals, the 

prevalence of moderate-to-severe CAA on pathology was estimated in 23% in the general 

population, and 6.4% in cognitively normal elderly.19 CAA often co-occurs with Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD),17 affecting, at some level, nearly all brains with AD.20,21 Despite the common 

overlap and shared molecular underpinnings, CAA and AD remain distinct entities.12,13 

Moderate-to-severe CAA in pathology can be found in almost 60% of AD patients,19 but less 

than 50% of CAA patients fulfil pathological criteria for AD.16,21 
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1.2.2. Pathophysiology  

Environmental risk factors, genetic variants9,10 and ageing appear to contribute to cSVD 

pathogenesis, including CAA, from the early stages of the disease (Figure 1.1.A), through the 

disturbance of interdependent functional units formed by specialized cellular and structural 

elements encircling the lumens of arterioles and capillaries, named neurovascular units 

(NVU).4,22 These units are pivotal to the regulation of blood flow, vascular permeability, 

immune trafficking and waste clearance.4,23,24 Once these interdependent units become 

dysfunctional, several synergistic deleterious effects arise, such as deficient cerebrovascular 

reactivity (CVR) and blood-brain barrier (BBB) leakage (Figure 1.1.B).4 

The precise mechanisms linking brain injury with vascular Aβ deposition remain unclear but 

are centered around vascular dysfunction.13 Aβ accumulation in the vessel wall may lead to loss 

of smooth muscle cells, loss of aquaporin 4 channels, and altered configuration of astrocyte’s 

endfeet, thus contributing to impair CVR and the BBB (Figure 1.1.B).13,25  

Evidence suggests that Aβ vascular accumulation derives not from overproduction but from 

defective clearance of the peptide, leading to pathologically imbalanced production and 

excretion.12,13 The smaller and more soluble nature of Aβ40 peptides could underlie its 

preferential perivascular deposition, while the less soluble Aβ42 are more likely to be retained 

in parenchymal neuritic plaques.13 Mutations in specific regions of the APP gene can also 

influence Aβ deposition sites.13  

Recent discoveries have led to an improved understanding of the brain’s clearance pathways, 

which appear to be centered on perivascular routes. Though the precise anatomical paths, 

driving forces and the directionality of perivascular flow are still under debate,26 the prevailing 

model suggests that vasomotion23 drives clearance in the opposite direction to blood flow.26,27 

Sleep-induced hemodynamic changes can also act as an important modulator of perivascular 

clearance.28 Defective smooth muscle cell function caused by Aβ vascular accumulation could 

impair vasomotion and compromise perivascular clearance, leading to a self-reinforcing cycle 

that contributes to amyloid build-up (both vascular and parenchymal) and dysfunctional solute 

clearance.12,13,26 This may represent an interactive pathological pathway linking vascular and 

neurodegenerative diseases which may help explain the common co-occurrence of these 

diseases, especially CAA and AD (Figure 1.1.B).13 In this setting, CAA has been associated 

with a common side-effect of anti-Aβ immunotherapy, named amyloid-related imaging 

abnormalities (ARIA).29 ARIA can take the form of edema (ARIA-E), perceived on fluid 

attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) images as hyperintense areas, or hemorrhages (ARIA-
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H), characterized by lobar cerebral microbleeds (CMBs) and/or cortical superficial siderosis 

(cSS).13,30 Studies investigating the pathophysiology of ARIA have shed some light on CAA’s 

own pathogenesis. An ongoing hypothesis is that anti-Aβ immunotherapy could lead to the 

solubilization and mobilization of Aβ from parenchymal neuritic plaques into the perivascular 

space, overwhelming this clearance route and leading to vascular amyloid accumulation, thus 

characterizing rapidly progressing CAA.13 The observation that CAA-related inflammation 

(CAAri) closely resembles ARIA is also in line with this hypothesis.13 In the era post-FDA 

approval of aducanumab (an anti-Aβ therapy currently in use in the United States), identifying 

patients with significant CAA pathology, and thus at increased risk of ARIA, has become a 

priority.29 

Knowledge on how mechanisms of cSVD pathology lead to specific brain lesions remains 

incomplete but has evolved due to recent studies converging in vivo and ex vivo MRI with 

histopathology.31 In summary, vessel frailty and blood-brain-barrier dysfunction could lead to 

hemorrhagic complications, while the loss of vascular recruitment and reactivity in response to 

increased metabolic demand could contribute to ischemic lesions.  

 

1.2.3. Diagnosis 

Up until the 1980s, the diagnosis of CAA was dependent on histopathological assessment, 

either through autopsy (post mortem diagnosis) or biopsy (i.e. in the setting of surgical 

evacuation of intracerebral hemorrhage). Developed in the 1990s, the Boston criteria (v1.0) are 

a set of clinical-radiological features that allow for the diagnosis of CAA during life, making 

use of blood-sensitive MRI sequences.32,33 The presence of multiple hemorrhages restricted to 

lobar regions of the brain in older individuals, not attributable to any other causes, is considered 

indicative of underlying CAA pathology. These criteria made CAA diagnosis no longer 

dependent on invasive brain biopsies or full post-mortem examination, and soon became the 

basis for clinical decision-making (Table 1.1).  

In 2010, a modified version of the Boston criteria (v1.5) was released, further incorporating 

cSS, an emerging hemorrhagic MRI marker of CAA that is associated with a high risk of 

developing first-ever or recurrent ICH.34 Applied in a hospital-based cohort, these criteria 

showed improved sensitivity, without compromising specificity.34 Since then, extensive 

neuroimaging research led to the detection of new MRI findings associated with CAA. These 

advances prompted a multicenter effort to update, improve and validate, soon-to-be-released, 

new Boston criteria (v2.0), taking advantage of recently identified non-hemorrhagic MRI 

markers of CAA (Table 1.1).35 
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Importantly, the diagnostic yield of the Boston criteria varies strongly depending on the 

prevalence of hemorrhagic markers in the studied population. For instance, while sensitivity 

and specificity among hospital-based cohorts range around 42.4%-76.9% and 87.5%-100% 

respectively,36 in a population-based cohort diagnostic yield was much lower (4.5% and 88%, 

respectively).37 Another limitation of the aforementioned criteria is its dependence on MRI, 

which is an expensive and still not widely available imaging method. Performing MRI in 

acutely unstable patients, which is often the case with those presenting with symptomatic 

hemorrhagic stroke, may prove challenging. Furthermore, approximately 75% of the deaths due 

to hemorrhagic strokes in the world and the majority of dementia cases are found in low to 

middle-income countries, where access to MRI is even more restricted.38–41 In this context, by 

making use of computed tomography (CT) findings, the Edinburgh criteria offer several 

advantages and may be more suited for the acute diagnosis of CAA-related ICH in specific 

settings.38 Though the full Edinburgh criteria require the availability of APOE genotype (Table 

1.1), its simplified version (CT-only) still offers good diagnostic accuracy, with subarachnoid 

hemorrhage (SAH) alone offering high sensitivity (89%), and SAH plus finger-like projections 

offering high specificity (100%).38 

 

1.2.4. Clinical presentation 

Since its description in the early twentieth century, CAA has evolved from a neuropathological 

observation to a clinical syndrome linked to well-established neuroimaging features. In specific, 

several clinical manifestations may occur in the context of CAA, many of which have been 

associated with specific MRI findings.  

The clinical hallmark and most feared complications of CAA are lobar intracerebral 

hemorrhages (ICHs), thought to derive from the rupture of frail, amyloid-laden cortical and 

leptomeningeal vessels. In a meta-analysis of 24 studies including a total of 15,828 spontaneous 

ICH patients, 12% of the episodes were related to CAA.42 In another meta-analysis of 46 studies 

comprising 7,159 CAA patients, the pooled prevalence of ICH was estimated at 44%.43 

Importantly, CAA etiology is associated not only with a specific ICH location (lobar) but also 

with increased volume,42 and recurrence rates. In a study involving ICH survivors, the annual 

risk of ICH recurrence was estimated at 10.4% among probable CAA patients, which was a 

much higher rate than the 1.6% observed among patients with hypertensive bleedings.44
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Figure 1.1. Potential mechanisms linking cSVD and cognitive impairment. 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Sveikata L, et al. 2021. 

 
(A) Risk factors associated with SVD and related cognitive decline. Aging and hypertension are considered the most important. (B) Potential Pathophysiological 
mechanisms of SVD. Vascular risk factors may cause endothelial dysfunction, contributing to the uncoupling of trophic neurovascular mechanisms. Impaired perivascular 
drainage may contribute to protein accumulation, including Aβ, and may represent an interactive pathway linking neurodegenerative and vascular pathologies. (C) Typical 
brain lesions associated with SVD.  Hemorrhagic lesions (bottom figure) include: CMBs, cSS, SAH, and ICH.  Non-hemorrhagic lesions (upper figure) include: WMH, 
lacunes, PVS, small acute subcortical infarcts, and cortical CMI. The pattern of distribution helps in discriminating between different etiological subtypes of SVD. CAA (left) 
often presents with cortical CMBs, cortical CMIs, lobar lacunes, CSO-PVS, cSS, convexity SAH, lobar ICH, and multiple WMH subcortical spots. ASC (right) usually presents 
with deep CMBs, deep lacunes, BG-PVS, deep ICH and peri-basal ganglia WMH. (D) Mechanisms involved in SVD-related cognitive impairment. Impairment of structural 
and functional connectivity, damage to highly connected deep regions in strategic locations, and secondary degeneration culminating in brain atrophy are some of the 
mechanisms thought to underlie SVD's contribution to cognitive impairment. Adapted from12,45–47. Created with Biorender.
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In a study that investigated 728 patients with supratentorial hemorrhage, lobar location was 

associated with larger volumes, increased rates of hematoma expansion, early neurological 

deterioration and worse outcomes compared to deep ICH.48 

Acute convexity SAH and transient focal neurological episodes (TFNEs), also named “amyloid 

spells”, are other well-established clinical presentations of CAA.49 TFNEs are observed in 

14.5%-48% of CAA patients,43,50 and are characterized by positive and/or negative self-limited, 

often stereotyped, neurologic symptoms, usually lasting less than 30 minutes, and recurring 

over days or weeks.49 The observation of concomitant acute convexity SAH or cSS in brain 

locations matching the reported symptoms support the diagnosis of CAA-related TFNEs.49 

Importantly, patients with CAA-related TFNEs are at increased risk of lobar ICH.49,50 In a study 

that followed 25 CAA patients with TFNEs over approximately 14 months, 50% developed 

symptomatic ICH.50 The risk of ICH at 8 weeks after a CAA-related TFNE is estimated at 

24.5%.50  

Though CAA was first recognized for its hemorrhagic complications, cognitive impairment is 

also a currently well-established clinical feature of CAA. Common overlap between CAA, AD 

and ASC makes it challenging to disentangle CAA’s specific role in age-related cognitive 

impairment.12 In an autopsy study of older community-dwelling individuals with and without 

dementia, CAA pathology was associated with memory and perceptual speed even after 

controlling for concomitant AD pathology, suggesting an independent and separate role of CAA 

in age-related cognitive impairment.17 In a case-control study, non-demented patients with 

CAA performed worse than controls in all the cognitive domains investigated, even though the 

majority of patients did not have spontaneous cognitive complaints. 51 In another case-control 

study, CAA patients had impaired performance in memory, executive function and processing 

speed, and 79% of them had mild cognitive impairment (MCI).52 Interestingly, they performed 

similar to AD patients in tests of executive function but had preserved memory.52 A longitudinal 

study involving 158 non-demented CAA patients, detected a 73% cumulative incidence of 

dementia at 5 years of follow-up, and both medial temporal atrophy and a composite score of 

cSVD MRI markers were independent predictors of dementia.53 Overall, these findings support 

a high prevalence of cognitive impairment in CAA and may indicate a neuropsychological 

profile more similar to vascular than neurodegenerative causes.12  

 

1.2.5. Neuroimaging features in CAA and other cSVDs 
As is the case with other cSVDs, detection of CAA-related microvascular pathology relies 

strongly on neuroimaging, from which important diagnostic and prognostic information can be 
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extracted. Importantly, the small vessels of the brain remain inaccessible to non-invasive 

imaging methods. Not even intra-arterial arteriography is capable of depicting in detail the 

microvascular bed, visible only on histopathology. Therefore, we are left with detecting only 

the consequences of small vessel dysfunction, either in the form of parenchymal injury or 

disturbed hemodynamics.  

MRI is a “gold-standard” requirement for the clinical diagnosis of CAA and other cSVDs. MRI 

is preferable for many reasons. First, many CAA neuroimaging features, like chronic CMBs, 

perivascular spaces (PVS), recent small subcortical infarcts and cortical cerebral microinfarcts 

(CMI) are visible and detectable almost exclusively through MRI.54 Second, through advanced 

techniques, MRI can detect several early mechanisms of microvascular dysfunction, such as 

reduced CVR, BBB leakage, and hypoperfusion. In comparison, CT captures mostly severe 

diseases, and offers mainly qualitative instead of quantitative markers, besides causing radiation 

exposure.55 Nonetheless, in specific acute settings, CT may also offer valuable diagnostic 

information.38 A central aspect of neuroimaging in cSVD is the potential to discriminate 

between different subtypes of microvascular diseases. As will be discussed in more detail in the 

following sections, the likelihood of underlying ASC or CAA can be inferred from the 

distribution pattern of several MRI-visible lesions (Figures 1.1.C and 1.2).  

  

1.2.5.1. Conventional MRI markers 
1.2.5.1.1. Lobar ICH 

ICH is the second most common form of stroke.56 It is perceived on CT as spontaneously 

hyperdense expansive lesions located outside the basal ganglia, thalamus and brainstem, in the 

cortical or cortico-subcortical regions. On MRI, the signal intensity varies depending on the 

evolution time. Several neuroimaging and clinical findings may help distinguishing secondary 

from primary ICH and have been routinely incorporated into clinical practice.57 Essentially all 

primary ICH are secondary to cSVDs. The location of the ICH, either lobar or deep, helps in 

distinguish the underlying microvascular pathology (Figure 1.1.C and 1.2). 

Several neuroimaging features related to the morphology and attenuation of the acute 

hematoma predict early expansion rates, offering relevant prognostic information.58 MRI 

markers of cSVD can predict ICH recurrence rates, and strong evidence point to cSS being the 

single most important neuroimaging predictor of recurrence. 
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Table 1.1. Criteria for in vivo diagnosis of Probable CAA 
 

 Boston Criteria v1.032 Boston criteria v1.534 Boston criteria v2.035 Edinburgh criteria38 

Year 1995 2010 Soon-to-be-released 2018 
Neuroimaging 

techniques required MRI MRI MRI CT 

Clinical/Neuroimaging 
criteria for Probable 

CAA 

Age ≥ 55 years 
Absence of other cause of 

hemorrhage 
 

Multiple hemorrhages 
(CMB/ICH) restricted to lobar, 
cortical and cortico-subcortical 

regions 

Age ≥ 55 years 
Absence of other cause of 

hemorrhage or cSS 
 

Multiple hemorrhages 
(CMB/ICH) restricted to lobar, 
cortical, or cortico-subcortical 

regions 
OR 

Single lobar, cortical, or cortico-
subcortical hemorrhage AND cSS 

(focal or disseminated) 

Soon-to-be-released 

Lobar ICH + at least 2 of the 
following: 

Subarachnoid hemorrhage 
APOE  ε4 possession 

Finger-lilke projections 

Neuroimaging features 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

   

(A) Lobar intracerebral hemorrhage; (B) lobar cerebral microbleeds; (C) cortical superficial siderosis; (D) enlarged perivascular spaces in the centrum semiovale*59; (E) 
subcortical multi-spot white matter hyperintensities pattern*60; (F) subarachnoid hemorrhage38; and (G) finger-like projections38. 
* Markers potentially eligible for incorporation in the soon-to-be-released Boston criteria v2.0. 

A B C D E 

F 

G F 
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Figure 1.2. Conventional neuroimaging findings associated with cSVD 
 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Sveikata L, et al. 2021. 

 
(A) WMH of presumed vascular origin are hyperintense on FLAIR (i. and ii.), and hypointense on T1-weighted 
images. (B) Lacunes of presumed vascular origin are fluid-filled subcortical cavities isointense to CSF, measuring 
3-15mm, frequently with a hyperintense rim on FLAIR. (i.) Lobar lacune, more common in CAA. (ii.) deep lacune, 
typical of ASC. (C) PVS are small fluid-filled spaces isointense to CSF, that follow the course of a vessel. (i.) 
Visible PVS predominating in the centrum semiovale, characteristic of CAA (ii.) Visible deep PVS, in the basal 
ganglia, commonly seen in ASC. (D) Recent small subcortical infarcts typically show restricted diffusion (i. and 
ii.). (E) Cortical CMIs are lesions <5mm perpendicular to the pial surface, hypointense on T1 (i.) and 
hyperintense/isointense on FLAIR and T2-weighted images (ii.). (F) CMBs millimetric hypointense foci on SWI 
or T2 GRE images. In CAA, they are strictly lobar (i.), but occur in deep regions when related to ASC (ii.).(G) 
cSS are linear hypointense gyriform foci visible on SWI or T2 GRE images (i.). cSAH are visible as linear 
hyperdense foci on CT  (ii.) or hyperintense foci on FLAIR. (H) ICH are perceived as focal hyperdense areas on 
CT (i. and ii.), with diverse signal on T1 and T2-weighted images, depending on temporal stages.    
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Lobar ICH is a key feature of the Boston and Edinburgh criteria, playing a central role in the in 

vivo diagnosis of CAA.35,38 In addition, post-ICH cognitive impairment, either early or 

delayed,61 is a common finding62 and represents a major source of morbidity in surviving 

patients.  Larger volumes and lobar location63 have been associated with early post-ICH 

cognitive impairment, while the severity of WM disease was linked to delayed cognitive 

impairment.61 Accordingly, in a study following 612 ICH-survivors, the presence of several 

neuroimaging markers of cSVD was also associated with post-ICH cognitive performance and 

predicted new-onset dementia.64 
 
1.2.5.1.2. Lobar CMB 

CMBs are defined as small foci of chronic blood metabolites visible within the brain 

parenchyma.65,66 CMBs appear in MRI sequences sensitive to susceptibility effects as foci of 

hypointense signal typically measuring few millimeters in diameter.31,65 Importantly, due to the 

blooming effect and larger coverage area, CMBs are more easily detected through MRI than 

histopathology. 

Cortical CMBs have heterogeneous pathological substrates, that range from small focal 

hemorrhages in different stages of evolution, to vasculopathies and chronic ischemic injury,  

without significant tissue damage.67 Nonetheless, the vast majority represent “frank” 

hemorrhages.68 They are associated with extensive vessel wall remodeling and focal loss of Aβ, 

and likely occur at a late stage in the progression of CAA.69 Importantly, it appears that CMB’s 

impact on tissue integrity is small, which supports the modest cognitive associations thus far 

reported.31  

Several technical parameters influence CMB detection on MRI, including: pulse sequences 

(gradient-recalled echo [GRE] is considered the optimal pulse sequence for CMB 

visualization), echo time (longer TEs enlarge the susceptibility effect), spatial resolution 

(thinner slices increase sensitivity), magnetic field strength (higher field strengths add 

sensitivity), and post-processing techniques (susceptibility-weighted imaging [SWI] 

outperforms regular GRE sequences).66   

The location of CMBs contributes to determining the underlying microvascular pathology. 

While CAA causes CMBs restricted to cortical, cortico-subcortical and lobar areas, ASC 

manifests with CMBs in deep regions, such as the basal ganglia, thalamus, and brainstem. 

Individuals with CMBs located in both deep and lobar regions may be affected by severe ASC 

or concomitant CAA and ASC.65 The pooled prevalence of CMBs in a meta-analysis involving 

7159 CAA patients was 52%.43 In population-based studies, the prevalence of CMBs in elderly 
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groups ranged between 5 and 35%, with 48-79% lobar and 32-52% deep.65 In samples with 

ischemic stroke and spontaneous ICH, the prevalence of CMBs at estimated in 33% and 60%, 

respectively.65 

Lobar CMBs have significant diagnostic value for CAA, as a pivotal marker employed in the 

well-established Boston criteria.35 They increase the risk of first-ever and recurrent ICH and 

may be associated with an increased risk of ischemic stroke.65,70 Their association with 

cognitive outcomes is less clear, usually small and inconsistent.71 For instance, in a systematic 

review involving 8736, CMBs were not associated with either increased risk of dementia or 

AD.72 However, some population-based studies report cognitive associations.65,70,73 

Specifically for lobar CMBs, a recent systematic review including 6 studies reported significant 

associations with reduced executive function and visuospatial ability, but not with language or 

memory.74   

 

1.2.5.1.3. cSS/SAH 

cSS is yet another bleeding manifestation of CAA, defined as curvilinear foci of hypointense 

signal visible on blood-sensitive MRI sequences along convexity gyri. It represents the chronic 

phase of acute convexity SAH, in the form of iron-positive deposits located in the subarachnoid 

space and superficial cortical layers.75 It is associated with recruitment of reactive astrocytes 

and the presence of cortical microinfarcts, suggesting that it may potentially trigger ischemic 

injury in the underlying cortical tissue.75 Interestingly, cSS seems to be more strongly linked to 

CAA in the leptomeningeal than cortical vessels, and its severity is not associated with CMBs.75 

The pooled prevalence of cSS in CAA patients, according to a recent meta-analysis, is estimated 

at 49%.43 Considered one of the most clinically meaningful markers of CAA, cSS increases the 

sensitivity of MRI in detecting CAA pathology,34 and is considered the most likely cause of 

transient focal neurological episodes (TFNEs).50 Besides its diagnostic value, cSS represents 

the strongest neuroimaging predictor of first-ever and recurrent lobar ICH, with poor functional 

outcome.76,77 In a multicenter cohort of 302 possible and probable CAA patients followed over 

12 months, ICH recurrence rates were 17% for the subgroup with cSS and 4% for those without 

it.77 In a recent meta-analysis, cSS was the only CAA marker that predicted recurrent ICH.43 

Not just the presence, but the severity78 and progression of cSS predict the occurrence of 

symptomatic ICH.76 The acute form of leptomeningeal bleeding, namely CT- and MRI-visible 

SAH, also predict recurrent ICH and were associated with concomitant dementia.79,80 cSS’ 

cognitive impacts are less evident, but studies suggest an association with post-ICH cognitive 

impairment.62 
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1.2.5.1.4. WMH 

WMH of presumed vascular origin represent areas of increased signal in T2-weighted images.81  

It is the most common and often earliest marker of cSVD and has been frequently related to 

chronic hypoperfusion, impaired CVR and BBB leakage, despite the limited evidence 

supporting a definitive causal relationship.31,82 In CAA, WMHs appear to be ischemic in nature 

and correlate with the burden of vascular Aβ and cortical Pittsburg compound B (PiB, a nuclear 

medicine marker of amyloid) uptake.71,83,84 Other potential mechanisms such as dysfunction of 

the glymphatic pathway, venous collagenosis, impairment of oligodendrocyte precursor cells, 

and Wallerian degeneration have also been more recently suggested in cSVD-related 

WMH.31,47,82,85,86 In terms of histopathological substrates, WMHs are heterogeneous and may 

present different degrees of gliosis, demyelination, dilated perivascular spaces, loss of 

oligodendrocytes and axons.31,47,87 Fibrohialinosis and arteriolosclerosis appear to be the main 

vessel alterations underlying WMH,87 and the precise mechanisms and neuropathological 

correlates in the context of CAA remain to be determined.31  

More than half of CAA patients present moderate-to-severe WMH Fazekas score.43 Similar to 

CMBs,88 WMHs in CAA have been found to have a posterior predominance,89–91 in accordance 

with the posterior predilection of CAA pathology. However, more recent investigations point 

to another pattern of WMH distribution as more strongly linked to CAA.60 Charidimou et al. 

studied 456 ICH patients and observed that multiple WMH subcortical spots were more 

prevalent among CAA- than ASC-related ICH subjects, and were associated with lobar CMBs 

and enlarged PVS in the centrum semiovale.60 This pattern of distribution has thus been 

considered a promising feature for the soon-to-be-released Boston criteria v2.0.35 The pattern 

of peri-basal ganglia WMH distribution was more strongly associated with ASC-related ICH.60 

Strong scientific evidence supports a link between greater WMHV and worse cognitive 

performance, though with relatively small effect sizes.92 Progression of WMH burden correlates 

with cognitive decline, incident dementia, stroke and death.92 Data specific for CAA is scarce,71 

but pre-ICH cognitive impairment has been associated with advanced WMH in CAA 

individuals.89 Also, WMHV was associated with processing speed in another CAA sample.52 

More recent studies, however, have failed to detect a significant association between WMHV 

and cognitive impairment in CAA.53,93 

 

1.2.5.1.5. Lobar lacunes 

Lacunes of presumed vascular origin represent cavities filled with fluid in the white matter or 

deep gray matter, that substitute tissue destroyed by ischemic or hemorrhagic injury, and are 
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surrounded by reactive astrocytes, myelin and axonal loss, with significant perilesional tissue 

disruption.31,47,87 They are perceived on MRI as 3-15 mm cavities with CSF-like signal, often 

surrounded by a halum of increased signal on FLAIR.81 The acute phase of lacunar infarcts 

shows restricted diffusion and is called “recent small subcortical infarcts”.81 Lacunes in the 

centrum semiovale have been more often found in CAA-related than ASC-related ICH 

patients.94 The prevalence of lacunar infarcts in CAA patients is estimated to be 30%.43 

In elderly populations and samples with cSVD, incident lacunes have been associated with 

worse cognitive performance, incident dementia, stroke, heart failure, and death.95 In patients 

with ICH, lacunes were associated with worse functional outcomes and increased recurrence.96 

Specific prognostic data on CAA patients is scarce. 

 

1.2.5.1.6. Cortical CMI 

Cortical CMI are the most widespread form of brain infarct, commonly found in subjects with 

dementia and/or cerebrovascular diseases, and more frequently detected in CAA than non-CAA 

individuals.71,97 CMIs can be visualized in diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) during acute 

phases and in high-resolution structural MRI in chronic phases, and have well-established 

visual detection criteria.97 Contrary to CMBs, the vast majority of CMIs are undetectable during 

life, due to their small sizes. Only CMIs measuring 1-2mm in diameter can be detected on MRI, 

with increased sensitivity in higher field strengths.97  

In CAA, cortical microinfarcts are thought to result from increased vascular deposition of Aβ 

in penetrating cortical arterioles, with loss of smooth muscle cells and presumed local vessel 

stiffening.31,69 The prevalence of cortical CMIs in a sample of 102 CAA patients was estimated 

at 39%.98 Acute DWI positive microinfarcts are particularly common in patients with CAA-

related ICH, even after the event.71,99 Despite the small numbers detected through MRI, cortical 

CMIs show strong cognitive associations. This indicates that the burden of CMI is probably 

much higher in pathology and causes a disruptive effect on surrounding tissues severe enough 

to compromise connectivity. In CAA, CMIs have been associated with performance in 

executive function and processing speed.98 Also, CAA patients with CMIs have higher 

cumulative dementia rates than those without them.98  

 

1.2.5.1.7. Enlarged perivascular spaces in the centrum semiovale 

PVS, also called Virchow-Robin spaces, represent fluid-filled cavities that surround blood 

vessels (mainly arterioles) and act as a route to drain fluid and waste metabolites from the 

interstitium.26,100 Widened PVS are likely secondary to the obstruction of perivascular pathways 
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by waste products, such as Aβ, and cell debris.26,101 Impaired vascular function (i.e. 

vasomotion), may also contribute to dysfunctional perivascular flow, thus promoting dilation 

of PVS.23 On MRI, they appear as elongated or round foci of CSF-like signal intensity, 

measuring, in general, less than 3 mm, and often without hyperintense margins.81 Visual rating 

scores and automated techniques have been proposed to assess PVS.59,100 They become more 

visible with increased age,100 and their distribution pattern is indicative of the underlying 

microvascular pathology. Individuals with CAA-related ICH have visible PVS located 

predominantly in the centrum semiovale (CSO-PVS), while subjects with hypertensive ICH 

have more PVS visible in the basal ganglia (BG-PVS).102 In a recent meta-analysis, the pooled 

prevalence of high-grade CSO-PVS and BG-PVS in CAA patients were estimated at 56% and 

21%, respectively.43 This specific spatial pattern led CSO-PVS to be considered as a potential 

new marker in the updated, soon-to-be-released, Boston criteria v2.0.35 

PVS is considered a marker of brain health.31 However, other than its potential diagnostic 

utility, evidence on PVS’s prognostic value is still scarce, especially in CAA, and its clinical 

value remains undefined. A recent meta-analysis found that PVS were not associated with post-

ICH prognosis,96 but previous studies indicate an association between high burden of CSO-

PVS and risk of recurrent ICH.103,104 Recent investigations in CAA do not report a significant 

association between PVS and cognitive performance,53,105 but in population-based studies, 

higher burden of PVS has been associated with worse cognition and increased risk of 

dementia.106 

 

1.2.5.1.8. Atrophy 

It is well-established that brain volume is lower in individuals with cSVD compared to controls 

and progresses over time.107–109 Specific cSVD-related brain lesions have been linked to brain 

atrophy, such as WMH and lacunes, thought to cause Wallerian degeneration, with consequent 

loss of brain and gray matter (GM) volume.4,109,110 Optimal assessment of the degree of brain 

atrophy is currently achieved through automated quantitative softwares, using 3D T1-weighted 

images. Technical recommendations to assess brain volume in the context of cSVDs have been 

recently published.109 To avoid bias introduced by different head sizes in cross-sectional 

analyses, measures of brain volume should be controlled for total intracranial volume. 

Longitudinal pipelines that perform co-registration of images across different time points may 

also reduce variability.107 

Importantly, atrophy is the common endpoint of most pathologies affecting the central nervous 

system, which may explain its strong clinical associations. In patients with ICH, brain atrophy 
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has been associated with worse functional outcomes and mortality.96 In cSVD patients, atrophy 

correlates with cognitive performance,108,109 and often outperforms other neuroimaging 

markers.109 However, disentangling which component of the atrophy is attributed to 

neurodegenerative or vascular pathologies remains challenging. For instance, in a recent 

systematic review, none of the studies investigating brain atrophy in cSVD samples controlled 

for AD (either through cerebrospinal fluid [CSF] biomarkers or amyloid-positron emission 

tomography [PET]).109 This distinction may rely on spatial patterns. In amyloid-negative cSVD 

patients, GM loss predominated in the frontal lobes,110 while AD-related volume loss is 

typically more pronounced in parietal and temporal regions.  

Patients with Dutch-type CAA (D-CAA) and sporadic CAA have thinner cortices than healthy 

controls.111 In D-CAA, the association with cortical thickness was mediated by vascular 

dysfunction, in the form of CVR measured through blood-oxygen-level-dependent time-to-

peak (BOLD-TTP).111 Patients with sporadic CAA also present greater WM loss in comparison 

to controls and AD subjects, with more pronounced differences in the posterior occipital 

regions.112 In the same study, WM volume (WMV) was independently associated with 

executive function.112  A recent case-control study observed that, alongside CVR and a DWI-

based marker, atrophy mediated the effect of CAA on cognition.93 In a study comprising 158 

non-demented probable CAA patients, medial temporal atrophy independently predicted 

conversion to dementia, indicating that there is likely a contributing role of AD pathology.53 In 

a case-control study with 58 non-demented CAA patients and 138 cognitively normal controls, 

TBV was the only neuroimaging marker associated with executive function and processing 

speed.51 

 

1.2.5.2. Burden scores 

In an attempt to better capture the cumulative effect of multiple cSVD-induced brain lesions 

and assess their total impact in a more pragmatic way, different burden scores have been 

developed merging several imaging markers. As mentioned before, individual markers of cSVD 

yield limited clinical associations. By employing burden scores, authors aimed to increase the 

power to detect such associations.  

One of the earliest scores was proposed in 2013, called the “Total SVD score”, ranging from 0 

to 4.113,114 This score includes the following MRI features: ≥1 lacunes; ≥1 CMB; moderate to 

severe BG-PVS; and periventricular WMH Fazekas 3 and/or deep WMH Fazekas 2-3.115 It has 

been extensively applied in research, yielding relevant clinical associations. For example, it 

predicted mortality in population-based studies;116 risk of ICH after venous thrombolytic 
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therapy,117 and in patients with atrial fibrillation on anticoagulants;118 poor functional outcomes 

post-ICH and ischemic stroke;119,120 and mild cognitive impairment,121 among others. 

An adapted version of the total SVD score was developed and validated specifically for CAA 

in 2016, including the MRI markers most relevant for the disease.122 This score incorporated 

lobar CMBs, cSS, CSO-PVS, and WMH, ranging from 0 to 6 points.122 Upon development, it 

correlated with CAA histopathologic changes (i.e. fibrinoid necrosis and vessel-wall splitting) 

and symptomatic ICH.122 In the Rotterdam cohort, a population-based study, the same CAA 

score was associated with cognitive impairment and increased risk of stroke, dementia and 

death.123  

 

1.2.5.3. Advanced MRI techniques 

Although conventional MRI markers are readily available through visual ratings, their 

prognostic value, especially cognitive associations, are inconsistent and yield small effect sizes 

in general. These markers are limited in their ability to detect microstructural damage and fail 

to capture the perilesional and remote abnormalities that greatly contribute to cognitive 

symptoms. Conversely, advanced techniques have much to offer: their quantitative nature 

allows for increased statistical power; they are sensitive to a large spectrum of tissue 

abnormalities that cover more than only MRI-visible changes; and they reflect hallmark 

pathological features.  

Exploring in detail state-of-the-art MRI techniques in cSVD is beyond the scope of this chapter, 

for which the reader is referred to recent reviews on the subject.124,125 

As previously discussed, NVU dysfunction is considered an early and pivotal step in the 

pathogenesis of SVD126 associated with BBB leakage, impairment of cerebrovascular reactivity 

and hypoperfusion. Therefore, MRI techniques capable of detecting these early pathological 

changes are considered promising for mechanistic studies and application as secondary 

endpoints in future clinical trials. 

The technique of choice to quantify BBB dysfunction in cSVD is dynamic contrast-enhanced 

MRI (DCE-MRI), through which slow rates of gadolinium-based contrast agent tissue 

extravasation can be detected and quantified via T1-shortening effect on tissue water.127 Several 

studies suggest that BBB leakage is increased in patients with cSVD.128,129 It is associated 

with WMH burden,130 total cSVD scores,131 worse cognitive performance,130 and may predict 

worse functional outcome.132 However, results are still significantly inconsistent across 

studies,107,127,133 and evidence of repeatability and reproducibility of the method are 

missing.107,127 Furthermore, specific data on CAA is scarce. Recommendations for obtaining 
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BBB leakage measurements have been recently proposed, in an attempt to standardize the 

technique and reduce heterogeneity in future studies.127  

Impaired cerebral blood flow (CBF) is another important feature of cSVD pathophysiology, 

that has been investigated through neuroimaging. Whole-brain or tissue-resting CBF represents 

a snapshot of the perfusion status in a specific time and brain region but ignores the expected 

minute-by-minute and regional variations.134 Several imaging techniques can be applied to 

measure whole-brain CBF, accounting for large methodological variability in the 

literature:  phase-contrast MRI, arterial spin labelling (ASL)-MRI, dynamic-susceptibility 

contrast (DSC)-MRI, PET, single-photon emission computerized tomography, Xenon-CT, CT 

perfusion, and transcranial Doppler ultrasound.134 While evidence suggests that CBF and cSVD 

severity are negatively associated,134 there are discordant results135–137 and the temporality of 

the association is under debate.134,138 It remains unclear whether reduced CBF is secondary to 

cSVD severity, contributes to it, or has a bidirectional association.139 Nonetheless, whole-brain 

CBF has been found to accelerate cognitive decline and increase the risk of dementia in 

the population-based Rotterdam Study.140  

The adequacy of tissue-level blood supply can be better assessed by investigating 

cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR), that is, whether the arterioles vasodilate efficiently in 

response to increased blood supply demand (i.e. increased neuronal activity, or 

metabolic/vasodilatory challenges or maneuvers).4,107,141 There are multiple imaging techniques 

available to assess CVR, but blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)141 and ASL142 are 

considered the most promising ones, evaluated in response to a stimulus, such as breathing 

CO2.143 Though literature about CVR in cSVD is still scarce and inconsistent, evidence suggests 

that reduced white matter CVR is associated with increased WMH volume,144 with subtle 

microstructural disruption in NAWM145 and may precede progression to WMH.146 Recent 

evidence suggests that lower CVR is associated with cognitive impairment, and this relationship 

was mediated by periventricular WMH.147 In CAA, CVR in response to visual stimulation, 

measured through BOLD-fMRI in the occipital lobes, showed reduced amplitude and 

prolonged time to peak compared to controls, and correlated with WMHV. 148 The amplitude 

of the occipital BOLD signal in response to visual stimulation was found to decrease 

significantly in CAA patients, compared to controls, but did not correlate with longitudinal 

changes in CMBs or WMHV.149 BOLD fMRI slope was even used as a surrogate marker for 

an early-phase clinical trial investigating the safety and preliminary efficacy of immunotherapy 

with ponezumab in 24 CAA patients.150   
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Besides offering an in-vivo evaluation of cerebral hemodynamics, advanced MRI also provides 

relevant insights into microstructural integrity and connectivity. Growing evidence suggests 

that cSVD lesions affect cognition via network disruption. Therefore, methods that directly 

assess the integrity of network connections may converge the information of several markers 

with increased power to reflect clinical endpoints. The two MRI methods currently applied to 

investigate connectivity are: resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) and diffusion imaging. The 

latter will be discussed in more detail in section 1.3.2. 

Rs-fMRI is a technique capable of estimating the disruption of brain networks.47 By assessing 

the temporal correlations of hemodynamic changes in different regions of the brain in a resting 

state, this technique can estimate functional connectivity.151,152 While studies applying rs-fMRI 

in cSVD are still in early development, initial results suggest that the main dysfunctional 

regions in these patients are related to the default mode network, comprising the medial 

prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, anterior cingulate cortex, and parietal 

cortex.47 With the standardization of processing techniques and image acquisition, it is likely 

that functional imaging markers will become more useful in the field in the future. 

Despite their proven usefulness in the research field, experts’ consensus advocate that none of 

these techniques is yet ready to be applied for diagnosis or to be used in clinical practice.153 

 

1.3. Vascular contributors to cognitive impairment and dementia 
Dementia is defined as a progressive and irreversible decline in cognitive functions that 

compromise activities of daily life.46 It is a public health priority worldwide, responsible for 

significant economic and social costs,154 and expected to increase due to improving life 

expectancy and aging of the population.155  

Vascular cognitive impairment (VCI) represents conditions in which neurovascular pathologies 

contribute to mental disability.156 After AD, vasculopathies are the most prevalent independent 

contributors to cognitive deficits and are responsible for at least 20% of dementia cases.156 

However, it has become clear that age-related cognitive decline is typically driven by co-

occurring vascular and neurodegenerative diseases, observed in the majority of demented 

patients.157 cSVDs are considered the most prevalent vascular contributors to age-related 

cognitive impairment.45,158 
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Though there have been several attempts to determine which single or combination of 

neuroimaging markers can define with reasonable certainty an underlying vascular pathology 

in the context of cognitive decline, no feature can be considered pathognomonic.54 For instance, 

typical cSVD conventional MRI features such as WMH, CMBs and PVS can also be seen in 

non-vascular pathologies, such as demyelination/leukodystrophies, traumatic brain 

injury/sepsis and inflammatory processes, respectively.65 Moreover, advanced techniques such 

as diffusion imaging or fMRI are also not specific to vascular pathology. Therefore, clinical 

context is paramount when interpreting neuroimaging findings.  

Though this remains a controversial issue, some studies and consensus advocate that cSVD-

related VCID may occur in the presence of: (1) a single strategically placed lacunar infarct or 

hemorrhage (thalamus or basal ganglia), (2) multiple (>2) non-brainstem lacunes, (3) multiple 

(>2) intracerebral hemorrhages, or (4) extensive and confluent white matter lesions.54,159,160 

Since these criteria were suggested, important advances have been made in the neuroimaging 

field, aiming for the standardization of definitions,81 harmonization of imaging 

protocols,81,107,161 and proposal of a framework for neuroimaging biomarker development,107 

with significant impact on research and, to some extent, in daily practice.  

 

1.3.1. Potential mechanisms of SVD-related cognitive impairment 

To understand the mechanisms underlying cSVD-related cognitive impairment, we must 

remember that cognition depends on the constant exchange of information between brain 

regions that are anatomically and functionally linked.2 As previously discussed, cSVD-related 

brain lesions arise from hemorrhagic or non-hemorrhagic (presumably ischemic) mechanisms, 

with the latter showing stronger associations with overall cognitive dysfunction. Several studies 

support the notion that cSVD lesions affect cognition by impairing complex networks, resulting 

in a disconnection syndrome.47 By causing micro and macrostructural tissue abnormalities, 

cSVD lesions disrupt cortical-subcortical and cortical-cortical connections and affect synaptic 

transmissions (Figure 1.1.D). Damage to white matter tracts can further impair functional 

connectivity within networks related to attention and executive functions.47 

The anatomical location of vascular lesions also plays an important role in the development of 

VCID and helps explain its heterogeneous neuropsychological manifestations.4 Several studies 

point to strategic locations associated with global post-stroke cognitive deficits, such as: 

thalamus, internal capsule, basal ganglia, corpus callosum,162 cingulate cortex, angular gyrus, 

frontal subcortical areas and specific white matter tracts of the left hemisphere.163 Interestingly, 
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cSVD lesions often affect centrally located and richly interconnected regions, which are 

responsible for the integration of information.47 

In addition to causing focal disturbances, subcortical lesions trigger secondary degeneration of 

long and short white matter tracts, leading to adjacent and remote abnormalities, that culminate 

in white matter atrophy, cortical thinning, and loss of function.4 This observation further 

emphasizes that cSVD affects cognition not only through focal disturbances but also through 

its whole-brain effects (Figure 1.1.D).47 

 

1.3.2. The quest for the ideal neuroimaging biomarker in the context of VCI. 

Despite the enormous clinical relevance and economical costs associated with VCI, there are 

still no specific disease-modifying therapies available. Management of these patients relies 

mainly on prevention and treatment of vascular risk factors (see details in Appendix 1). While 

this can be attributed to our limited (though ongoing) understanding of the pathophysiology of 

cSVDs, the lack of fully validated neuroimaging markers fit for large clinical trials represents 

a major obstacle to future therapeutic development.  

An unmet need in the imaging field is how to measure the widespread brain injury that underlies 

cSVDs in a feasible and clinically meaningful way. As previously discussed, though 

conventional MRI markers (i.e., WMH, lacunes, and hemorrhages) play a pivotal role in 

diagnosing cSVD and other WM disorders, they are less sensitive to subtle changes in the 

NAWM and usually yield weak and inconsistent cognitive associations. The quest for the ideal 

MRI marker to fit the critical role of a reliable outcome measure in clinical trials has become a 

research priority in the field, and the future development of disease-modifying therapies 

depends on it. When used as surrogate markers for clinical endpoints, neuroimaging features 

can greatly reduce sample sizes, time of follow-up and, hence, the costs of clinical trials, 

improving the feasibility of studies.107  

This scientific gap has prompted experts in the field to organize national and international 

consortiums aiming for the standardization and harmonization of neuroimaging techniques for 

the study of VCI. A first step came in 2013, with the publication of a consensus on 

neuroimaging standards for research on cSVD and related cognitive impairment (STRIVE), 

which constituted a guideline on the definitions, terminology, reporting standards, and 

acquisition protocols.81 However, there was still no consensus in the scientific community 

concerning which MRI markers were already fit for specific purposes, and which were the most 

promising ones. To help with this choice and to foment directed research, an international group 

of experts published in 2019 a framework for developing and validating MRI biomarkers in 
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VCID.107 According to this framework, validation of a neuroimaging marker as a surrogate for 

clinical endpoints requires the fulfillment of 8 steps, namely: proof of concept (the marker must 

measure a specific abnormality attributed to cSVDs), proof of principle (the measured marker 

must differ significantly in patients with cSVDs compared to those without cSVDs), 

repeatability (measurements in the same subject using the same scanner in different moments 

must be similar), reproducibility (measurements in the same subject using different scanners 

must be similar), proof of effectiveness (proof of principle demonstrated in large multicenter 

studies), longitudinal (the marker must have well-established and documented changes over 

time), monitoring (longitudinal changes in the marker must reflect progression of cSVDs), and, 

finally, surrogate (longitudinal changes in the marker must reflect clinical outcomes related to 

cSVDs).107  

In light of the aforementioned framework, the same group of experts reviewed the literature to 

address which steps had already been fulfilled for each cSVD MRI marker (i.e. lacunes, WMH, 

CMB, PVS, atrophy, DTI, perfusion, CVR, and BB integrity).107 None of them fulfilled the last 

surrogate step.107 The two biomarkers in the most advanced stage of validation were atrophy 

and DTI.107 As discussed previously, while atrophy represents a promising feature, its 

nonspecific nature and great influence from neurodegenerative diseases make it a less 

promising marker. Most studies that reported atrophy’s clinical associations in cSVD did not 

control for AD pathology.109 On the other hand, DWI has several features that align with current 

scientific needs and priorities. First, diffusion properties of the water molecules inside brain 

tissues reflect microstructural integrity and correlate with significant histopathological changes, 

such as tissue rarefaction, axonal and myelin density.164 Second, evidence suggests that 

diffusion abnormalities are more sensitive and predominantly driven by cSVD compared to AD 

pathology.165,166 Third, these markers are sensitive to early and diffuse abnormalities not 

detectable through conventional MRI,47 and outperform MRI-visible lesions167,168 by 

explaining more variance in cognition.47,169 Fourth, diffusion measures show good 

reproducibility and repeatability.107 Finally, longitudinal changes in these markers appear to 

reflect disease progression.107 

Despite all these advantages, the widespread use of diffusion markers is hampered by the broad 

range of post-processing options, which can be labor-intensive and time-consuming. The 

simplest and most commonly used model to characterize diffusion processes is the diffusion 

tensor model (DTI). This model quantifies several commonly used diffusion scalar measures, 

such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD). The typically observed cSVD 

pattern of brain injury is characterized by an increase in the amount of water diffusion 
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(increased MD) and a reduction in its directionality (reduced FA).170 Studies using the more 

complex, and probably more realistic, free water diffusion model have shown that cSVD-

related diffusion abnormalities are mainly driven by increased extracellular water, and less by 

alterations in the tissue compartment.170 

Several other post-processing techniques can be used to obtain more refined measures. For 

instance, the combination of tractography and graph theory led to the development of valuable 

connectivity metrics. Network efficiency and other graph-based measures can predict cognitive 

performance,166,168,171,172 faster cognitive decline,168 conversion to dementia,171,173 and even all-

cause mortality in cSVD populations.174 Furthermore, a higher burden of cSVD MRI lesions is 

associated with lower network efficiency,172,175 which mediates the relationship between cSVD 

and cognition.176,177 These findings support the pivotal role of network disconnection in the 

genesis of VCID.  

Several DWI post-processing techniques have been used in the context of CAA. In 2006, Salat 

et al. used voxel-based and region-of-interest (ROI) analyses to evaluate the spatial distribution 

of WM damage in 11 CAA patients, compared to 13 controls.178 They observed a reduction in 

FA values in the temporal WM and in the splenium of the corpus callosum.178 MD changes 

were not significant.  In 2008, Viswanathan et al. observed that an increase in the apparent 

diffusion coefficients (ADC) in the unaffected hemisphere independently predicted ICH-related 

cognitive impairment.179 Reijmer et al. observed lower network efficiency measures in CAA 

compared to control patients, with abnormalities more pronounced in posterior regions. Worse 

network efficiency was associated with increased cortical amyloid levels (PIBPET), WMHV, 

and CMB numbers.172 It also correlated with worse processing speed and worse performance 

in executive function, as well as lower gait speed.172 Global network efficiency in CAA patients 

were found to decline over time from posterior to frontal connections.180 Progressive decline in 

posterior connectivity correlated with greater progression of occipital cortical thickness.181   

More recently, automated global DTI-based markers have been developed.167,169,182 Among 

them, peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity (PSMD) is considered a highly promising 

metric, that aligns with current scientific needs. It is fast and fully automated and demonstrates 

consistent cognitive associations. It runs in relatively simple DTI data, that is, it does not require 

highly complex acquisitions. However, knowledge about PSMD is still limited in the scientific 

community, and data on its utility in the context of CAA, the second most common form of 

cSVD, is scarce.183 Thus, we set out to critically evaluate PSMD’s role as neuroimaging 

biomarker of VCID and investigate its potential applications in CAA. To this end, in the next 

section, we will review, in detail, the technical aspects of this novel biomarker. 
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1.4. Peak Width of Skeletonized Mean Diffusivity 
Peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity is a DTI-based marker developed in 2016 by 

Baykara et al.169 It was envisioned as a robust marker that could quantify cSVD burden, be 

applied to large samples, and be eventually incorporated into the clinical routine.169 It relies on 

the skeletonization of the white matter tracts and histogram analysis, using a freely available 

pipeline.154 This marker can be rapidly computed,154 offers high interscanner 

reproducibility154,168,169 and small sample size estimates,154 showing consistent cognitive 

associations across different SVD and aging populations.154,168,170–173 

 

1.4.1. Technical overview of PSMD 

A shell script for calculating of PSMD was developed and made publicly available 

(www.psmd-marker.com) by Baykara et al. in 2016.169 The fully automated PSMD pipeline 

runs in approximately 7-15 minutes on a standard desktop computer.169,184 It combines three 

main elements: the skeletonization of white matter tracts, application of a custom mask, and 

histogram analysis.169 Each step is described in detail in the following sections, discussing 

aspects relevant for the generalizability and interpretation of the marker. 

 

1.4.1.1. Prerequisites 

The pipeline is regularly updated and is currently in its fourth release (v1·8·2; 

https://github.com/miac-research/psmd/releases). It requires the installation of FMRIB 

Software Library (FSL, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) or the use of the provided Singularity 

container. It is validated for commonly used single-shell DWI acquisitions, that is, data 

acquired using only one b-value, other than zero. Ideally, the DWI protocol should include a 

minimum of 20 diffusion-encoding gradients, b-value between 700 and 1200 s/mm2, and 

isotropic resolution of around 2 mm (http://www.psmd-marker.com/usage/).  

 

1.4.1.2. Preprocessing 

DWI images are frequently impacted by multiple artifacts, such as motion, eddy-currents, and 

susceptibility-induced off-resonance fields,185 which, if not adequately corrected or controlled 

for, affect DTI indices and may compromise group comparisons and correlations.185–187 While 

some measures can be taken during the acquisition process to reduce these artifacts,188,189 post-
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acquisition techniques are more widely used since they can be retrospectively applied and do 

not require longer scan times.190 

The completely automated PSMD pipeline applies commonly used methods to correct for 

motion and off-resonance effects in DWI (eddy currents and motion correction, 

eddy_correct;191 https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/eddy), followed by brain extraction 

(BET;192 https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BET/UserGuide), and tensor fitting (DTIfit 

[weighted linear least squares approach];193,194 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FDT/UserGuide#DTIFIT) (Figure 1.3.A). While the 

standard pipeline is suited for a broad range of acquisition protocols, researchers can also use 

more elaborate and effective imaging correction methods190 (e.g., outlier replacement,195 slice-

to-volume corrections,196 and susceptibility-by-movement interactions correction197) better 

fitted for specific DWI protocols. The preprocessed images can then be fed into the PSMD 

pipeline, which is versatile and allows for inputting unprocessed raw DWI data, DWI data 

corrected for artifacts (preprocessed), or already tensor-fitted FA and MD maps.  

 

1.4.1.3. Skeletonization 

A key characteristic of PSMD is that it is computed from a WM skeleton rather than from the 

whole brain or the entire WM like other global DTI measures. This choice was made as an 

attempt to reduce contamination from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),169 recognized as a major 

source of bias in diffusion studies.198–200 WM and gray matter volumes decrease significantly 

with age, introducing atrophy-based CSF partial volume effects on DTI measures.200 Mean MD 

is expected to increase, and mean FA decreases if voxels containing CSF are included (even 

partially) in DTI analyses.200 Naturally, the morphology of MD histograms is also impacted if 

voxels with high MD values are included in the region-of-interest (ROI). 

Specifically, periventricular and superficial brain areas are more susceptible to contamination 

by nature of their proximity to the CSF. Therefore, restricting the analysis only to voxels within 

a WM skeleton efficiently excludes areas more prone to CSF contamination169 while increasing 

statistical power.201 

Skeletonization of the main WM tracts in the PSMD pipeline is obtained through tract-based 

spatial statistics (TBSS), as implemented in FSL.169 Smith et al. developed this technique in 

2006 as an attempt to address challenges related to applying voxel-based morphometry (VBM) 

on diffusion data.202 By combining tractography principles with VBM techniques, TBSS was 

designed to overcome alignment and smoothing issues.202 
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Figure 1.3. Overview of the PSMD pipeline 

 
   Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Yilmaz P et al. 2022, under review. 

 
A. The preprocessing steps included in PSMD's pipeline perform motion and eddy-currents correction, brain 
extraction and tensor fitting. The computation of PSMD further relies on three cornerstones: skeletonization, 
application of a custom-mask and histogram analysis. B. The skeletonization procedure is performed through 
tract-based spatial statistics, by registering the FA map to common space (FMRIB 1 mm FA template) and 
projecting it onto the skeleton (derived from the same FA template, thresholded at 0.2). The same transformation 
matrices are used for MD data, to obtain a skeletonized MD map. C. This map is further masked using the 
template thresholded at FA 0.3, and a custom-made mask. D. Finally, the width of the histogram derived from 
the MD values of all the voxels included in the skeleton, that is, the difference between percentiles 95 and 5, 
represents the peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity. Created with Biorender. 

 

In summary, TBSS’s skeletonization process involves aligning the FA images from all subjects 

to the same target and averaging them into a mean FA image used to generate a tract skeleton, 

in which voxels with higher FA are thought to represent the center of WM tracts.202 Each 

patient’s FA map is then projected onto this skeleton, creating skeletonized FA images that can 

finally be used for voxelwise statistics.202  
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The PSMD pipeline takes advantage of this skeletonization procedure but is intended to provide 

a single value representative of the microstructural integrity of the main WM tracts of the brain 

rather than data for voxelwise analysis. Therefore, instead of performing a group analysis of 

FA maps from all subjects, the pipeline applies TBSS individually to each subject, always using 

the same tract skeleton template derived from the FMRIB58 mean FA image thresholded at 0.2 

(Figure 1.3.B). The FA-derived transformation parameters are applied on the MD maps to 

obtain MD skeletons, further masked with the same template thresholded at 0.3 to again 

decrease the likelihood of CSF partial volume contamination. Using the same fixed target and 

skeleton template helps to remove the influence that different cohorts may have on individual 

PSMD results and contributes to the consistent values observed across different populations.  

Beaudet et al. showed yet another benefit of the skeletonization process. They observed that 

calculating the peak width from the WM MD skeleton, compared to the global WM MD mask, 

led to a significant decrease in between-subjects variability.203 Such decrease was much more 

pronounced in MD than in other mean DTI metrics.203 

 

1.4.1.4. Application of a custom mask 

The skeletonized MD maps derived from TBSS are further masked using the custom mask from 

PSMD’s package. This final masking procedure is intended to further mitigate CSF 

contamination and to exclude non-cerebral areas from the analysis (Figure 1.3.C; Figure 1.4).  

 

1.4.1.5. Histogram analysis 

While ROI analysis is well-suited to investigate specific areas of the brain, histograms are 

particularly useful to study subtle disorders that affect large portions of the brain, with the 

advantage of minimizing observer-dependent bias.169,204,205 Diseases like cSVD and MS were 

originally thought to affect only areas with visible lesions and thus were extensively studied 

with ROI analyses.205 However, abnormalities found in the NAWM of these patients make 

whole-brain measures at least as sensitive as those extracted from ROIs.205 Like PSMD, other 

DWI histogram metrics, such as WM MD peak height, mean, median, peak value, skew, and 

kurtosis, have been successfully applied in WM diseases.206,207  
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Figure 1.4. PSMD’s custom mask 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Yilmaz P et al. 2022, under review. 

In total, 212,081 skeletonized voxels are obtained through TBSS. The PSMD custom mask released in 2016 keeps 
only 86,406 of those, and is represented by voxels in red and yellow. In 2019, a new version of the custom mask 
was released (red), excluding 1,210 more voxels, which were located mainly in the midbrain and in superficial 
regions (yellow), yielding a final count of 85,186 voxels. This image highlights the importance of harmonizing the 
pipeline version and hence the custom masks applied, to ensure homogeneity in the number of voxels and to allow 
for comparability of histogram metrics. 
 

PSMD uses the distance between percentiles 5 and 95 of the MD histogram curve, reflecting 

the heterogeneity in voxel-based MD values within the WM skeleton. Since the same 

skeletonization procedure and the same custom mask are applied to all individuals, the obtained 

histograms are already normalized; that is, they are based on the same number of voxels and 

have similar bin widths. This allows for direct comparison of PSMD values between subjects 

with different brain volumes,205 and helps explain the consistency of PSMD values across 

different populations.169  

 

1.4.1.6. Known sources of bias  

The use of different versions of scanner acquisition software (especially in the case of Philips 

systems), FSL or operating systems are known to affect PSMD values (http://www.psmd-

marker.com/faq/) and should ideally remain stable across patients and cohorts. It is known that 

different preprocessing methods result in significant variations in FA and MD, but their specific 

impact on PSMD remains to be investigated.208 To ensure consistency of environment and 

stable results, researchers may use the recently developed PSMD Singularity container 

(https://github.com/miac-research/psmd/tree/main/singularity).  

While preprocessing steps reduce inter-individual variability and improve the tensor model 

estimation,208 they may not eradicate artifacts.186 Quality control measures are still needed to 

identify inadequate scans that may impact results.186,190 Importantly, visual inspection is a non-

quantitative approach, prone to examiner bias and virtually impractical for large datasets. 185 

Therefore, automated procedures (i.e., https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/eddyqc; 

https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FsTutorial/TraculaOutputs) are more suited to detect 
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and quantify imaging artifacts, with the advantage of providing continuous variables that can 

be employed as nuisance regressors in statistical analyses.185–187 The deleterious effects of such 

artifacts on conventional DTI metrics have been established,186,187 but their impact on PSMD 

needs further investigation.209  

Differences in DWI’s field-of-view is also a source of bias since it will change the number of 

included voxels, compromising normalization and comparability of histogram metrics. A quick 

check of input images is recommended, and only acquisitions completely covering both 

cerebral hemispheres should be included. Similarly, the use of different versions of the PSMD’s 

skeleton custom mask may be a source of similar bias since they differ in the number of voxels 

included (Figure 1.4). To ensure comparability and harmonization of PSMD values, studies 

should consistently report the version of the PSMD pipeline, and the skeleton-mask applied to 

their datasets. 

Brain lesions such as infarcts or intracerebral hemorrhage are also sources of bias when dealing 

with PSMD. Ischemic strokes can be accounted for by excluding DWI hyperintense lesions 

from raw DWI images using a built-in argument (http://www.psmd-marker.com/usage/). Other 

options to deal with brain lesions include masking out the affected voxels or using only the non-

affected contralateral hemisphere to compute PSMD, both available as built-in arguments in 

recent versions (http://www.psmd-marker.com/faq/). 
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2. Objectives 

2.1. Primary Objective 
Our primary objective was to investigate PSMD’s performance as neuroimaging biomarker 

for cognitive impairment in the context of CAA.  

 

2.2. Specific Objectives 
-  Gather and synthesize the evidence supporting PSMD’s role as a promising 

biomarker in the context of cSVD and other WM disorders. For that, we conducted a 

systematic review of all studies employing PSMD available in the literature until Feb 

01 2021. This systematic review is presented in chapter 3.1. 

- Cross-sectionally investigate PSMD’s neuroimaging and cognitive associations in 

patients with CAA. For that, we conducted a case-control study, presented in chapter 

3.2. 

- Expand on previous research by investigating PSMD’s association with other 

conventional and DWI-based MRI markers. Investigate PSMD’s regional variations in 

CAA. Compare PSMD’s cognitive associations against other conventional DWI 

markers. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Systematic Review on PSMD 
This chapter is based on a systematic review written by the author (co-first author) and collaborators 
(Pinar Yilmaz [co-first author], Lukas Sveikata, Dorothee Schoemaker, Susanne van Veluw, Andreas 
Charidimou, Marco Duering, Mark Etherton, Steve Greenberg, and Anand Viswanathan), currently 

under review. 
 

3.1.1.     Introduction 

Major advances in the field of neuroimaging have enabled in vivo appraisal of WM structural 

integrity. The assessment of brain lesions visible on conventional MRI, such as WMH, lacunes, 

and hemorrhages, plays a pivotal role in defining cSVD and other WM disorders and has been 

incorporated into clinical practice.36 However, these lesions tend to explain only a small portion 

of the variance in cognitive impairment and clinical disability related to highly prevalent WM 

disorders,71 and are susceptible to subjective visual assessments or error-prone automated 

segmentation approaches.210 Additionally, significant abnormalities in the NAWM, known to 

impact clinical outcomes,211 are not detectable on conventional MRI sequences and call for 

advanced techniques capable of better capturing the whole spectrum of WM injury, including 

early-stage alterations.212 

DWI is one of the best-suited MRI techniques for assessing the extent and nature of global WM 

damage.213 The anisotropic diffusion of water molecules inside brain tissues provides 

quantitative parameters that inform on the microstructural integrity and directionality of WM 

tracts. The most commonly used model to characterize diffusion processes in the brain is the 

DTI, generating scalar measures like FA and MD, successfully applied for the diagnosis, 

categorization, and follow-up of several WM diseases, as well as for assessing normal 

development and aging.213 Despite the multiple pipelines currently available, the optimal 

method through which to analyze diffusion MRI data remains undefined, hindered by labor-

intensive and time-consuming options. The development and validation of fast and automated 

techniques to be applied in large clinical trials is considered crucial for future therapeutic 

progress in the field of WM disorders.107 

In this context, a recently developed DTI marker offers several advantages that align with 

current scientific needs and priorities. PSMD is a fully automated and rapidly computed marker 

originally designed to quantify the severity of cSVD pathology and related cognitive 

impairment. In addition, PSMD shows strong neuropsychological associations, outperforming 

other MRI markers by independently predicting cognitive outcomes.169 Though PSMD has 
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been increasingly applied in the research setting, knowledge about this marker is still limited, 

and the scientific literature lacks a comprehensive review of the evidence supporting its use in 

multiple neurological conditions. 

In this systematic review, we focus on PSMD’s clinical-radiological correlations reported in 

different studies. We also address PSMD’s current status of validation as a biomarker, potential 

challenges, and future directions. Other methods for analyzing diffusion data are beyond the 

scope of this review, for which the reader is encouraged to refer to other detailed reviews.125,213 

 
3.1.2.     Materials and methods 

We performed our systematic review following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (http://www.prisma-statement.org/).  

 

3.1.2.1. Literature search 

The literature search was performed in PubMed, EMBASE, Medline, Cochrane Central, Web 

of Science, and Google Scholar in Feb 1, 2021. Our search terms included ‘peak width’, 

‘skeletonized’, ‘histogram’, ‘diffusion tensor imaging’, ‘diffusion weighted imaging’ amongst 

others (further details on search query are provided in Appendix 3.1.A and Table A.3.1.A). 

Additionally, we manually identified other manuscripts derived from the reference lists of 

relevant publications and from the authors’ personal records.  

  

3.1.2.2. Eligibility criteria 

Only original articles applying the PSMD algorithm developed by Baykara et al. in 2016 were 

deemed eligible for analysis.169 We excluded theses and manuscripts for which no full text was 

available (conference abstracts), and no original data was reported (editorial and review 

articles) (Figure 3.1.1). 

  

3.1.2.3. Screening and study selection  

Search results were imported to EndNote X9 and duplicates were removed. Two independent 

reviewers (MCZZ and PY) screened the studies for eligibility. There were no disagreements in 

the process of screening the articles.  

 

3.1.2.4. Data extraction  

The same reviewers systematically extracted data from the included articles, separately. In case 

of disagreement, a third reviewer (LS) served to reach a consensus. From each article, the 
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following variables were extracted: study design, number of cohorts and participants, country 

of origin, neurological disorder(s) investigated, imaging and non-imaging biomarkers, 

cognitive tests, and main findings. With respect to each investigated cohort, we collected 

technical details (scanner manufacturer, field strength, TR/TE, voxel size, number of diffusion 

gradient directions, b-value, as well as the software and procedures used in the preprocessing 

step), number of participants, their age range, the reported PSMD values, and normalized WMH 

volume. The majority of studies reported PSMD values in mean ± standard deviation. To allow 

for the comparison of values across the different samples, we used the BoxCox method214 to 

calculate mean and SD from studies originally reporting only median and IQR 

values.105,169,184,215,216 This method has been shown to perform better with non-parametric 

data.214 Specifically for the cohorts investigated by Beaudet et al., since PSMD values were 

available only per stratum of age,203 we identified the most prevalent age range per cohort and 

displayed PSMD values in respect to that specific stratum. Whenever there was known or 

suspected overlap between the study cohorts (Appendix 3.1.B., Table A.3.1.B),169,188,189,203,215–

219 only data from the largest reported sample was included in the pooled presentation. Results 

were plotted using the R package ggplot2.220 

 

3.1.2.5. Critical appraisal and risk of bias assessment 

Since there are no standardized protocols for quality assessment of neuroimaging studies, we 

evaluated the risk of bias using the Newcastle Ottawa scale for case-control studies and its 

adapted version for cross-sectional and cohort studies.221 To account for variability in the 

handling of neuroimaging data, we further included key technical parameters in the scales, 

assessing clarity and availability of information on the DWI acquisition protocols and 

preprocessing steps.221 Further details on the assessment, quality indicators, and scoring system 

are available in Appendix 3.1.C. Studies were examined separately by PY and MCZZ, and rated 

as very good, good, satisfactory, and unsatisfactory, based on previously defined 

thresholds,221,222 and disagreements were resolved by a third rater (LS).  

 

3.1.2.6. Objectives 

Our main objectives were to provide a synthesis of PSMD’s technical details and to discuss the 

evidence around PSMD’s: (1) reliability, related to inter-scanner reproducibility and test-retest 

repeatability; (2) clinical and neuroimaging predictors; (3) value as a potential surrogate for 

clinical endpoints in different neurological conditions, and (4) current status of validation as 

neuroimaging biomarker for cSVD.  
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3.1.3.     Results 

3.1.3.1. Results of the search strategy 

We identified 1,084 unique records, of which 638 articles remained after the removal of 

duplicates. During the screening process, we further excluded 588 articles based on title and 

abstract. In total, 50 full-text articles were assessed for inclusion, of which 19 met eligibility 

criteria and were included in the review (Figure 3.1.1).  

After selecting only the largest samples from overlapping cohorts,169,188,189,203,215–219 we 

calculated that the PSMD pipeline was applied in a total of 23,737 individuals, over 27 cohorts 

and 43 subsamples. The prevalence of female participants ranged from 29.2 to 76.7% across 

cohorts and was overall estimated at 53.5%. No studies mentioned the race distribution of the 

participants. The ethnicity of participants was mentioned in only one study, which included 

patients of Chinese ethnicity exclusively.184  

The majority of cohorts came from high-income countries: United States (4), Germany (5), 

United Kingdom (4), the Netherlands (3), France (3), Canada (3), Australia (2), China (2) 

Austria (1), Italy (1), and multinational (1). No studies to date have investigated PSMD’s 

performance in cohorts from Latin America, Africa, or among other underrepresented 

communities.  

 

Figure 3.1.1 PRISMA Flowchart of included studies 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Yilmaz P et al. 2022, under review. 
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3.1.3.2. Study Characteristics 

The main characteristics of the included articles are summarized in Table 3.1.1. Studies were 

all analytical observational.223 Thirteen studies were performed with data from a single-center, 

whereas six were multicenter.166,169,203,217,218,224 The majority of studies employed healthy 

controls or other comparator groups.105,166,169,183,188,189,217–219,225–227 Only 3 studies had 

longitudinal data available.169,183,184  

Twelve studies tested PSMD’s associations with specific clinical outcomes, such as cognitive 

function,105,169,183,184,209,216,218,219,225,227,228 physical disability,219 dysexecutive behavior,225 

functional status,219 and gestational age at birth in neonates.189 Other aims included: assessing 

whether PSMD can  detect WM abnormalities related to or preceding rare neurological 

diseases;166,226 defining the clinical184,189,203 and neuroimaging predictors of 

PSMD,105,183,209,215,216,219,225,228 establishing the time course and variation in PSMD values 

throughout adulthood203 and over a short time interval;169,183 examining how PSMD correlates 

with topological patterns of WM injury in cSVD215,216 and Alzheimer’s disease (AD);166 and, 

finally, investigating how it relates to specific fluid biomarkers (i.e., derived from CSF and 

serum samples).166,188,217 

 

3.1.3.3. Technical Aspects:  

3.1.3.3.1. MRI acquisition protocols 

There was significant variability in the DWI acquisition protocols, including the scanner’s field 

strength, manufacturer, b-values, number of excitations, and diffusion-encoding gradients 

(Table 3.1.2). Though most studies employed a minimum of 20 diffusion-encoding gradients, 

investigators also applied the pipeline on data acquired with as few as 6 to 15 directions.183,203 

B-values from all protocols were within the recommended range of 700-1200 s/mm2.  

Three studies (n=27) specifically investigated the precision of replicate PSMD measurements 

using different scanners (i.e., inter-scanner reproducibility).169,183,224 Baykara et al. 

consecutively scanned a subset of 7 CADASIL patients on 3T and 1.5T scanners169 In this 

sample, PSMD offered a higher intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC=0.948), in comparison 

to whole-brain MD peak height, average of skeletonized MD, and median of skeletonized 

MD.169 McCreary et al. also scanned a subset of 4 patients using two different protocols, with 

either 11- or 25-diffusion gradient directions.183 No significant difference in PSMD values was 

observed, pointing to PSMD being robust against varying number of gradient directions.183,229 

Maillard et al. specifically investigated PSMD’s interscanner reproducibility among patients
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Table 3.1.1. Overview of the studies 
Author Design Cohorts Country Neurological Conditions/Groups N Main findings 

Baykara et al. 
2016169 

Case-
control; 

longitudinal 

CADASIL 
exploratory 

Germany 
France 

CADASIL 113 

PSMD was higher in cSVD than non-cSVD groups. Subsamples with higher WMH load had higher 

PSMD values. 
PSMD was associated with speed scores in patients with CADASIL, sporadic cSVD and memory-clinic 
patients with high burden of WMH, but not in the non-cSVD samples. PSMD outperformed other 

conventional MRI markers and DTI metrics by explaining more cognitive variance. 
In the longitudinal sample, PSMD offered the lowest sample size estimation.  
PSMD offered better inter-scanner reproducibility when compared to other DTI metrics.  

VASCAMY Germany 
CADASIL 
MCI 
HC 

57 
21 
48 

RUN DMC Netherlands Sporadic non-amyloid cSVD 444 

Utrecht Netherlands Memory clinic patients with cSVD  105 

ADNI US, Canada 
ADD 
MCI 

HC 

37 
68 

61 

ASPFS Austria 
Community-dwelling healthy older 

individuals 
132 

Caballero et 
al., 2018166 

 
Case-control DIAN Multinational 

Autosomal Dominant AD (PSEN1, 
PSEN2 and APP) 

64 
PSMD increases faster with estimated years from symptom onset for mutation carriers compared to 
controls. 

Higher PSMD was associated with lower CSF amyloid-ß1-42, increased PIBPET binding potential, 
higher levels of CSF total tau, P-tau, and higher TREM2. 

HC (non-carriers) 45 

Schouten, et 
al., 2018226 Case-control 

Leiden 
University 

Medical 
Center 

Netherlands 

Symptomatic D-CAA Carriers 15 
FA decreased and MD/PSMD increased over age for mutation carriers in comparison to controls. 
Voxel-wise, independent component-wise FA and MD, and structural connectomes differed between D-

CAA patients and controls, mainly in periventricular frontal and occipital regions, and occipital lobe.  
No significant differences were found in any DWI-based marker between presymptomatic carriers and 
controls. 

Pre-symptomatic D-CAA Carriers 11 

HC 30 

Wei et al., 
2019227 Case-control 

Beijing 
Tiantan 

Hospital 

China 

Cognitively normal with WML 35 Patients with WML had higher PSMD values and worse cognition than controls.  
In patients with WML, higher PSMD correlated with worse cognitive impairment. 
PSMD was markedly associated with global cognition in VCI patients and with executive functions in 

cognitively normal-WML and VCI patients. 

Vascular cognitive impairment 78 

HC 48 

Deary et al., 
2019228 

Cross-
sectional 

LBC 1936 UK 
Mostly healthy community-
dwelling older individuals 
(population-based cohort) 

672 
PSMD was more strongly correlated with WMHV, FA and MD, in comparison to atrophy, perivascular 
spaces, GMV and WMV. PSMD correlated with processing speed, visuospatial ability, memory and 
general cognition, and independently predicted visuospatial ability and general cognitive ability 

Lam et al., 
2019184 Cohort CU-RISK China 

Community-dwelling older 
individuals (population-based 

cohort) 

801(BL) 

515 (FU) 

PSMD was associated with speed scores at baseline and at 3-year follow-up, and with memory at 3-year 
follow-up. 

PSMD and other DTI metrics mediated the association between vascular risk factors and age-related 
cognitive impairment. 

Low et al., 
2020209 

Cross-
sectional 

NIMROD UK 

Older individuals with cognitive 

complaints (memory-clinic 
patients): MCI, AD, dementia with 
Lewy bodies, late-life depression, 

FTD and cognitively normal 
individuals 

145 

Head motion significantly impacted PSMD values. WMHV, CMBs and lobar lacunes were independent 

predictors of PSMD, and WMHV was the strongest. PSMD was more strongly associated with WMHV 
than with GMV and WMV. PSMD was associated with global cognition, outperforming other cSVD 
markers. PSMD successfully discriminated patients with and without cognitive impairment, 

outperforming MD and cSVD markers. 

Beaudet et 
al., 2020203 

Cross-
sectional  

MRi-Share France 

Community-dwelling individuals 
(population-based cohort) 

1824 RD, MD, and axial diffusivity exhibited the same J-shape pattern of variation with regards to age. FA 

showed a reverse profile. 
PSMD constantly increased, first slowly until the 60s, then more sharply. 
PSMD values are higher in men in comparison to women, but the effect of sex on PSMD was of small 

size. 

BIL&GIN France 410 

SYS Canada 512 

UKBiobank UK 12397 

1000Brains Germany 1209 
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ASPFS Austria 277  

LBC1936 UK 672 

MAS Australia 412 

OATS Australia 386 

LIFE Germany 1906 

McCreary et 
al., 2020183 

Case-control 
and 

longitudinal 

FAVR study Canada 

Sporadic CAA 34 
PSMD was higher in CAA compared to HC and MCI groups, adjusting for age and sex.  

Across the whole cohort, PSMD associated with memory and processing speed. In CAA patients, 
increased PSMD associated with worse processing speed. 
In CAA, PSMD correlated with higher WMHV and CAA cSVD score, but not with MMSE, executive 

function, memory, CMB count, or cortical thickness.  
PSMD increased in similar rates over 1.1-year period in all groups. Changes in PSMD were not 
associated with changes in cognition or WMHV. 

MCI 21 

AD 15 

HC 22 

Petersen et 
al., 2020215 

Cross-
sectional 

HCHS Germany 
Community-dwelling older 
individuals (population-based 

cohort) 

930 

PSMD, representing cSVD, was associated with widespread decrease in connectivity, more strongly in 
subcortical, and frontal edges. 
Higher PSMD correlated with decreased connectivity in interhemispheric, long intrahemispheric and 

short intrahemispheric edges. 

Liu et al,. 
2020217 

Cross-
sectional  

Bankstown-

Lidcombe 
Hospital 

Australia 

Vascular dementia  48* Compared to controls, patients with vascular dementia had lower Ceramides, cholesterol esters and 

phospholipids, and higher glycerides.  
Levels of ceramides, cholesterol esters achieved the best accuracy in discriminating vascular dementia 
from controls. 

Patients grouped in the “vascular” group according to lipid profile showed greater cognitive impairment 
and lower PSMD values, but did not differ in WMHV and other DTI measures.  

HC 49* 

OATS Australia 
Community-dwelling older 
individuals  

161 

Frey et al., 
2020216 

Cross-

sectional 
HCHS Germany 

Community-dwelling older 
individuals (population-based 

cohort) 

930 

cSVD burden, measured through PSMD, was associated with decreased integration and increased 
segregation of structural brain networks. 
PSMD was associated with lower global efficiency and small-world propensity, and with  higher 

clustering coefficient and modularity Q. 
PSMD was associated with performance in MMSE, TMTA and TMTB. 

Oberlin et al., 
2021225 

Case control 
 

Cornell 
Medical 
College 

 

US 

Late-life Depression  44 
Presence of LLD modulated PSMD’s associations with cognition. PSMD predicted broader and more 

pronounced cognitive impairment in LLD patients (processing speed, delayed memory and executive 
function) in comparison to controls (processing speed). 
PSMD outperformed conventional cSVD and DTI markers in predicting executive function and 

dysexecutive behaviors in participants with LLD. 
HC   65 

Raposo et al., 
2021105 Case-control 

Massachusetts 

General 
Hospital 

US 
Sporadic CAA with MCI         24 PSMD is higher in MCI patients with CAA than in MCI patients without CAA. 

In CAA-MCI patients, PSMD is associated with performance in processing speed. 
With regards to other neuroimaging markers, PSMD was independently associated with WMHV. MCI non-CAA        62 

Vinciguerra 

et al., 2019219 Case-control 
University of 

Siena 
Italy 

Multiple Sclerosis 47 After correction for WMHV, PSMD values in MS surpassed those in CADASIL, and in both patient 

groups were higher than in HC. 
PSMD values correlated with WMHV.  

In MS, PSMD correlated with disease duration and with all Rao Brief Repeatable Battery tests, but not 
with Expanded Disability Status Scale. 
In CADASIL, PSMD did not significantly correlate with the modified Rankin Scale. 

CADASIL 25 

HC 28 

Vinciguerra 

et al., 2020218 Case-control 

University of 

Siena and 
Florence 

Italy 
Multiple Sclerosis 60 All MRI measures significantly differed between MS and HC;  

PSMD correlated with verbal memory, visuospatial memory, verbal fluency and SDMT.   
The only significant independent predictors of SDMT were PSMD and skeletonized MD. HC 15 

Blesa et al., 
2020189 Case-control 

Royal 
Infirmary of 
Edinburgh 

UK 
Pre-term newborns 76 Significant group differences were identified with regards to PSMD, PSAD, PSRD, PSODI and PSNDI. 

PSMD was higher in preterm than in term infants. 
All metrics, except PSFA, were highly accurate in distinguishing preterm and term patients.  Term-newborns 59 
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PSNDI was more strongly associated with gestational age, followed by PSMD. 

Sullivan, et 
al., 2020188 

Cross-

sectional  

Royal 
Infirmary of 

Edinburgh 

UK 

Subset serum 
inflammatory 

markers x 
HCA 

HCA 24* 

Among several inflammatory proteins, umbilical cord blood IL-8 was the strongest predictor of HCA. 
Only elevated IL-8 in the first week of life correlated with WM microstructural abnormalities at term-

equivalent age, in the form of PSNDI. 
PSMD was not associated with any inflammatory marker. 

No HCA 31* 

   Subset MRI 71 

Maillard, et 
al, 2021224 

Technical MarkVCID US 
Test-retest Repeatability 41 ICC between test and retest PSMD values was excellent (ICC= 0.986, p<.001). PSMD’s interscanner 

reproducibility was also excellent, with ICC ranging between 0.919 and 0.956 (p<.001). 
Interscanner Reproducibility 16 

* Samples in which PSMD was not calculated. Glossary: AD (Alzheimer’s Disease), ADNI (Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative), ASPSF (Austrian Stroke Prevention Study 
Family), BIL&GIN (Brain Imaging of Lateralization study at Groupe D'Imagerie Neurofonctionnelle), CAA (cerebral amyloid angiopathy), CADASIL (Cerebral Autosomal-
dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy), CMB (cerebral microbleeds), CSF (cerebrospinal fluid), cSVD (cerebral small vessel disease), CU-RISK 
(Chinese University of Hong-Kong-Risk Index for Subclinical brain lesions in Hong Kong), D-CAA (Dutch-type hereditary cerebral amyloid angiopathy), DIAN (Dominantly 
Inherited Alzheimer Network), DTI (Diffusion Tensor Imaging), FA (fractional anisotropy), FAVR (Functional Assessment of Vascular Reactivity Study), FTD (frontotemporal 
dementia), GM (gray matter volume), HC (Healthy controls), HCA (histologic chorioamnionitis), HCHS (Hamburg City Health Study), LBC1936 (Lothian Birth Cohort 1936), LLD 
(late-life depression), MAS (Memory and Ageing Study), MCI (mild cognitive impairment), MD (Mean diffusivity), MGH (Massachusetts General Hospital), MMSE (mini-mental 
status examination), MRi-Share (Magnetic Resonance imaging Subcohort of internet-based Students HeAlth Research Enterprise), MS (multiple sclerosis), NIMROD 
(NeuroInflammation in Memory and Related Other Disorders), OATS (Older Australian Twin Study), PIB (Pittsburgh compound B), PSAD (peak width of skeletonized axial 
diffusivity), PSFA (peak width of skeletonized fractional anisotropy), PSMD (peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity), PSNDI (peak width of skeletonized neurite dispersion 
index), PSODI (peak width of skeletonized orientation dispersion index), PSRD (peak width of skeletonized radial diffusivity), P-tau (phosphorylated tau), RD (radial diffusivity), 
RUN DMC (Radboud University Nijmegen Diffusion Tensor and Magnetic resonance Imaging Cohort), SDMT (symbol digit modalities test), SYS (Saguenay Youth Study), TMT A 
and B (trail-making parts A and B),  VASCAMY (Vascular and Amyloid Predictors of Neurodegeneration and Cognitive Decline in Nondemented Subjects), VCI (Vascular cognitive 
impairment), WMV (white matter volume), WMHV (white matter hyperintensity volume), WML (white matter lesions). 
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with cSVD (target population) and observed excellent ICC among 16 individuals scanned in 4 

different scanners (3T Philips, 3T Siemens [2x], and 3T GE) using harmonized DWI 

protocols.224 The same single study investigated PSMD’s variability measured in the same 

individual, scanner, and protocol within a short period of time (i.e., test-retest repeatability) in 

41 participants and found high ICC between test and retest PSMD values (Table 3.1.3.).224 

Importantly, no studies to date have specifically investigated the impact that different 

preprocessing steps may have on PSMD values.  

 

3.1.3.3.2. Preprocessing and processing methods 

The three preprocessing steps most commonly performed were: correction for head motion and 

eddy-currents, brain extraction, and tensor fitting. More complex protocols included correction 

for susceptibility artifacts,166,203,215,216 outlier replacement,188,189,203,209 denoising,188,189,203,215,216 

removal of Gibbs ringing artifacts,215,216 and bias field correction.188,189,215,216 In general, FSL 

was employed in at least part, if not all, of these steps. Other softwares used for preprocessing 

were: ExploreDTI,166 MATLAB,226 dypi tools,203 Diffusion Toolkit from TrackVis,203 Lipsia,203  

MRTrix3215,216 and ANTS.215,216 Detailed information on these steps was missing or unclear in 

part of the included articles (Table 3.1.2).183,184,217,225 The version of FSL used to calculate 

PSMD was mentioned in 8 studies, ranging from v3.3 to v6.0.1.105,169,184,209,215,216,225,226 It is 

known that different preprocessing methods result in significant variations in FA and MD, but 

their specific impact on PSMD remains to be investigated.208 

As previously mentioned, brain lesions represent another relevant source of bias when dealing 

with PSMD. McCreary et al. observed a consistent reduction in PSMD values when masking 

out ICH-voxels in CAA patients.183 It remains unexplored whether the use of different masks 

could impact PSMD’s comparability, since differences in the number of voxels are expected to 

impact the width of histograms. Alternatively, PSMD could be computed exclusively from the 

non-affected hemispheres to keep the histograms normalized, but caution should be taken when 

comparing with results obtained from both hemispheres. Other than the original publication,169 

only one study105 reported which version of the PSMD pipeline was employed, which precluded 

further assessment of the potential impact of different versions/masks on PSMD. 

 

3.1.3.3.3. Quality assessment of DWI 
While preprocessing steps reduce inter-individual variability and improve the tensor model 

estimation,208 they may not eradicate artifacts.186 Quality control measures are still needed to 

identify inadequate scans that may impact results.186,190 Of the 27 cohorts investigated, quality 
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assessment of DWI images was reported in 18, performed mainly through visual inspection of 

gross motion or susceptibility-induced artifacts (Table 3.1.2).105,169,183,188,189,203,209,224,227 For 

neonatal data, which are particularly prone to motion artifacts, Blesa et al. chose to re-acquire 

images that were deprecated by motion.189 

Importantly, visual inspection is a non-quantitative approach, prone to examiner bias and 

virtually impractical for large datasets.185 Therefore, automated procedures (i.e., 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/eddyqc;https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FsTuto

rial/TraculaOutputs) are more suited to detect and quantify imaging artifacts, with the 

advantage of providing continuous variables that can be employed as nuisance regressors in 

statistical analyses.185–187The deleterious effect of such artifacts on conventional DTI metrics 

has been established,186,187 but their impact on PSMD needs further investigation.209 Three 

studies employed automated softwares185,187 to quantify DWI artifacts,209,215,216 but only one 

examined their effect on PSMD.209 Low et al. observed that an automated measure of the degree 

of head motion during DWI acquisition was significantly and positively associated with PSMD 

(r = 0.265, p = .001), representing a confounding factor that should be controlled for when 

examining cognitive associations.209 Though their findings warrant confirmation in larger 

samples, they are in line with previous reports using other DTI indices,186 and highlight the 

importance of assessing and controlling for artifacts in PSMD studies.209 

 

3.1.3.4. Neurological conditions investigated with PSMD  
Table 3.1.4 summarizes the main demographic and imaging variables extracted from all the 

investigated cohorts and subgroups. Data from healthy individuals used as control groups in 

multiple studies were also included (n=347). The neurological conditions investigated with 

PSMD, and were stratified into 3 phenotypic categories: age-related cognitive impairment 

(n=23,154), demyelinating diseases (n=60), and pediatrics (n=135). Age-related cognitive 

impairment was investigated either in the form of normal aging, in community-dwelling 

individuals (n=21,736),169,184,203,215,216,228 or in patients diagnosed with a disorder that 

predispose to cognitive deterioration in elderly populations, such as: cSVD (n=941; 

arteriolosclerosis n=662, CAA n=58, and monogenic cSVDs n=221),105,169,183,226,227 AD 

(n=116),166,169,183,209 mild cognitive impairment (MCI, n=317),105,169,183,209 and late-life 

depression (n=44).225 Within neuroinflammatory disorders, two studies investigated relapsing-

remitting multiple sclerosis (MS; n=60).218,219 Finally, an adapted version of the PSMD pipeline 

was used to investigate brain abnormalities related to preterm birth (n=135), known to cause 

WM injury and childhood cognitive impairment.188,189  
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Table 3.1.2  Technical Details per Cohort 

n Cohort Publication Scanner/Field Strength TR/TE Voxel size 
(mm) 

Number 
Directions b-value DTI Quality 

Assessment 
Preprocessing 

software Preprocessing steps 

1  CADASIL 
exploratory Baykara et al., 2016 169 GE Signa 1.5T 8300/96  0.9 x 0.9 x 5  41  1000  VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

2 VASCAMY Baykara et al., 2016 169 Siemens Magnetom Verio 3T 12700/81 2 x 2 x 2 30 1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

3 RUN DMC Baykara et al., 2016 169 Siemens Magnetom Sonata 
1.5T 10100/93  2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5   30 900  VI U PATCH, BE, TF 

4 Memory-
clinic Utrecht Baykara et al., 2016 169 Philips Intera 3T  6638/73   1.7 x 1.7 x 2.5   45 1200  VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

5 ADNI Baykara et al., 2016 169 GE Signa HDxt/Discovery 
MR750 3T 13000/68 1.4 x 1.4 x 2.7 41 1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

6 ASPFS Baykara et al., 2016 169; 
Beaudet et al., 2020 203 

Siemens Magnetom Tim Trio 
3T 6700/95 1.9 x 1.9 x 2.5  4x12  1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

7 

Leiden 
University 
Medical 
Center 

Schouten et al., 2018 226 Philips Achieva 3T 9033/56 2 x 2 x 2  32 1000 U FSL/MATLAB MECC, BE, TF 

8 DIAN Caballero et al., 2018 166  Siemens 3T 11000/87 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5  64 1000 VI ExploreDTI MECC,susceptibility 
correction.,TF 

9 
Beijing 
Tiantan 
Hospital 

Wei et al., 2019 227 Siemens Magnetom Tim Trio 
3T 4900/93 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5  30 1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

10 Lothian Birth 
Cohort 1936,  

Deary et al., 2019 228; 
Beaudet et al., 2020 203 GE Signa Horizon HDxt 1.5T 16500/98 2 x 2 x 2  64 1000 U FSL MECC, BE, TF 

11 CU-RISK, Lam et al., 2019 184 Philips Achieva 3T 8944 and 
8647.64/60 1 x 1 x 1  32 1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 
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12 NIMROD Low et al., 2020 209 Siemens Tim Trio or Verio 3T 11700/106 2 x 2 x 2  63 1000 A and VI FSL MECC (outlier replacement),BE, 
TF 

13 MRi-Share Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Siemens Prisma 3T  
3540 (multiband 

x 3)/75 1.7 x 1.7 x 1.8   32  1000  U FSL/dypi tools MECC (outlier replacement), 
denoising, TF 

14 BIL&GIN Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Philips Achieva 3T  8500/81  2 x 2 x 2   2 x 21  1000  U FSL, TrackVis, 
dypi tools 

FLIRT (for motion/geometrical 
deformation); averaged DWI with 

polarity inversion; TF 

15 SYS Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Siemens 1.5T  8000/102  2.3 x 2.3 x 3   64  1000  VI FSL MECC (outlier removal; +/- 
3SD), BE, TF 

16  LIFE Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Siemens Verio 3T  13800/100  1.7 x 1.7 x 1.7   60  1000  VI FSL/Lipsia MECC (outlier replacement), BE, 
TF 

17 1000 
BRAINS Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Siemens Tim Trio 3T  7800/83  2 x 2 x 2   30  1000  VI FSL, CAT12  MECC, registr. to MNI space, 

BE, TF 

18 UKBiobank Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Siemens Skyra 3T  
3600 (multiband 

x 3)/92 2 x 2 x 2   50  1000  U FSL,FreeSurfer, 
HCPG 

Gradient correction distortion, 
MECC, TF 

19 OATS  Beaudet et al., 2020 203, 
Liu et al., 2020 217 

Philips (x2), Siemens (x2), 1.5T 
& 3T   

7800 or 8600/68 
or 96 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5   32  1000 U FSL MECC, BE, TF 

20 MAS Beaudet et al., 2020 203 Philips Achieva Quasar Dual 
3T 7800/68 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 6 or 32  700 or 1000  U FSL MECC, BE, TF 

21 FAVR study McCreary et al., 2020 183 GE Signa VH/I or MR750 3T 11000/~88 3.5 slice thickness  11 or 25  850 VI U U 

22 HCHS Petersen et al., 2020 215; 
Frey et al., 2020 216 Siemens Skyra 3T 8500/75 2 x 2 x 2  64 1000 A MRTrix3, 

ANTS, FSL 

Denoising, removal of Gibbs 
artifacts, MEEC, bias 

field/susceptibility correction 

23 
Cornell 
Medical 
College 

Oberlin et al., 2021 225 Siemens Tim Trio 3T 9000/91 2 x 2 x 2  30 1000 U U U 
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24 Memory-
clinic MGH Raposo et al., 2021 105 Siemens Tim Trio 3T 8040/84 2 x 2 x 2  60 700 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

25 

University of 
Siena  

Vinciguerra et al., 2019 

219 Philips 1.5T 8500/100 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5  32 1000 U FSL MECC, BE, TF 

Universities 
of Siena and 

Florence 

Vinciguerra et al., 2020 

218 3T NA NA 32 900 U FSL MECC, BE, TF 

26 
Royal 

Infirmary of 
Edinburgh 

Blesa et al., 2020 189; 

Sullivan et al., 2020 188 Siemens Magnetom Prisma 3T 3400/78 2 x 2 x 2  64 750 

Images affected by 
motion were 

reacquired as many 
times as required 

Marchenko-
Pastur-PCA 

based algorithm, 
FSL, N4ITK 
(from Insight 

Toolkit - NIH) 

Denoising; MECC (outlier 
replacement and slice-to-volume 

registration); bias field 
inhomogeneity correction; TF 

27 MarkVCID Maillard et al, 2022 224 

Siemens Tim Trio 3T 9800/84 

2 x 2 x 2  

45 

1000 VI FSL MECC, BE, TF 

Siemens Prisma 3T 8600/68 45 

Philips Achieva 3T 9245/76 41 

GE 750W 3T 8600/68 or 
9800/68 40 

Glossary: A (Automated), ADNI (Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative), ASPSF (Austrian Stroke Prevention Study Family), BE (brain extraction), BIL&GIN (Brain Imaging of 
Lateralization study at Groupe D'Imagerie Neurofonctionnelle), CADASIL (Cerebral Autosomal-dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy), CU-RISK 
(Chinese University of Hong-Kong-Risk Index for Subclinical brain lesions in Hong Kong), DIAN (Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network), FAVR (Functional Assessment of Vascular 
Reactivity Study), HCHS (Hamburg City Health Study), LBC1936 (Lothian Birth Cohort 1936), MAS (Memory and Ageing Study), MGH (Massachusetts General Hospital), MECC 
(Motion and eddy currents correction), MRi-Share (Magnetic Resonance imaging Subcohort of internet-based Students HeAlth Research Enterprise), NA (not available), NIMROD 
(NeuroInflammation in Memory and Related Other Disorders), OATS (Older Australian Twin Study), RUN DMC (Radboud University Nijmegen Diffusion Tensor and Magnetic resonance 
Imaging Cohort), SYS (Saguenay Youth Study), TF (tensor fitting), U (Unspecified), VASCAMY (Vascular and Amyloid Predictors of Neurodegeneration and Cognitive Decline in 
Nondemented Subjects), VI (Visual Inspection). 
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Table 3.1.3. Available evidence on PSMD’s instrumental properties (repeatability and reproducibility). 

 
 

Publication N Pathology MRI Scanner (s) DTI Protocol Details Findings 
a. Test-retest repeatability (differences obtained for the same individual on the same MRI scanner/protocol re-scanned after a certain number of days) 
Maillard 2022 41 subjects (6 

sites x 6 
subjects + 1 site 

x 5 subjects) 

Individuals 
aged 53–78 
years, without 
major 
illnesses 

3T Siemens TIM Trio  TR/TE 9800/84; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 45 directions 

Patients returned for a second 
MRI on the same scanner and 
protocol, within 1-14 days after 
initial exam. 

Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) between test 
and retest PSMD values was excellent ICC= 0.986,  
p<.001 (CI: [0.974; 0.993]).  3T Siemens Prisma TR/TE 8600/68; 2x2x2 

mm; b1000, 45 directions 
3T Philips Achieva TR/TE 9245/76; 2x2x2 

mm; b1000, 41 directions  
b. Inter-scanner reproducibility (differences across different MRI scanners/protocols in the same group of individuals) 
Baykara 2016 7 subjects (2 

scanners x 7 
subjects) 

CADASIL 3T Siemens Magnetom Verio  TR/TE 12700/81; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 30 directions 

Patients were scanned back to 
back on both scanners using 
very similar protocols 

ICC was highest for PSMD (ICC=0.948), in 
comparison to whole brain MD peak height 
(ICC=0.752), average skeletonized MD (ICC=0.730) 
and median skeletonized MD (ICC=0.691). 

1.5T Siemens Magnetom 
Aera 

TR/TE 10700/105; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 30 directions 

McCreary 2020 4 subjects (2 
protocols x 4 

subjects) 

Not specified 3T GE Signa VH/I or MR750 TR/TE 11000/88; 2x2x2 
mm; b850, 11 directions 

Same scanner but  with 
different protocols (11 and 25 
directions protocol, within a 
single imaging session) 

No significant difference was detected between 
PSMD values obtained from DTI protocols with 11 or 
25 directions (p=.25). 3T GE Signa VH/I or MR750 TR/TE 11000/88; 2x2x2 

mm; b850, 25 directions 
Maillard 2022 16 subjects (4 

scanners x 16 
subjects) 

Individuals 
aged 53–78 
years, without 
major 
illnesses. 10 
with no-to-
low WMHV. 
10 with 
moderate-to-
high WMHV 

3T Siemens TIM Trio TR/TE 9800/84; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 45 directions 

Patients were scanned in the 4 
scanners. The maximum time 
between the first and last scan 
was 15 weeks. 

Overall ICC between PSMD obtained from the three 
first scanners was excellent (ICC=0.954, p<.001 (CI: 
[0.899; 0.982]). Pairwise ICC ranged between 0.942 
and 0.968 (p<.001). Pairwise ICC for PSMD values 
obtained from GE scanner in comparison to other 
three scanners ranged between 0.919 and 0.956 
(p<.001). 

3T Siemens Prisma TR/TE 8600/68; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 45 directions 

3T Philips Achieva TR/TE 9245/76; 2x2x2 
mm; b1000, 41 directions 

3T GE 750W TR/TE 8600/68 or 
9800/68; 2x2x2 mm; 
b1000, 40 directions 

Glossary: N (number of participant), MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), DTI (diffusion tensor imaging), ICC (intraclass correlation coefficient), TR (Repetition time), TE (Echo time), WMHV (white matter 
hyperintensity volume). 
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Overall, mean PSMD values obtained from all the subgroups ranged from 1.54 ± 0.14 to 6.06 

± 0.75 x 10-4 mm2/s, (mean ± SD). For the most part, samples with similar diagnoses presented 

comparable PSMD values (Figure 3.1.2.B). There was, however, significant overlap in these 

values across cohorts and pathologies (Figure 3.1.2.A). Low values were observed among 

community-dwelling individuals and healthy controls (1.54 ± 0.14 to 4.29 ± 0.77 x 10-4 mm2/s), 

whereas groups with more widespread WM injury, such as Cerebral Autosomal-dominant 

Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL, 4.5 ± 1.3 to 5.63 

± 1.56 x 10-4 mm2/s), CAA (4.38 ± 1.08 to 4.97 ± 1.69 x 10-4 mm2/s) and MS (4.2 ± 1.3 x 10-4 

mm2/s) presented higher PSMD (Figure 3.1.2.B). When stratifying the PSMD values into three 

strata, population-based and healthy control groups were represented mainly in the low tertile, 

whereas the middle tertile comprised primarily memory-clinic cohorts and less advanced 

sporadic cSVD. Cohorts known to present more severe forms of WM injury (e.g., CADASIL, 

CAA, advanced sporadic cSVD, and preterm birth) appeared mainly in the highest tertile of 

PSMD values (Figure 3.1.2.A). 

 

3.1.3.5. Clinical predictors of PSMD 
Three cross-sectional studies reported a positive association between PSMD and age. Beaudet 

et al. observed a significant effect of age on PSMD among community-dwelling individuals.203 

Schouten et al. detected a greater increase in PSMD values over age among Dutch-type 

hereditary CAA (D-CAA, previously referred to in the literature as hereditary cerebral 

hemorrhage with amyloidosis-Dutch type or HCHWA-D) mutation carriers in comparison to 

controls.226 In autosomal dominant AD mutation carriers, Caballero et al observed a faster 

progression of PSMD values over the estimated years of symptom onset, in comparison to non-

carriers.166 To better depict this relationship, we plotted PSMD values obtained from all the 

samples with regards to their reported age (Figure 3.1.3). Beaudet et al. also reported higher 

PSMD among men than women, though with small effect sizes.203 

Concerning cardiovascular risk factors, PSMD was found to mediate the associations between 

cognition and smoking, hypertension, and diabetes in a population-based cohort.184 

 

3.1.3.6. Neuroimaging predictors of PSMD  

Two studies reported higher values of PSMD in groups with increased burden of WMH 

(p<.01).169,227 Six other studies specifically addressed the relationship between PSMD and 

conventional markers of cSVD,105,183,209,219,225,228 observing associations with WMHV (ß=0.49- 
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Table 3.1.4. Overview of the cohorts  

Phenotypic Categories N Age  Female (%) nWMHV PSMD (mm2/s·10-4) 

Healthy controls 
1. VASCAMY 

169
 

2. ADNI 
169

 

3. Non-carriers DIAN 
166

 

4. University of Siena 
219

 

5. Leiden University Medical Center 
226

 

6. Beijing Tiantan Hospital 
227

 

7. FAVR 
183

 

8. Cornell Medical College 
225

 

 
48 

61 

45 

28 

30 

48 

22 

65 

 

71·5 ± 6·3 

72·9 ± 5·7 

38·8 ± 10·6 

45·2 ± 12·3 

44·7 ± 13·7 

56·8 ± 4·7 

67·8 ± 9·6 

72·4 ± 6·3 

 

30 (62·5%) 

37 (60·7%) 

21 (47%) 

13 (46%) 

19 (63·3%) 

24 (50%) 

12 (54·6%) 

39 (60%) 

 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

0·0015 (0·0021)
‡ 

0·0015 ± (0·0023)
 ‡ 

 

3·05 (0·47) 

3·02 (0·72) 

NA 

2·80 ± 0·30 

NA 

2·40 ± 0·23 

3·25 ± 0·49 

3·40 ± 0·55 

Age-related cognitive impairment 
a. Population-based cohorts 

1. ASPFS 
169,203

 

2. LBC 1936 
203,228

 

3. CU-RISK 
184

 

4. MRi-Share 
203

 

5. BIL&GIN 
203

 

6. SYS 
203

 

7. UKBiobank 
203

 

8. 1000 BRAINS 
203

 

9. LIFE 
203

 

10. OATS 
203,217

 

11. MAS 
203

 

12. HCHS 
215,216

 

b. Sporadic cSVD 
i. Sporadic non-amyloid cSVD 

1. RUN DMC 
169

 

2. Memory clinic patients with SVD (Utrecht) 
169

 

3. Cognitively normal WML from Beijing Tiantan Hospital 
227

 

4. VCI patients from Beijing Tiantan Hospital 
227

 

ii.  Sporadic CAA 
1. CAA FAVR study 

183
 

2. CAA MGH 
105

 

c. Monogenic cSVD 
i.  D-CAA 

1. Presymptomatic Carriers; Leiden Univ. Medical Center 
226

 

2. Symptomatic Carriers; Leiden University Medical Center 
226

 

ii. CADASIL 
1. CADASIL Exploratory 

169
 

2. VASCAMY 
169

 

3. University of Siena
21

 

d. Mild Cognitive Impairment 
1. MCI ADNI 

169
 

 
 

132 

672 

801 

1,778* 

285* 

311* 

5,375* 

431* 

656* 

195* 

258* 

930 

 

 

444 

105 

35 

78 

 

34 

24 

 

 

11 

15 

 

113 

57 

25 

 

68 

 

 

66·9 ± 11·4 

72·7 ± 0·7 

71·8 ± 5·1 

18 to 28 

18 to 28 

48 to 58  

58 to 68 

58 to 68 

68 to 78 

68 to 78 

78 to 98 

64 (14) 

 

 

65·3 ± 8·9 

74·9 ± 8·3 

61·9 ± 8·5 

63·0 ± 9·4 

 

74·4 ± 7·4 

74·7 ± 6·0 

 

 

33·2 ± 11·9 

55·1 ± 5·2 

 

49·1 ± 9·5 

53·4 ± 10·7 

46·9 ± 10·5 

 

74·7 ± 8·1 

 

 

81 (61·4%)  

316 (47%) 

495 (61·8%) 

(72%)
†
 

(51%)
†
 

(54%)
†
 

(53%)
†
 

(44%)
†
 

(51%)
†
 

(64%)
†
 

(53%)
†
 

424 (45·6%) 

 

 

201 (45·3%) 

51 (48·6%) 

17 (48·6%) 

36 (46·2%) 

 

13 (38·2%) 

7 (29·2%) 

 

 

8 (72·7%) 

8 (53·3%) 

 

61 (54%) 

19 (33·3%) 

9 (36%) 

 

24 (35·3%) 

 

 

NA 

0·0055 ± 0·0054
||
 

0·0018 (0·0029)
||
 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

0·00044 (0·0009)
¶
 

 
 

 

0·0059 (0·0123)
§
 

0·0112 (0·0258)
 §
 

NA 

NA 

 

0·0183 (0·0296)
‡ 

0·0042 (0·0146)
 ‡ 

 

 

NA 

NA 

 

0·0981 (0·088)
 §
 

0·0738 (0·0753)
 §
 

0·011 ± 0·0078
||
  

 

NA 

 

 

3·05 (0·72) 

3·17 ± 0·50 

2·72 (0·42) 

1·54 ± 0·14 

2·13 ± 0·17 

2·82 ± 0·34 

2·27 ± 0·31 

2·94 ± 0·38 

2·78 ± 0·47 

3·10 ± 0·64 

4·29 ± 0·77 

2·18 (0·50) 

 

 

3·28 (0·87) 

4·24 (1·05) 

2·68 ± 0·30 

4·51 ± 0·39 

 

4·97 ± 1·69 

4·48 (1·28) 

 

 

NA 

NA 

 

5·43 (2·92) 

5·47 (2·69) 

4·50 ± 1·30 

 

3·20 (0·88) 
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2. MCI VASCAMY 
169

 

3. MCI FAVR study
26

 

4. Non-CAA-MCI MGH
15

 

e. Alzheimer's Disease 
i.   Typical 

1. AD ADNI 
169

 

2. AD FAVR 
183

 

ii.  Autosomal Dominant Alzheimer's Disease 

1. Autosomal Dominant AD - Carriers DIAN 
166

 

f. Mild Cognitive Impairment and Dementia (multiple causes) 
1. NIMROD 

209
 

g. Late-life Depression 
1. Cornell Medical College 

225
 

21 

21 

62 

 

 

37 

15 

 

64 

 

145 

 

44 

76·5 ± 4·4 

70·6 ± 5·9 

73·3 ± 8·3 

 

 

74 ± 8·2 

68·7 ± 7·2 

 

38·0 ± 11·2 

 

70·6 ± 7·8 

 

71·6 ± 7·0 

11 (52·4%) 

8 (38·1%) 

26 (41·9%) 

 

 

12 (32·4%) 

6 (40%) 

 

36 (56%) 

 

57 (39·3%) 

 

29 (65·9%) 

NA 

0·0041 (0·0057)
‡ 

0·0029 (0·0061)
 ‡ 

 

 

NA 

0·0056 (0·0039)
 ‡ 

 

NA 

 

0·0069 ± 0·0071
‡ 

 

0·0027 ± 0·0033
‡ 

3·33 (0·62) 

3·62 ± 1·09 

3·63 (0·85) 

 

 

3·47 (0·96) 

3·89 ± 1·05 

 

NA 

 

5·51 ± 1·03 

 

3·64 ± 0·83 

Demyelinating diseases  
a. Multiple Sclerosis 

1. Universities of Siena and Florence 
218

 

 

 

60 

 

43·1 ± 9·9 

 

 

46 (76·7%) 

 

 

0·0023 ± 0·0021
||
 

 

4·20 ± 1·30 

Pediatrics  
a. Preterm birth 

1. Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh: pre-term infants 
188,189

 

2. Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh: term infants 
189

 

 
 

76 

59 

 

29·5(23·4–32
)**

 

39·5 (36·4–42
)**

 

 

33 (43·4%) 

28 (47·5%) 

 

 

NA 

NA 

 

6·00 (0·90) 

5·00 (0·60) 

Glossary: AD (Alzheimer’s disease), ADNI (Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative), ASPSF (Austrian Stroke Prevention Study Family), BIL&GIN (Brain Imaging of 

Lateralization study at Groupe D'Imagerie Neurofonctionnelle), CADASIL (Cerebral Autosomal-dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy), CU-RISK 

(Chinese University of Hong-Kong-Risk Index for Subclinical brain lesions in Hong Kong), D-CAA (Dutch-type hereditary cerebral amyloid angiopathy), DIAN (Dominantly Inherited 

Alzheimer Network), FAVR (Functional Assessment of Vascular Reactivity Study), HCHS (Hamburg City Health Study), LBC1936 (Lothian Birth Cohort 1936), MAS (Memory and 

Ageing Study), MCI (mild cognitive impairment), MGH (Massachusetts General Hospital), MRi-Share (Magnetic Resonance imaging Subcohort of internet-based Students HeAlth 

Research Enterprise), NA (not available), NIMROD (NeuroInflammation in Memory and Related Other Disorders), OATS (Older Australian Twin Study), RUN DMC (Radboud 

University Nijmegen Diffusion Tensor and Magnetic resonance Imaging Cohort), SYS (Saguenay Youth Study), VASCAMY (Vascular and Amyloid Predictors of Neurodegeneration 

and Cognitive Decline in Nondemented Subjects). 

Continuous variables are reported as mean ± standard deviation or median (interquartile range). 

*Specifically for the cohorts investigated by Beaudet et al., since PSMD values were available only per stratum of age, we identified the most prevalent age range per cohort and 

displayed PSMD values in respect to that specific stratum.  
† Due to data availability, gender prevalence is in reference to the total number of participants in each cohort, and not to the specific age-stratum reported. 
‡ WMHV originally normalized by total intracranial volume. 
§ WMHV originally normalized by total brain volume. 
¶ WMHV originally normalized by brain tissue volume (intracranial volume – ventricle volume).  
|| WMHV originally reported in cm3 and normalized by estimated total intracranial volume extracted from MNI152 template using FreeSurfer v6·0. 
**  Mean gestational age at birth in weeks (range) 
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Figure 3.1.2. PSMD values across the cohorts and pathologies 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC & Yilmaz P et al. 2022, under review. 

A. Cleveland plot displaying the PSMD values obtained from each sample in descending order. The dots represent mean PSMD values, and the bars represent ± standard 

deviation. The underlying neurological conditions are depicted in different colors, listed below the figure. The samples were further divided into tertiles, demonstrating that 

population-based and healthy control groups were represented mainly in the low tertile, whereas the middle tertile comprised primarily memory-clinic cohorts and less 

advanced sporadic cSVD. Cohorts known to present more severe forms of WM injury (e.g., CADASIL, CAA, advanced sporadic cSVD, and preterm birth) appeared mainly 

in the highest tertile of PSMD values. B. Samples were grouped according to the main underlying condition represented. Despite extensive technical and clinical 

heterogeneity, there was reasonable homogeneity in the values obtained from equivalent samples. The overlap of values derived from multiple neurologic diseases suggests 

that PSMD is not specific to any pathology but likely reflects WM injury irrespective of the cause. 
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Figure 3.1.3 PSMD and age 

 

 

Scatter plot depicting the mean age and mean PSMD values reported in 40 subsamples from the 26 investigated cohorts (for which PSMD values and age 

were provided). The main pathologies investigated in each subsample are represented in colors, specified below the figure. 
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0.75;105,183,209 t=5.08;209 r=0.6-0.8,219,225 p<.05 for all), number of lobar lacunes (t=3.78, 

p<.001),209 and a composite burden score of cSVD (ß=0.68; p<.05).183 PVS were not 

significantly correlated with PSMD in adjusted models.105,209 Associations with CMBs, both in 

lobar (t=4.85, p<.001) and deep locations (t=4.10, p<.001), were reported in one memory-clinic 

study.209 Conversely, in CAA patients, PSMD was not associated with either CMBs or cSS 

(p>.05).105,183 Overall, markers of global neurodegeneration, such as atrophy, gray matter 

volume (GMV), WMV, and cortical thickness were not associated with PSMD (p>.05).105,183,209 

Two studies also found PSMD to be correlated with FA and MD measures extracted through 

tractography.225,228 PSMD was further associated with global and topological network graph 

DTI parameters (Table 3.1.5).215,216 

 

3.1.3.7. Longitudinal changes in PSMD  
In a cohort of 58 CADASIL patients, Baykara et al. measured the longitudinal changes in 

neuroimaging markers (PSMD, whole-brain MD peak height, normalized WMHV, brain 

parenchymal fraction, normalized lacune volume) and processing speed scores over 18 months. 

PSMD and WMHV, but not other imaging or clinical variables, showed significant longitudinal 

change.169 These changes were used to calculate sample sizes for hypothetical clinical trials, 

and PSMD offered the smallest estimated sample size requirement among all the investigated 

variables.169 McCreary et al. also measured changes in clinical and neuroimaging markers over 

a mean period of 1.1 years in 64 patients, including controls, CAA, MCI, and AD participants. 

Changes in PSMD were detectable (0.42 ± 0.53 x 10-4 mm2/s; p<0.001) and larger than changes 

in skeletonized mean MD (0.11 ± 0.21 x 10-4 mm2/s; p=0.001), but similar across all groups. 

Significant longitudinal changes were also observed in psychomotor speed scores and 

normalized median WMHV, but none were associated with baseline PSMD or changes in 

PSMD.183 
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Table 3.1.5. PSMD’s neuroimaging associations 

Study 

Conventional MRI markers DWI markers 
cSVD makers Global brain measures 

FA MD 
Connectivity 
(graph-based 

analysis) WMHV Lobar 
Lacune CMB PVS cSS cSVD 

score 
Atrophy/ 

TBV GMV WMV Cortical 
Thickness 

Deary, 2019 228 r=0.57† NA NA r=0.30† NA NA r=-0.29† r=-0.10† r=-0.16†‡ NA r=-0.59† r=0.61† NA 
Low, 2020 209 t=5.08 §* t=3.78§* t=4.84§* t=-1.56-1.46§ NA t=0.56§ NA β=-0.15¶ β=-0.18¶ NA NA NA NA 

Vinciguerra, 2019 219 r=0.60-0.80||* NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
McCreary, 2020 183 β=0.74 a* NA β=0.36a NA NA β=0.68a* NA NA NA β=-0.20a NA NA NA 
Petersen, 2020 215 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA R2=0.11/ 0.35b* 

Frey, 2020 216 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA  R=-0.57/-0.66 c*; 
 R=0.37/0.46 c* 

Raposo, 2021 105 β=0.66-0.71d* NA β=0.15 d β=0.10-0.20 d β=0.12d NA β=-0.14/-0.17d NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Oberlin, 2021 225 r=0.62 ||* NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA r=-0.6 ||* r=0.76 ||* NA 

Glossary: WMHV (white matter hyperintensity volume), CMB (cerebral microbleeds), PVS (perivascular spaces), cSS (cortical superficial siderosis), TBV (total brain volume), 
GMV (gray matter volume), WMV (white matter volume), FA (fractional anisotropy), MD (mean diffusivity). 
*  p<.05 
† Pearson’s r adjusted for age and sex. P-values of the correlations were not reported.  
‡ Value is in reference to the normal-appearing white matter volume.  
§ Linear regression models adjusted for motion, age, sex and diagnosis, in which each neuroimaging marker was entered individually as a predictor of PSMD.  
¶ Multivariable linear regression models, simultaneously including WMHV, Atrophy, GMV and WMV as independent variables.  
|| Pearson/Spearman correlation. 
a Linear regression models adjusted for age and sex, in which each neuroimaging marker was entered individually as a predictor of PSMD. 
b Linear models, adjusted for age, sex and brain volume. Values are in reference to subcortical, frontal, occipital, parietal, inter- and intra-hemispheric connectivity. 
c Simple linear regression. Positive values are in reference to normalized clustering coefficient and modularity Q. Negative values are in reference to normalized global efficiency 
and small-world propensity.  
d Multivariable regression models, adjusted for age, simultaneously including WMHV, CSO-PVS, lobar CMBs, cSS and TBV as independent variables. 
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3.1.3.8 Neurocognitive associations 

There was high variability across studies in the choice of neuropsychological tests used to 

compute the scores for each cognitive domain and in the statistical procedures employed to 

examine the associations with PSMD and clinical outcomes (Table 3.1.6), precluding more 

objective comparisons. Processing speed was the cognitive domain most consistently correlated 

with PSMD,105,169,183,216,225,228 although with highly variable statistical estimates (ß=-0.071 to -

1.08). Associations were also found with global cognition/general cognitive ability (ß=-0.146 

to -0.558),209,216,227,228 executive function (ß=-0.382 to -1.583),216,225,227 visuospatial ability (ß=-

0.184),228 verbal/semantic fluency (r=0.1-0.25, ß=-0.525),218,219,225 cognitive inhibition (ß=-

0.80),225 memory (ß=-0.075 to -0.62),184,218,219,225,228 and dysexecutive behavior (ß=0.5).225 In 7 

different cohorts, the strength of PSMD’s associations with cognition was compared against 

that of other MRI markers using multivariable models. Across all cohorts, PSMD explained 

additional variance in at least one domain, including global cognition/general cognitive 

ability,209,228 processing speed,105,169,216,218 executive function,216 visuospatial ability,228 

semantic fluency,225 cognitive inhibition,225 and memory.225 PSMD also outperformed other 

markers in predicting dysexecutive behavior,225 discriminating patients with and without 

cognitive impairment (AUC=77%; 95%CI=69-85%),209 and distinguishing between term and 

preterm neonates (classification accuracy: 0.77 ± 0.09).189 

 

3.1.3.9. Risk of Bias 
Overall, the quality of the included studies ranged between satisfactory and very good 

(Appendix 3.1.D, Table A.3.1.D).  Data on the frequency of individuals who refused to 

participate and their characteristics were missing from all cross-sectional and case-control 

studies, whereas in longitudinal studies, information on whether the outcome of interest was 

accounted for and if there was loss to follow-up was not available. In the technical domain, 

though sufficient details on the MRI protocols were provided in almost all studies, information 

on the quality assessment of the DWI images and preprocessing steps employed were not 

consistently available. The definition and inclusion criteria of control groups were also not 

consistently provided. Finally, all studies performed well in providing details on the assessment 

of outcome (if applicable), presence of an exposure, and statistical tests.  
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Table 3.1.6 Details on the neuropsychological battery employed across the cohorts and the observed cognitive associations. 

Cohort Population/n Domain(s)/Functions 
investigated Neuropsychological Tests Domains associated 

with PSMD 

Associations with 
PSMD 

Statistics p 

 CADASIL exploratory 169 CADASIL/104 2. Processing Speed 1. Trail Making Test (TMT) A and B 1. Processing Speed*§ ß=-0.886‡ 2.8 x 10-13 

VASCAMY 169 CADASIL/57 1. Processing Speed 1. TMT A and B 1. Processing Speed*§ ß=-0.550‡ 8.7 x 10-6 

RUN DMC 169 
Sporadic 

cSVD/436 
1. Processing Speed 

2. 1-letter subtask of the Paper-Pencil Memory Scanning 
Test; Letter-Digit Substitution Task 

1. Processing Speed*§ ß=-0.299‡ 1.8 x 10-10 

Memory-clinic Utrecht (High 
WMH) 169 

Sporadic 
cSVD/ 47 

1. Processing Speed  1. TMT A and B  1. Processing Speed*§ ß=-0.376‡ .005 

LBC 1936 228 
Population-

based 656-680 

1. Processing Speed  
1. Digit symbol and symbol search (WAI-III); simple reaction 

time; 4-choice reaction time; inspection time 
   1.  Processing Speed* 
 

ß=-0.273† 4.64 x10-11 

2. Visuospatial ability 
 

2. Matrix reasoning and block design (WAI-III); spatial span 
(WMS-III). 

2. Visuospatial ability*§ ß=-0.184‡ .024 

3. Verbal Memory 
 

3. Verbal paired associates and Logical memory (WMS-III); 
Backward digit span (WAI-III) 

3. Verbal Memory* ß=-0.168† 2.37 x 10-4 

4. Crystallized ability 
 

4. National adult reading test; Wechsler test of adult reading; 
Phonemic verbal fluency test. 

4. Crystallized ability ß=-0.072† .07 

5. General cognitive ability 5. Shared variance among the four cognitive domains. 5. General Cognition*§ ß=-0.146‡ .032 

Beijing Tiantan Hospital 227 

Memory-
clinic/ 

113WML 
patients 

1. Global cognitive function  1. MoCA  
1. Global cognitive 
function (WML-VCI)* 

ß=-0.558† <.001 

2. Executive function 
2. Stroop color and word test B and C, TMT A and B, symbol 
digital replacement task, verbal fluency test. 

2. Executive function 
(WML-CN and WML-
VCI)* 

ß=-1.583/-0.382† .008/<.001 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
CU-RISK 184 

Population/ 
801 (BL); 515 

(FU) 

1. Processing Speed  1. Symbol Digit Modalities Test 
1. Processing Speed* 
(baseline and follow-up) 

ß=-0.089/-0.071† .001/.003 

2.  Executive function 2. Executive function subscores from MoCA 
2. Executive function 
(baseline and follow-up) 

ß=-0.013/-0.010† .686/.789 
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3.  Memory 3. Memory subscores from MoCA 
3. Memory* (baseline and 
follow-up) 

ß =-0.075/-0.107† .031/.009 

NIMROD 209 
Memory-
clinic/ 145 

1. Global Measures of 
Cognition 

1. MMSE  1. MMSE* t=-2.13† .033 

2. Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination Revised (ACE-R) 

2. ACE-R*§ ß =-0.373‡ <.001 

3. Cognitive Impairment 
(ACE-R cut-off of 83)* 

AUC=77% 95%CI=69-85% 

FAVR study 183 CAA/32-34 

1. Global cognition 1. MMSE 1. Global Cognition ß=-0.313† .111 

2. Processing Speed 2. Digit Symbol Substitution; TMT A 2. Processing Speed* ß=-0.627† <.001 

3.  Executive function 3. TMT B; Controlled Oral Word Association 3. Executive function ß=-0.206† .197 

4.  Memory 
4. California Verbal Learning II delayed recall; Rey Osterrieth 
Complex Figure 

4. Memory ß=-0.303† .08 

Memory-clinic MGH 105 CAA/24  

1. Global cognitive status 1. MMSE 1. Global cognitive status ß=-0.40‡ .31 

2. Processing Speed 
2. TMT A; Digit Span Forward; Digit Symbol Coding (WAI-
III) 

2. Processing Speed*§ ß=-1.08‡ .004 

3. Executive function 3. TMT B; Digit Span Backward 3. Executive function ß=-0.64‡ .09 

4. Memory 
4. Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; Logical memory (WMS) 
immediate recall and delayed recall 

4. Memory ß=-0.69‡ .10 

5. Language 5. Boston naming test and animal naming test 5. Language ß=-0.47‡ .16 

HCHS 216 
Population-
based/930 

1. Global cognitive status 1. MMST 1. Global cognitive status*¶ NA† a .017 

2. Processing Speed 2. TMT A 2. Processing Speed* NA† a .021 

3. Executive function 3. TMT B 3. Executive function* NA† a <.001 

Cornell Medical College 225 
Late-life 

Depression/ 44 

1. Global functioning  1. Dementia Rating Scale  1. Global functioning NA NA 

2. Processing Speed 2. TMT A 2. Processing Speed* estimate=5.34† b <.001 

3. Executive function 
3. animal naming (semantic fluency); Stroop Interference 
(cognitive inhibition); TMT B-A 

3. Executive function*§ ß=-0.525/-0.80‡ <.05/<.001 
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4. Immediate verbal memory 
4. Immediate verbal memory (Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-
Revised) 

4. Immediate verbal 
memory 

N/A N/A 

5. Delayed verbal memory 
5. Delayed verbal memory (Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-
Revised) 

5. Delayed verbal 
memory*§ 

ß=-0.62‡ <.05 

6. Dysexecutive behavior 
6. Executive function subscale of the Frontal Systems 
Behavior Scale (FrSBe) 

6. Dysexecutive behavior*§ ß=0.5‡ <.05 

University of Siena 219 
Multiple 
Sclerosis/ 47   

1. Physical Disability  1. Expanded disability Status Scale (EDSS).  1. Physical Disability r=0.2† .2 

2. Processing speed 
2. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test; Symbol Digit 
Modalities Test  

2. Processing speed* r=0.3/0.6† .013/<.001 

3. Verbal memory 
3. Tests of verbal memory acquisition and delayed recall 
(Selective Reminding Test) 

3. Verbal memory* r=0.4-0.5† <.001 

4. Visual memory 
4. Visual memory acquisition and delayed recall (Spatial 
Recall Test ) 

4. Visual memory* r=0.4† .003 

5. Verbal fluency 
5. Verbal fluency on semantic stimulus (Word List 
Generation) 

5. Verbal fluency* r=0.5† .001 

6. Functional status 6. Modified Rankin Score (in 25 CADASIL patients) 6. Functional status r=0.4† .06 

Universities of Siena and 
Florence 218 

Multiple 
Sclerosis/ 60 

1. Processing speed 
1. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test, Symbol Digit 
Modalities Test 

1. Processing speed*§ ß=-0.736‡; r=-0.7† <.001 

2. Verbal memory 
2. Selective Reminding Test, Long-Term Storage, Consistent 
Long-Term Retrieval and Delayed. 

2. Verbal memory* r=-0.35/-0.37† .02/.016 

3. Visual memory 3. Spatial recall Test 3. Visual memory*  r=-0.28† .02 

4. Verbal fluency 4. Word List Generation 4. Verbal fluency* r=0.25† .04 

Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh 
189 

Preterm 
birth/76 

1. Gestational age at birth 1. Gestational age at birth in weeks 1. Gestational age at birth* r=-0.52 2.72 x 10-10 

Glossary: CADASIL (Cerebral Autosomal-dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy), CU-RISK (Chinese University of Hong-Kong-Risk 
Index for Subclinical brain lesions in Hong Kong), FAVR (Functional Assessment of Vascular Reactivity Study), HCHS (Hamburg City Health Study), WMH (white matter 
hyperintensity), LBC1936 (Lothian Birth Cohort 1936), MGH (Massachusetts General Hospital), NA (not available), NIMROD (NeuroInflammation in Memory and Related 
Other Disorders), RUN DMC (Radboud University Nijmegen Diffusion Tensor and Magnetic resonance Imaging Cohort), VASCAMY (Vascular and Amyloid Predictors of 
Neurodegeneration and Cognitive Decline in Nondemented Subjects), BL (patients with baseline data), FU (patients with follow-up data). 
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* Statistically significant. 
† Models in which PSMD was the only neuroimaging marker entered as an independent variable. 
‡ Models including other neuroimaging markers as concomitant independent variables. 
§ PSMD explained additional cognitive variance in models including other MRI markers. 
¶ Association did not remain significant after correcting for age, sex and years of education. 
a Statistical estimates are not available from the original manuscript, only p-values were reported. 
b These values are in reference to the whole cohort (44 individuals with late-life depression and 65 controls); the association between PSMD and worse processing speed was 
reportedly stronger in the late-life depression group. 

 

 

 

3.1.4.     Discussion 
 
Several key findings can be drawn from this systematic review involving 19 studies and 23,737 participants. Cohorts with WM injury from multiple 

causes display increased PSMD values, which are comparable in samples with similar diagnoses recruited from different cohorts, though with 

significant overlap between pathologies. PSMD appears robust against different scanners and MRI protocols, and there is promising data arguing 

in favor of high test-retest repeatability. PSMD is associated with age and progressively increases throughout adulthood. WMH is the neuroimaging 

marker most strongly correlated with PSMD. Cognitive associations are consistent across multiple cohorts and are strongest  but not limited to the 

domain of processing speed. Finally, PSMD outperforms other conventional MRI markers (including WMHV) and primary DTI metrics (i.e., FA 

and MD) by explaining more variance in cognitive performance.  
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3.1.4.1. PSMD’s instrumental properties 

There was significant variability in DWI acquisition protocols and preprocessing steps across 

studies (Table 3.1.2). Primary DTI parameters (i.e., FA and MD) display good inter-scanner 

reproducibility in healthy subjects230  and cSVD patients231 and have been considered well-

suited for multi-center trials without demanding extensive harmonization.203,232,233 PSMD could 

be similarly robust, based on its comparable values in samples with similar diagnoses and 

contrasting DWI acquisition protocols and on formal reproducibility assessments (Table 

3.1.3).169,183,224 

 

3.1.4.2. PSMD and different WM disorders 

The similarly increased PSMD values observed in cohorts with sporadic and inherited cSVD, 

like hypertensive arteriopathy, CAA and CADASIL, indicate that this metric is not specific to 

any small vessel pathology (Table 3.1.4; Figure 3.1.2). Furthermore, values obtained from non-

cSVD cohorts, such as demyelinating disorders,218,219 and even premature birth,188,189 show 

significant overlap with cSVD samples (Table 3.1.4; Figure 3.1.2), favoring PSMD as a marker 

of global WM microstructural damage irrespective of cause.  

Evidence suggests that PSMD is also sensitive to WM changes in AD166,169,183 and possibly in 

other neurodegenerative conditions.209 Abnormally increased PSMD values were estimated to 

precede the onset of clinical symptoms by 5 to 10 years in autosomal dominant AD mutation 

carriers.166 How much of these WM changes are due to concomitant cSVD or exclusively to 

primary neurodegeneration is unknown since concomitant pathologies are ubiquitous in the 

aging brain, with mechanisms known to interact and aggravate each other.13 Nonetheless, when 

applied specifically to elderly populations, PSMD is expected to reflect microvascular disease 

to the detriment of primary neurodegenerative abnormalities since the former more 

predominantly affects the WM, and its core lesions are better captured by PSMD. As recently 

shown for other DWI measures (MD, FA, and free water) in analyses across multiple samples, 

including genetically-defined diseases,165 PSMD may also be predominantly influenced by 

cSVD- in comparison to AD-related abnormalities. Though evidence suggests that PSMD can 

detect WM changes in neurodegenerative disorders,166,169,183,209 in a sample of AD patients, only 

the group with increased WMH burden presented increased PSMD.169 Thus, PSMD has been 

considered a marker of cSVD-induced WM injury in the elderly and was employed as a 

surrogate for cSVD in several studies.215–217,225 In one of these studies, PSMD values were 

unexpectedly lower in a sample of non-demented community-dwelling individuals classified as 

having presumed “vascular” cognitive impairment according to their plasma lipid profile, 
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which was similar to that observed in patients with vascular dementia.217 Importantly, this 

“vascular” group displayed similar WMHV and conventional DTI metrics compared to the 

“control” group, implying that other pathologies than cSVD, mainly neurodegenerative 

diseases, were likely in place and could help explain this discrepant result.217 Given the 

nonspecific nature of the DTI model and the still incompletely understood pathophysiology of 

WM lesions in AD and other neurodegenerative disorders, further studies are needed to 

determine if PSMD can disentangle the vascular contributions to disease burden. 

 

3.1.4.3. PSMD and age  

During normal maturation and aging, changes in water content, microstructural integrity, and 

volume of the brain occur and are reflected in several neuroimaging markers, including 

diffusion parameters such as FA and MD.234 Previous studies reported non-linear associations 

between age and DTI metrics, with MD being considered the most age-sensitive measure.234–

236 In a multicenter study with cross-sectional data from 10 different population-based cohorts, 

divided into subsamples of 10-years age-range (18.1 to 92.6 years), Beaudet et al. observed that 

distinct from other DTI metrics, PSMD displays a specific lifespan profile, characterized by a 

constant and accelerating increase with age.203 In contrast, metrics such as axial diffusivity, 

radial diffusivity, and MD show a J-shaped profile, and FA behaves inversely, initially 

displaying a small increase followed by a decrease.203 This particular behavior supports a 

promising role of PSMD as a marker of brain aging.184,203  

Nonetheless, it is important to highlight that PSMD values obtained from neonates in Edinburgh 

were the highest thus far reported, even higher than in CADASIL cohorts.188,189 These values 

appear to decrease over the first neonatal weeks, as they were lower in term compared to 

preterm infants. Therefore, the consistent increase in PSMD values over the years may be 

specific to adulthood. More studies are required to better understand, from a developmental 

perspective, how this metric behaves during infancy and adolescence. 

 

3.1.4.4. PSMD and other neuroimaging markers  

Multiple studies have tried to identify which brain lesions preponderantly drive changes in 

PSMD, also as a means to shed some light on its unclear biological correlates. Early 

observations of higher PSMD values in cohorts with severe burden of WMH pointed to a strong 

association between PSMD and core cSVD markers.169,227 This relationship was confirmed and 

addressed in more detail in several studies, which found PSMD to be associated with 

WMHV,105,183,209,219,225,228 and the number of lobar lacunes.209 For hemorrhagic markers, results 
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are conflicting. Though PSMD was associated with CMBs in a memory-clinic cohort,209 studies 

in CAA patients failed to identify a relevant association with any hemorrhagic marker.105,183 It 

is possible the correlation observed in the former study was not independent but driven by a 

higher overall burden of ischemic cSVD pathology since the adjustment for other cSVD 

imaging markers was not performed. The absence of association among CAA patients between 

PSMD and hemorrhagic features may be due to their predominantly cortical and 

leptomeningeal distribution and small impact on perilesional tissues.71,183 Regarding the spatial 

distribution of established cSVD markers, one study found PSMD to be sensitive to different 

distribution patterns.209 In this memory-clinic cohort, periventricular WMH, lobar CMBs, CSO-

PVS, and lobar lacunes had a stronger influence on PSMD than deep WMH, basal ganglia 

CMBs, basal ganglia-PVS, and deep lacunes, respectively.209 It is possible that the presence of 

cSVD markers in lobar regions could be sorting out the memory-clinic patients more likely to 

have underlying CAA pathology, and thus increased burden of WM injury and higher PSMD. 

Overall, global brain measures such as atrophy,228 total brain volume,105 GMV,209,228 

WMV,209,228 and cortical thickness183 have a small, and usually non-significant, influence on 

PSMD. In fact, dominance analyses have shown that WMHV contributes significantly more 

to PSMD than GM and WM volumes,53 which is in line with the hypothesis that PSMD, like 

other diffusion metrics,165 is more sensitive to cSVD than neurodegenerative abnormalities. 

This strong association with WMH may help explain the higher PSMD values observed in the 

NIMROD cohort 209 in comparison to other MCI/AD samples (Figure 3.1.B). Though there 

were no striking differences in age or technical parameters, most patients from the NIMROD 

cohort were cognitively impaired, and the reported mean WMHV was higher than in other 

cohorts. FA and MD measures 225,228, global and topological network graph DTI parameters 

215,216were also associated with PSMD. 

With regards to other DWI-based markers, PSMD correlated with general MD and FA measures 

derived from tractography in two different cohorts.225,228 PSMD was also associated with DTI 

graph-based network parameters even in patients with low burden of WMH,215 and 

outperformed WMHV by explaining a larger variance of global efficiency.216 Abnormally high 

PSMD was found in pre-symptomatic autosomal dominant AD mutation carriers, when only 

subtle MD changes restricted to callosal fibers were detectable, suggesting that PSMD could 

be sensitive to very early and localized WM injury.166 In contrast, PSMD, like other diffusion-

based markers, failed to detect WM abnormalities in pre-symptomatic D-CAA mutation 

carriers but was sensitive to changes in the symptomatic phase of the disease.226 
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3.1.4.5. PSMD and cognition 

PSMD has been consistently associated with cognitive endpoints, especially in cohorts with 

severe burden of WM lesions, in which it explained alone between 8.8 and 54% of the variance 

in cognitive performance.105,169,183,218 These associations were frequently absent in cohorts with 

low burden of cSVD,105,169,227 probably because WM injury is less likely to be the main 

mechanism leading to cognitive impairment in that context. Nonetheless, strong associations 

were found in population-based samples, despite the low burden of cSVD, probably driven by 

abnormalities in the NAWM and detectable due to the increased statistical power of large 

samples.184,216,228 

Concerning the cognitive functions associated with PSMD, Baykara et al. suggested a particular 

link with the domain of processing speed, which is further supported by two independent studies 

in sporadic CAA patients and a control sample of non-depressed individuals, in whom PSMD 

was exclusively associated with processing speed scores.105,169,183,225 Indeed, impairment in 

processing speed and executive function are consistent findings in cohorts with vascular 

cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID).169 However, most studies that favored a 

predilection of PSMD for processing speed scores used a limited number of neuropsychological 

tests, covering few cognitive domains. To address these issues, Deary et al. investigated how 

PSMD related with five individual tests of processing speed and with other cognitive domains 

in patients from the Lothian Birth Cohort 1936.228 They observed that PSMD was inversely 

correlated not only with all measures of processing speed but also with the domains of memory, 

visuospatial ability, and general cognitive ability, independently predicting performance in the 

latter two.228 Other studies found PSMD to be associated with global cognition,209,227 executive 

function,225,227 semantic fluency,225 cognitive inhibition,225 and other clinical outcomes such as 

physical disability.219 

Such correlation with a broad range of neurocognitive outcomes could be regarded as an 

advantageous feature since recent studies on age-related cognitive impairment point to multiple 

co-occurring pathologies contributing to heterogeneous cognitive profiles.1 A marker capable 

of capturing disturbances across a wide range of domains may be particularly suited to 

investigate cognitive impairment in the elderly, and could potentially be used as a clinical trial 

endpoint.  

Several studies indicate that PSMD is a superior biomarker compared to conventional MRI 

measures, explaining additional variance in clinical endpoints.105,169,209,218,225,228 Though this 

could be simply secondary to the general superiority of DTI, studies have shown that PSMD 

also outperforms other primary diffusion metrics in predicting cognitive/functional variance, 
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like mean FA209,228  and other established MD parameters (mean,169,209,225,228 median,169 peak 

height169 and full width at half maximum169).  Importantly, these findings were not consistent 

across cohorts or cognitive domains. For instance, PSMD explained the greatest extent of 

variance in processing speed in cohorts with sporadic105,169,183 and inherited cSVD,169 and 

MS,218 but did not outperform other markers when the same domain was assessed in a 

population-based cohort228 or in patients with late-life depression.225 In population-based and 

memory-clinic cohorts, PSMD outperformed other markers in predicting visuospatial 

ability/general cognitive ability228 and Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-Revised (ACE-

R) scores,209 respectively. The vast heterogeneity in cognitive tests and neuroimaging markers 

used in the studies precludes more detailed comparisons. In addition, differences in cohorts 

regarding the preponderant brain pathologies at play influence how specific biomarkers 

contribute to predicting cognitive function.  

 

3.1.4.6. PSMD’s biological correlates in the context of cSVD 

Unlike other DTI indices, such as mean MD and FA, PSMD represents a dispersion rather than 

central tendency statistic,203 that reflects the heterogeneity of MD values across voxels that fall 

in the main WM tracts. It has been hypothesized that PSMD could capture a variety of 

heterogeneity sources in diffusion parameters of the skeletonized WM since MD itself is 

already a weighted average of axial and radial diffusivity.203 Beaudet et al. further suggested 

that regional heterogeneity and heterochrony in MD values are more likely to impact a 

dispersion metric like PSMD than a central tendency one like average MD, which could help 

explain PSMD’s high sensitivity to WM injury and stronger cognitive associations.203 

Nonetheless, McCreary et al. showed that both PSMD and mean MD values were increased in 

CAA subjects, which could indicate similar underlying microstructural abnormalities.183 

Though PSMD’s histopathological correlates remain unexplored, studies in CAA and MS show 

that MD values correlate with tissue rarefaction,164 myelin density,164,237 axonal count,237 and 

WM microinfarcts.164 PSMD likely reflects similar histopathological abnormalities. Higher 

tissue rarefaction and lower myelin density could reflect disruption of cortico-subcortical 

connections and slowing of synaptic transmission, thus affecting cognition. Accordingly, higher 

PSMD has been associated with a widespread decrease in structural connectivity, especially in 

inter- and long intra-hemispheric connections, as well as in subcortical and frontal areas.215 In 

addition, PSMD correlated with a decrease in the brain’s capacity to integrate information in 

the form of reduced global efficiency, which has been reported to mediate the association 

between cSVD and cognitive decline.216 Interestingly, the same network parameter was more 
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strongly correlated with periventricular than deep WMHV, which could be related to a 

disproportionate decrease in long-range connectivity.216 This observation contributes to 

explaining PSMD’s strong cognitive associations since the novel marker also seems to be 

predominantly driven by WMH located in the periventricular, in comparison to deep regions.209  

 

3.1.4.7. Validation of PSMD as a VCID biomarker  

As part of a global scientific effort to promote the development and validation of neuroimaging 

markers for the study of age-related cognitive impairment, a framework was proposed in 2019, 

containing the steps that must be fulfilled to validate a neuroimaging marker as a surrogate for 

clinical endpoints.107 The status of different imaging techniques was assessed, and DTI markers 

were among the most promising ones.107 A complete assessment of PSMD’s status as biomarker 

has not yet been performed, and to fill this gap, we organized the available evidence addressing 

each validating step (Table 3.1.7). Substantial evidence for proof of concept, principle, 

effectiveness and reproducibility are available in the literature, but data on the monitoring, and 

surrogate steps are largely absent. Specifically, though there is some evidence on the 

longitudinal changes of PSMD, only one study assessed whether these were related to the 

progression of disease or aggravation of clinical endpoints, with negative results.183 Regarding 

PSMD’s repeatability, results from 1 study in 41 patients are promising, but warrant 

confirmation by other studies.224  

PSMD’s weaknesses include the loss of anatomical information in favor of a single global 

metric and the lack of specificity with regard to the underlying pathological abnormality. PSMD 

is also susceptible to motion artifacts and large ischemic or hemorrhagic brain lesions, but 

several approaches can be taken to mitigate these biases, as mentioned in the introductory 

technical overview (section 1.4). 
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Table 3.1.7 HARNESS9 framework to validation of neuroimaging biomarkers 

Steps towards validation Definition Evidence 

Proof of Concept 
169,184,209,215,216

  Evidence that the marker reflects a specific abnormality    

Proof of Principle 
105,169,183,184,209,216,225–228

  Evidence that the marker distinguishes cases from controls or is associated with clinical outcomes  

Repeatability 
224

 Precision of repeated measurements under the same conditions and scanner.  

Reproducibility 
169,183,224 

Precision of replicate measurements on the same or similar subjects using different scanners.  

Proof of Effectiveness  
166,169,203 

Evidence that it is possible to apply the marker across larger groups of patients at multicenter studies.  

Longitudinal 
169,183 

The marker’s rate of change over time has been define.  

Monitoring 
183

 Evidence that changes over time are associated with progression of cerebral small vessel disease  

Surrogate Evidence that changes are associated with and could substitute a clinical endpoints in cSVD.  

Glossary: cSVD (cerebral small vessel disease). 

The green circles represent supporting data from at least two independent research groups. The yellow circles represent steps for which there is either evidence from a 

single study or conflicting evidence from multiple. The red circles refers to steps for which there is insufficient evidence. Though PSMD’s longitudinal changes were 

investigated by two independent studies, the sample sizes were small and only one of the studies reported the magnitude of the change, warranting future confirmation. 

 

3.1.4.8. Strengths and limitations  

Our systematic review is the first to present a detailed overview of this promising marker, 

covering its relevant technical aspects and research applications. Synthesizing the evidence 

around PSMD was hindered by the striking heterogeneity across studies, touching multiple 

fields. As previously reported, PSMD values may have been impacted by differences in the 

MRI protocols and the choices of software packages and preprocessing methods used. For 

instance, technical heterogeneity probably played a relevant role in explaining inter-study 

PSMD variability, particularly among non-pathological cohorts with similar age ranges, such 

as MRi-Share and BIL&GIL, or 1000BRAINS and HCHS (Figure 3.1.2). Similarly, cognitive 

and neuroimaging associations were influenced by characteristics intrinsic to each cohort, the 

neuropsychological battery, and even the statistical models applied. Despite all these 

heterogeneities, we could identify and report consistent patterns in terms of range, associations 

with clinical variables and other MRI markers, and prediction of neurocognitive outcomes. By 

organizing the available evidence around each step required for validating a neuroimaging 

biomarker, we could provide an up-to-date synthesis of PSMD’s place and relevance in the 

research field.  

 

3.1.4.9. Future Directions 

While the intense heterogeneity across studies limited our analyses, it was also an important 

result per se, indicating the need for standardizing methods to homogenize neuroimaging and 

clinical data for future multi-center trials and meta-analyses. Despite the growing scientific 

evidence advocating for PSMD’s excellent reproducibility, these discrepancies support the need 

for standardization of techniques to ensure more reliable comparisons in multi-center studies. 
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Accordingly, PSMD was recently included as candidate marker in initiatives to disseminate and 

standardize neuroimaging techniques for the study of VCID (i.e., https://markvcid.partners.org, 

https://harness-neuroimaging.org). 

Several questions must be addressed for PSMD’s validation as a surrogate marker. More 

longitudinal studies are required to examine if changes in PSMD over time reflect changes in 

the burden of disease or in clinical outcomes. It remains unknown how PSMD correlates with 

other advanced MRI markers of cSVD, reflecting hypoperfusion and blood-brain barrier 

dysfunction. In addition, the underlying histopathological substrates are so far unexplored, 

arguing for a more purposeful biological understanding of the marker. Moreover, PSMD’s 

potential roles in other diseases, including neurodegenerative pathologies (e.g., Parkinson’s, 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), traumatic brain injury, optic neuromyelitis, post-stroke recovery, 

and leukodystrophies, remain largely unexplored.   

From a technical perspective, confirmation of repeatability is still needed and determining if 

changes in PSMD over time reflect changes in the burden of disease or clinical outcomes is a 

research priority. The best way to compute PSMD in cohorts with frequent ICH, infarct, or 

other, larger lesions remains unknown, and would help design future clinical trials. Since 

PSMD is sensitive to head motion, studies should also attempt to control for it in their analyses. 

In order to increase the comparability and generalizability of future results and to maximize the 

benefits of larger and longitudinal samples,203 it is essential to harmonize all technical and 

analytical steps. Clinical translation would further benefit from future development of 

standardized protocols for 1.5T scanners and optimized post-acquisition DWI harmonizing 

techniques. In addition, PSMD’s histopathological correlations are unexplored, arguing for a 

more purposeful biological understanding of the marker in the context of different underlying 

pathologies. Given the promising results already observed in several vascular and 

neurodegenerative disorders, PSMD could potentially be useful in other yet to be investigated 

neurological diseases, such as traumatic brain injury and leukodystrophies. 

 

3.1.5.     Conclusion 

A growing body of evidence supports PSMD as a robust quantitative imaging marker capable 

of reflecting widespread WM injury related to multiple pathologies. In aging cohorts, PSMD is 

particularly sensitive to microvascular disease and has been successfully applied as a marker of 

cSVD. The superiority of PSMD over other MRI metrics relates to its fast and completely 

automated calculation, strong and consistent associations with clinical endpoints, and high 
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sensitivity to microstructural abnormalities not visible on conventional MRI. Future 

longitudinal studies will further elucidate PSMD's potential role as a surrogate marker for 

clinical trials, and could lead to its application in interventional studies and eventual 

incorporation into clinical practice. 
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3.2. PSMD’s cross-sectional associations in CAA 
These analyses were performed and published by Nicolas Raposo (co-first author), Maria Clara Zanon 

Zotin (co-first author) and co-authors (Dorothee Schoemaker, Li Xiong, P. Fotiadis, Andreas 

Charidimou, Marco Pasi, Gregoire Boulouis, K. Schwab, Markus Schirmer, Mark Etherton, M. E. Gurol, 

Steve Greenberg, Marco Duering, and Anand Viswanathan) in an article entitled “Peak Width of 

Skeletonized Mean Diffusivity as Neuroimaging Biomarker in Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy” published 

in March 2021 in the American Journal of Neuroradiology.105
 

License for reproduction of the whole article was obtained and is available in Appendix 3.2.A. 

Preliminary results were also the subject of an oral presentation in the 2020 International Stroke 

Conference (Appendix 3.2.B) in Los Angeles by the author and an e-poster at the 2020 Virtual 

European Stroke Conference (Appendix 3.2.C).  

 

3.2.1. Introduction  
 

Sporadic CAA is a highly prevalent cSVD in the elderly.238 CAA is a well-known cause of lobar 

ICH and is also increasingly recognized as a major contributor to VCID.239,240 Although underlying 

mechanisms leading to cognitive impairment in CAA remain uncertain, it has been hypothesized 

that recurrent vascular lesions cause progressive disruption of the brain’s structural connectivity, 

compromising network efficiency.241,242 Conventional MR markers of CAA, including lobar 

CMB,243 cSS,244 WMH,89 and cortical CMI98 have been linked to cognitive functions. However, 

these associations are mostly weak and inconsistent across studies, suggesting that these markers 

may reflect only the tip of the iceberg in the whole spectrum of vascular pathology.12 

Accumulating evidence suggests that DTI methods detect loss of microstructural integrity and 

other abnormalities not captured by structural MRI, and tend to show stronger associations with 

cognition in cSVD subjects.60,172 Yet, the direct application of DTI in routine clinical practice is 

hampered by highly variable, complex, and time-consuming processing techniques.  

PSMD is a recently developed, fully automated DTI marker, based on the skeletonization of white 

matter tracts and histogram analysis of the mean diffusivity.169 PSMD has been shown to be 

particularly sensitive to vascular-related white matter abnormalities, demonstrating consistent 

associations with processing speed in cSVD subjects.169 However, despite the common nature and 

high prevalence of CAA in ageing populations, potential applications of PSMD in CAA have been 

scarcely investigated.  

In the current study, we tested whether PSMD reflects the burden of underlying cSVD and 

cognitive dysfunctions in subjects with CAA. Among subjects with mild cognitive impairment 

recruited specifically from a memory-clinic setting, we explored whether (1) PSMD is increased 
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in subjects with CAA compared to non-CAA, (2) PSMD is associated with structural MRI markers 

of CAA, and (3) PSMD is correlated with cognitive functions.  

  

3.2.2. Methods  
 

The data supporting findings of this study is available from the corresponding author upon 

reasonable request.   

 

3.2.2.1.  Participants  

We analyzed data from a memory-clinic research cohort from the Massachusetts General Hospital 

(MGH) between March 2010 and October 2016, and designed a case-control study. Patients 

underwent clinical examination, neuropsychological evaluation, and research MRI. The 

Institutional Review Board of the MGH approved this study, and written informed consent was 

obtained from all participants or their surrogates.   

We included subjects ≥ 55 years old meeting Petersen’s criteria (2004)245 for MCI, based on 

clinical assessment of functional status, neurological evaluation, and extensive neuropsychological 

assessment. Upon visual examination of research MRIs, MCI patients were categorized as 1) 

CAA-MCI if they fulfilled the modified Boston criteria34 for probable CAA (age ≥ 55 years old; 

and multiple CMB with or without cSS or single CMB and presence of cSS), or 2)  non-CAA-

MCI. In both groups, exclusion criteria were dementia, history of symptomatic or asymptomatic 

ICH (defined as hemorrhagic focus > 5 mm in diameter), presence of deep CMB (suggesting 

arteriolosclerosis as underlying cSVD), contraindication for MRI, and presence of excessive 

motion artifacts on DTI upon careful qualitative visual inspection.   

 

3.2.2.2.  Data collection  

We systematically collected demographic information and medical history for each participant. 

All subjects underwent a standardized neuropsychological test battery, as previously described.98 

Global cognitive status was assessed with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).246 

Performance on neuropsychological tests was clustered to create composite scores exploring 

specific cognitive domains247: executive function [Trail Making Test B248 and Digit Span 

Backward249], processing speed/attention [Trail Making Test A,250 Digit Span Forward and 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale−Third Edition (WAIS-III) Digit Symbol Coding249], memory 
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[Hopkins Verbal Learning Test–Revised251 and Wechsler Memory Scale logical memory,252 

immediate recall and delayed recall], and language function [Boston Naming Test253 and Animal 

Naming 254]. Performance on each test was first transformed into sex-, age- and education-adjusted 

z-scores using published normative data.246,254–256 Then, z-scores were averaged within each 

composite domain to obtain domain-specific scores for each subject.  

 

3.2.2.3.  MRI acquisition  

Neuroimaging was acquired on a 3-Tesla MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Magnetom Prisma-

Fit), using a 32-channel head coil. MRI sequences included high resolution diffusion weighted 

imaging (60 directions; repetition time [TR], 8020 ms; echo time [TE], 83 ms; slice thickness, 2 

mm; in-plane 2 x 2 mm; b-value, 700 s/mm2), 3D T1-weighted multi-echo (TR, 2300; TE, 2.98; 

slice thickness, 1 mm; in-plane 1 x 1 mm), 3D FLAIR sequence (TR, 6000; TE, 455; slice 

thickness, 1 mm; in-plane 1 x 1 mm), and a SWI sequence (TR, 30; TE 20; slice thickness, 1.4 

mm; in-plane 0.86 x 0.86 mm).  

The median delay between neuropsychological evaluation and MRI was 1.85 months [IQR, 0.00-

3.06] and was shorter in subjects with CAA-MCI compared to those with non-CAA-MCI (0 [0.0-

0.24] vs. 2.1 [1.17-3.30]; p < 0.001).  

 

3.2.2.4.  DTI and PSMD processing  

PSMD was calculated from unprocessed DTI data using a publicly available script (v.1.0) 

(http://www.psmd-marker.com).169 This fully automated pipeline relies on Functional Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL v.6.0.1) for the preprocessing 

of DTI data (eddy current and motion correction [eddy_correct], brain extraction [bet], and tensor 

fitting [dtifit]), followed by skeletonization of preprocessed DTI data, application of a custom 

mask, and histogram analysis (Figure 3.2.1.A-E). Precisely, DTI data were skeletonized using the 

Tract-Based Spatial Statistics procedure (TBSS), part of the FSL, and the FMRIB 1mm fractional 

anisotropy (FA) template (thresholded at an FA value of 0.2). MD images were projected onto the 

skeleton, using the FA derived projection parameters. Next, to avoid contamination of the skeleton 

through CSF partial volume effects, the MD skeleton was further masked with a standard skeleton 

thresholded at an FA value of 0.3 and a mask provided with the PSMD pipeline in order to exclude 

regions adjacent to the ventricles, such as the fornix. Finally, PSMD was calculated as the 
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difference between the 95th and 5th percentiles of the MD values of voxels contained within the 

skeleton.169 To ensure that results were not driven by outliers, extreme PSMD were identified 

(values below 1.5 x IQR from the 1st quartile or above 1.5 x IQR from the 3rd quartile) and excluded 

from analyses.  

 

Figure 3.2.1. PSMD in MCI patients with and without CAA 

 

Source: Raposo N & Zanon Zotin MC, et al. 2021. 

 

FLAIR images from a subject with CAA-MCI (A) and one with a non-CAA-MCI (B), demonstrating different 

burdens of WMH. MD maps display the skeletonized WM tracts from the same subjects with CAA-MCI (C) and 

non-CAA-MCI (D). E, Histograms depict the MD values of the voxels contained in the WM tract skeleton from 

the same subjects with CAA-MCI (solid line) and non-CAA-MCI (dashed line). F, The boxplot represents group 

differences in PSMD between CAA-MCI and non-CAA-MCI. The dagger indicates the results derived from 

ANCOVA, adjusting for age at MRI (P , .001). 

 

3.2.2.5.  Neuroimaging markers of cSVD  

MRI markers of cSVD were quantified by investigators blinded to all clinical data and according 

to the Standards for Reporting Vascular Changes on Neuroimaging (STRIVE) recommendations.81 

The presence, number, and location of CMB were evaluated on the SWI images according to the 

current consensus criteria.66,81 They were classified as lobar when located in cortical and cortico-
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subcortical areas. cSS was visually assessed according to recently proposed criteria and 

transformed into a dichotomous variable (absence versus presence).257 CSO-PVS were rated on 

axial T1-weighted MRI, according to a previously developed score,59 and were analyzed both as 

dichotomous (≤2 versus >2) and as ordinal variables. CMB, cSS, and CSO-PVS were analyzed by 

two experienced raters (NR & DS) using validated scales, and final ratings were obtained via a 

consensus.  

After visual inspection of MR images quality, WMHV, total brain volume (TBV), and total 

intracranial volume (ICV) were calculated using FreeSurfer version 5.3, as previously 

described.111 Normalized TBV (nTBV) was calculated as the TBV/ICV ratio, and normalized 

WMHV (nWMHV) calculated as WMHV/ICV * 100.   

 

3.2.2.6.  Statistical analysis  

We compared the clinical and imaging characteristics between MCI subjects with and without 

CAA using χ2 or Fisher test for categorical variables and independent t-test or Mann-Whitney U-

test for continuous variables, as appropriate. The distribution of continuous variables was tested 

for normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test.   

Log-transformed PSMD values were compared between CAA-MCI and non-CAA-MCI patients 

using an ANOVA, adjusted for age. We further adjusted for log-transformed nWMHV and 

cognitive status (MMSE).   

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves analyses were used to quantify the performance of 

PSMD and nWMHV in discriminating CAA from non-CAA subjects.  

The association between (1) PSMD and MRI markers of cSVD, and (2) PSMD and cognitive 

performances were evaluated in CAA-MCI and non-CAA-MCI separately. Linear regression 

models were used to explore relationships between PSMD and structural MRI markers of cSVD 

(lobar CMB count, CSO-PVS score, presence of cSS, nWMHV, and nTBV), adjusting for age. 

The associations between PSMD and cognitive scores in each domain were explored using linear 

regression models in both groups separately, adjusting for structural MRI markers of cSVD and 

the time delay between the neuropsychological evaluation and the MRI. Because cognitive scores 

were already adjusted for age, sex, and education level, these variables were not included in the 

models.   
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The statistical significance level was set at 0.05 for all analyses. We used the Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24.0 (for Windows; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) for statistical 

analysis.  

  

3.2.3. Results  
 

We identified 134 subjects with cognitive impairment enrolled in this prospective study who 

underwent a research MRI. Of them, 42 subjects were excluded based on the pre-specified criteria: 

diagnosis of dementia (n=6), possible CAA category (n=10), presence of deep CMB (n=5), lack 

of neuropsychological tests (n=19) and presence of excessive motion artifacts on DTI, based on 

qualitative visual inspection (n=2). Additionally, three outliers with extreme PSMD values (all 

with high values) were identified in each group and were excluded from the analysis.  The final 

cohort consisted of 86 subjects with MCI (mean age 73.7 ± 7.7; 38.4% female) without a history 

of ischemic stroke or ICH, including 24 subjects with probable CAA (CAA-MCI; 27.9%)  and 62 

without CAA (non-CAA-MCI; 72.1%).   

 

3.2.3.1.  Comparison between CAA and non-CAA subjects.   

Subjects with CAA-MCI and non-CAA-MCI were similar in age and vascular risk factors (Table 

3.2.1). MMSE scores were lower in subjects with CAA-MCI compared to subjects with non-CAA-

MCI (p = 0.003). Patients with CAA-MCI had worse performance in memory than subjects with 

non-CAA-MCI (p = 0.005). The two groups had similar scores across all other cognitive domains 

(p > 0.05, for all). Compared to non-CAA-MCI, subjects with CAA-MCI presented a higher 

burden of MRI markers of cSVD, including a higher prevalence of cSS (p < 0.001), higher lobar 

CMB count (p < 0.001), greater nWMHV (p = 0.016), higher prevalence of high CSO-PVS scores 

(p < 0.001), and lower nTBV (p = 0.004). PSMD values were significantly higher in CAA-MCI in 

comparison to non-CAA-MCI (p < 0.001) (Figure 3.2.1.F), even after adjusting for age (p < 0.001). 

In a post-hoc analyses, we found that PSMD remained significantly higher in subjects with CAA-

MCI compared to subjects with non-CAA-MCI when further controlling for nWMHV (p = 0.007) 

or cognitive status [MMSE-z-scores] (p < 0.001).  In ROC analyses, PSMD (area under the curve 

[AUC]= 0.755; 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.636-0.873, p < 0.001) was able to significantly 

discriminate CAA subjects from non-CAA subjects, and yielded a greater AUC than nWMHV 

(AUC= 0.668; 95% CI 0.544-0.792, p = 0.016; Figure 3.2.2).  
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Table 3.2.1. Baseline characteristics of subjects with CAA-MCI and those with non-CAA-
MCI 

   

CAA-MCI 

(n=24) 

non-CAA-MCI 

(n=62) 

p-value 

Demographics  

Age at NPT, mean (SD)  74.73 (5.99) 73.25 (8.33) 0.36 

Female, n (%)  7 (29.2) 26 (41.9) 0.27 

Education (years), median (IQR)  16 (16, 18) 16 (14, 18) 0.04* 

Vascular risk factors  

Hypertension, n (%)  13 (54.2) 40 (64.5) 0.38 

Diabetes, n (%)  1 (4.2) 10 (16.1) 0.17 

Atrial Fibrillation, n (%)  4 (16.7) 5 (8.1) 0.26 

Dyslipidemia, n (%)  13 (54.2) 44 (71.0) 0.14 

Neuropsychological performances  

MMSE, median (IQR)  25.5 (24, 28) 28 (26, 29) 0.006* 

MMSE (Z score), median (IQR)  -1.88 (-3.28, -0.16) 0 (-1.48, 1.11) 0.003* 

Memory (Z score), median (IQR)  -1.91 (-2.38, -0.75) -0.47 (-1.60, 0.56) 0.005* 

Processing Speed (Z score), median (IQR)  -0.24 (-0.62, 0.15) -0.11 (-0.46, 0.27) 0.34 

Language (Z score), median (IQR)  -0.44 (-0.91, 0.36) -0.36 (-1.17, 0.19) 0.95 

Executive Function (Z score), median (IQR)  -0.59 (-1.89, 0.22) -0.21 (-0.86, 0.12) 0.20 

Imaging  

PSMD (x 10-4 mm2/s), median (IQR)  4.48 (3.81, 5.09)  3.63 (3.28, 4.13)  < 0.001* 

Lobar CMB count, median (IQR)  5.5 (3.0-24.50) 0 (0-0) < 0.001* 

cSS (presence), n (%)  9 (37.5) 0 (0.0) < 0.001* 

High CSO-PVS score (>2), n (%)  11 (45.8) 3 (4.8) < 0.001* 

nWMHV, median (IQR)   0.42 (0.28, 1.74) 0.29 (0.14, 0.75) 0.02* 

nTBV, mean (SD)  0.61 (0.04) 0.64 (0.05) 0.004* 

Abbreviations: NPT = Neuropsychological tests; MMSE = Mini-mental State Examination; PSMD = Peak Width of 

Skeletonized Mean Diffusivity; CMB = cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis; CSO-PVS = 

perivascular spaces in the centrum semiovale; nWMHV = normalized white matter hyperintensities volume; nTBV = 

normalized total brain volume.  

* = significant.  
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Figure 3.2.2. Receiver operating characteristic curve analyses investigating the classification 

performance of PSMD and nWMHV  

  

 

Source: Raposo N & Zanon Zotin MC, et al. 2021. 

 

ROC curve illustrating the ability of peak width of skeletonized mean diffusivity (PSMD; solid line) and normalized 

white matter hyperintensities volume (nWMHV; dotted line) in differentiating between cerebral amyloid angiopathy 

(CAA) subjects with mild cognitive impairment (CAA-MCI) and subjects with mild cognitive impairment not 

attributable to CAA (non-CAA-MCI). PSMD (AUC=0.755, p<0.001) and nWMHV (AUC=0.668, p=0.016) 

significantly distinguished the MCI groups.  

  

 

3.2.3.2.  Associations between PSMD and markers of cSVD.   

In linear regression analyses adjusting for age, increased PSMD was associated with greater 

nWMHV both in CAA-MCI (b = 0.75; p <0.001) and non-CAA-MCI (b = 0.69; p <0.001) groups, 

but not with nTBV, CMB, CSO-PVS or cSS (Table 3.2.2). In multiple regression models including 

all quantified structural MRI markers of cSVD, only nWMHV remained independently associated 

with PSMD in subjects with CAA-MCI  (b = 0.66; p <0.001) and non-CAA-MCI (b = 0.71; p 

<0.001) (Table 3.2.2 and Figure 3.2.3).   
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Table 3.2.2. Association between PSMD and MRI markers of small vessel disease in CAA-

MCI and non-CAA-MCI subjects.  

  

Model 1‡ Model 2† 

Std. b 95% CI p Std. b  95% CI p 

CAA-MCI (n=24)  

Lobar CMB count  0.15 -0.27 0.58 0.46 0.15 -0.13 0.42 0.28 

cSS  0.27 -0.15 0.70 0.20 0.12 -0.16 0.40 0.38 

CSO-PVS score  0.31 -0.09 0.71 0.13 0.20 -0.10 0.49 0.18 

nWMHV  0.75 0.49 1.02 <0.001* 0.66 0.37 0.95 <0.001* 

nTBV  -0.26 -0.79 0.26 0.31 -0.17 -0.54 0.20 0.34 

Non-CAA-MCI (n=62)  

CSO-PVS  -0.02 -0.24 0.21 0.87 0.10 -0.07 0.27 0.25 

nWMHV  0.69 0.50 0.89 <0.001* 0.71 0.51 0.91 <0.001* 

nTBV  -0.23 -0.51 0.06 0.11 -0.14 -0.36 0.08 0.20 

Linear regression models with PSMD (x 10-4 mm2/s) as the dependent variable. ‡ Linear regression analyses adjusted 

for age. † Multiple regression models, including all neuroimaging markers and adjusting for age. In non-CAA-MCI 

subjects, the presence of cSS and lobar CMB count were automatically excluded from the models due to the absence 

of variance within the group.   

Abbreviations: CMB = cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis; CSO-PVS = perivascular spaces in 

the centrum semiovale; nWMHV = normalized white matter hyperintensities volume; nTBV = normalized total brain 

volume *=significant.  

  

Figure 3.2.3. Association between imaging markers and PSMD in CAA-MCI and non-CAA-

MCI subjects. 

 

Source: Raposo N & Zanon Zotin MC, et al. 2021. 
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Partial regression plots illustrate the association between PSMD and multiple neuroimaging markers, adjusted for age 

at MRI. The plots illustrate a multiple linear regression model in which PSMD is the dependent variable and (A) 

centrum semiovale perivascular space score (CSO PVS), (B) normalized total brain volume (nTBV), (C) normalized 

white matter hyperintensities volume (nWMHV), (D) presence of cortical superficial siderosis (cSS), and (E) lobar 

cerebral microbleed count (CMBs) are included together as independent variables, adjusted for age at MRI. The values 

from the CAA-MCI group are displayed in red and those from non-CAA-MCI are displayed in blue. The R2 provided 

in the left upper corners refer to the CAA-MCI group, whereas the R2 provided in the bottom right corners refer to the 

non-CAA-MCI group.  

 

 

3.2.3.3.  Associations between PSMD and cognitive functions.   

In the CAA-MCI group, multiple regression models accounting for lobar CMB count, cSS, CSO-

PVS score, nWMHV, and nTBV demonstrated that increased PSMD was independently associated 

with worse performance in processing speed (b = -1.08; p =0.004) (Table 3.2.3 and Figure 3.2.4). 

In the non-CAA-MCI group, multiple regression analyses did not reveal any significant 

associations between PSMD and scores reflecting each cognitive domain (Table 3.2.3 and Figure 

3.2.4). 

 

Table 3.2.3. Association between PSMD and cognitive performance in CAA-MCI and non-

CAA-MCI subjects.  

  Adjusted model† 

   Std. b 95% CI p-value 

CAA-MCI (n=24)    

Global Cognitive Status  -0.40 -1.21 0.41 0.31 

Memory  -0.69 -1.52 0.15 0.10 

Processing Speed / Attention  -1.08 -1.76 -0.40 0.004* 

Language  -0.47 -1.16 0.21 0.16 

Executive Function  -0.64 -1.37 0.10 0.09 

non-CAA-MCI (n=62)   

Global Cognitive Status  0.30 -0.13 0.72 0.17 

Memory  0.14 -0.28 0.56 0.50 

Processing Speed / Attention  0.16 -0.27 0.59 0.46 

Language  0.14 -0.29 0.57 0.52 

Executive Function  0.11 -0.30 0.53 0.58 

Multiple regression model with cognitive performance as the dependent variable. †Model including nWMHV, 

nTBV, CSO-PVS score, presence of cSS, lobar CMB count, and adjusting for the time delay between the 

neuropsychological evaluation and the MRI. In non-CAA-MCI subjects, the presence of cSS and lobar CMB 

count were automatically excluded from the models due to an absence of variance within the group.   

*=significant.  
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Figure 3.2.4. Association between PSMD and performance in multiple cognitive domains in 

CAA-MCI subjects and non-CAA-MCI.  

 

 

Source: Raposo N & Zanon Zotin MC, et al. 2021. 

 

Partial regression plots illustrate the association between PSMD and performance in multiple cognitive domains. The 

plots illustrate linear regression models in which each cognitive function ([A] MMSE, [B] Memory, [C] Processing 

Speed/Attention, [D] Language, and [E] Executive) is entered as dependent variable and all neuroimaging markers 

(lobar cerebral microbleed count, centrum semiovale perivascular space score, presence of cortical superficial 

siderosis, normalized total hyperintensities volume (nWMHV), normalized total brain volume (nTBV) and PSMD) 

are included together as independent variables, adjusting for time delay between the neuropsychological evaluation 

and the MRI. The values from the CAA-MCI group are displayed in red and those from non-CAA-MCI are displayed 

in blue. The R2 provided in the left upper corners refer to the CAA-MCI group, whereas the R2 provided in the bottom 

right corners refer to the non-CAA-MCI group.  

 

3.2.4. Discussion  

Several key findings emerge from this study on PSMD in patients with CAA presenting with MCI 

in the absence of ICH. First, MCI subjects with CAA showed increased PSMD values compared 

to MCI subjects without CAA, even after adjusting for baseline differences in age, nWMHV, and 

cognitive status. Second, we confirmed that PSMD was strongly associated with WMHV in our 

CAA population, but not with other structural markers of cSVD. Third, we found that PSMD 

values were associated with worse performance in processing speed among CAA-MCI subjects, 

after controlling for the presence of other MRI markers of cSVD. In contrast, PSMD was not 

associated with cognitive function in subjects with non-CAA-MCI.  
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PSMD studies have so far focused mainly on community-dwelling169,184,228 and cognitively 

impaired elderlies,169,209 as well as inherited,169,226 and sporadic cSVDs.169,227 To our knowledge, 

only one previous study has investigated PSMD’s performance in sporadic CAA, including 

subjects with and without ICH recruited from both stroke prevention and memory-clinics 183. Since 

CAA pathology is highly prevalent and significantly contributes to vascular cognitive impairment 

in the elderly populations,21 further investigating PSMD’s performance in the context of CAA is 

an important step for the validation of this new neuroimaging biomarker as a surrogate for 

cognitive dysfunction in cSVDs.107 

As expected, the PSMD values we obtained in memory-clinic CAA subjects were remarkably 

similar to those found in other sporadic cSVD cohort,169,227 including another CAA cohort,183 

which corroborates reproducibility and stability of PSMD across different scanners, sequences, 

and even clinical samples.169,203 

The observed increase in PSMD values among CAA-MCI subjects supports the hypothesis that 

whole-brain microstructural integrity is impaired in this population. Our results are in accordance 

with previous studies showing microstructural abnormalities in CAA relying on other DTI-based 

methods.172,178 Importantly, PSMD offers several advantages in comparison to other DTI methods: 

it is a fully automated and fast technique; it offers higher interscanner reproducibility; power 

calculations have shown smaller sample size estimates for PSMD; and it is more strongly 

associated with performance in processing speed.169 

Group differences in PSMD remained significant (CAA-MCI vs. non-CAA-MCI) even after 

adjusting for age, nWMHV, and MMSE. This suggests that PSMD differences are not solely 

driven by these factors and may indicate that this marker, like other global DTI measures, might 

capture abnormalities not visible on structural MRI sequences.   

In our CAA-MCI sample, PSMD was strongly associated with nWMHV, but not with hemorrhagic 

markers of CAA (lobar CMBs and cSS), which is in line with findings from a recent study on a 

different CAA sample,183 and suggests that white matter tracts disruption in CAA may be more 

closely linked to cSVD damage from ischemic than hemorrhagic origin.  

The encouraging finding that PSMD is independently associated with processing speed in our 

subjects with CAA-MCI, after adjusting for other conventional MRI markers of cSVD, is in 

consonance with recently published results from another CAA sample.183 The lack of association 

between PSMD and cognition in the non-CAA-MCI sample is consistent with findings from other 
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studies in cohorts with low burden of cSVD.169,227 PSMD, like other DTI metrics, appears to be 

more sensitive to cSVD-related white matter abnormalities than to neurodegenerative 

pathology.165,169 The low burden of cSVD pathology observed in our non-CAA sample might 

explain the absence of association between PSMD and processing speed.   

Our results argue in favor of a strong link between PSMD and processing speed in cSVD 

populations, as advocated in the original PSMD study.169 However, mechanisms underlying these 

strong associations with cognition are incompletely understood. McCreary et al. reported that a 

greater variation in white matter MD could be seen in microarchitectural disruption caused by 

pathological processes.183 Though the histopathological features specifically associated with 

increases in PSMD remain unknown, tissue rarefaction and lower myelin density have been related 

to MD variations in CAA subjects.164 It is possible that similar microstructural abnormalities 

underlie changes in PSMD in CAA, reflecting disruption of synaptic transmission that could affect 

cognition.  

Our study has limitations. The small sample size of our cohort may account for the relatively weak 

cognitive correlations observed. Hence, our findings should be considered preliminary and require 

external validation in larger CAA cohorts. By including only subjects with MCI (cognitively-

normal and demented CAA subjects were excluded), our study was not designed to assess 

relationships between PSMD and the full spectrum of cognitive impairment, ranging from MCI to 

dementia. Still, our significant findings in subjects with mild forms of cognitive impairment argue 

in favor of the robustness of PSMD as a biomarker for cognitive function in CAA. Additionally, 

our study included participants with a specific presentation of CAA (i.e., mild cognitive symptoms 

without ICH). We excluded subjects with ICH, as this likely represents a different phenotype of 

the disease.258 While we designed our study to examine this specific group of CAA subjects that 

frequently present in memory clinic settings, our results cannot be generalized to other CAA 

populations or phenotypes. Another limitation of our study is the absence of comparisons between 

PSMD and other previously validated DTI-based markers to assess whether this new method 

constitutes a superior biomarker.   

Nonetheless, this study also has several strengths and expands on previous literature by evaluating 

the relevance of PSMD in a specific phenotype of CAA and investigating its independent cognitive 

and neuroimaging associations.   
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3.2.5. Conclusions:  

PSMD values are higher among cognitively impaired subjects with CAA in comparison to non-

CAA subjects and are associated with nWMHV and performance in processing speed. Our 

preliminary results support the relevance of PSMD, a completely automated DTI-based method, 

in capturing microstructural brain changes in subjects with CAA, even in the absence of ICH. 

PSMD may serve as a biomarker in future clinical trials involving CAA and other cSVDs.   
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3.3. PSMD’s spatial signature in CAA and comparison with conventional DTI 

markers 
This analysis was performed by the author (first author) and collaborators (Dorothee Schoemaker, 

Nicolas Raposo, Valentina Perosa, Martin Bretzner, Lukas Sveikata, Qi, Li, Susanne van Veluw, Mitchell 

J. Horn, Mark R. Etherton, Andreas Charidimou, M. Edip Gurol, Steve Greenberg, Marco Duering, 

Antônio Carlos dos Santos, Octávio Marques Pontes-Neto, and Anand Viswanathan), and is currently 

under review. 

Preliminary results were also the subject of an e-poster presentation in the 2021 Virtual International 

Stroke Conference (Appendix 3.3). 

 

3.3.1.      Introduction 

CAA is a form of cSVD related to the deposition of amyloid-beta around cortical and 

leptomeningeal vessels.21 CAA is highly prevalent among older individuals and is recognized to 

impact cognition independently from commonly co-occurring AD.17 CAA has thus emerged as an 

important vascular contributor to cognitive impairment and dementia, even in the absence of 

ICH.53  

In order to facilitate future development of disease-modifying therapies for VCID, much effort has 

been put into validating neuroimaging markers able to quantify the widespread parenchymal injury 

associated with cSVD.107 Among the many MRI markers available, those based on DTI provide 

more consistent cognitive associations due to their continuous quantitative nature and higher 

sensitivity to microstructural abnormalities.259 

In this setting, a novel and fully automated DTI marker called PSMD has been considered 

particularly promising.169 PSMD is a fully automated histogram marker that reflects the 

heterogeneity of the MD values across the main WM tracts. It was developed to quantify the WM 

injury related to VCID and has provided consistent cognitive associations in several populations, 

especially among cohorts with cSVD.105,169,183,184,209,227,228 According to previous data, PSMD 

explains a considerable proportion of the variance in processing speed in CAA samples, and could 

become a relevant marker for CAA-related cognitive impairment.105,183 

However, several questions concerning the utility of this marker in the field of CAA remain 

unanswered. In general, PSMD values found in samples with cSVD are higher than in those with 

predominantly neurodegenerative pathology. However, it remains unknown whether PSMD 

values vary significantly across different forms of sporadic cSVD. Though it has been suggested 

that a regional analysis of PSMD values is feasible,203,209 no studies to date have investigated 

variances in PSMD values across different brain lobes. Specifically, it is unknown whether PSMD 
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could capture the posterior predominance of CAA pathology, like other diffusion techniques.172 

Furthermore, only one study in CAA has compared PSMD with other simpler DTI markers in 

terms of cognitive and neuroimaging associations, but the extent to which this new marker 

outperforms MD and fractional anisotropy (FA) remains uncertain.   

In this context, our aims were: (1) to compare PSMD values in different MRI phenotypes of 

sporadic cSVDs and in subjects without evidence of cSVD on MRI; (2) to investigate whether the 

posterior predominance of CAA pathology is reflected on regional variations of PSMD values; (3) 

to investigate PSMD’s cognitive and neuroimaging associations in CAA, in comparison to other 

conventional and DTI-based MRI markers.  

 

3.3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.3.2.1. Standard Protocol Approvals and Patient Consents 

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Massachusetts General Hospital 

(MGH), and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects or their surrogates.   

 

3.3.2.2. Study Participants 

This study is a retrospective analysis of an ongoing single-center prospective memory-clinic 

research cohort from the MGH. Subjects were recruited between August 2010 and November 

2019.  

We included non-demented subjects aged 55 years or more with complete clinical evaluation, 

neuropsychological examination, and 3T MRI. Exclusion criteria were: dementia (defined as 

MMSE ≤ 24 and/or impairment of independent activities of daily living [IADs]); a history of 

symptomatic ICH; incomplete neuropsychological examination and/or research MRI; and 

presence of motion or other artifacts compromising neuroimaging assessment. To avoid diagnostic 

uncertainty, we also excluded subjects with a single hemorrhagic MRI marker fulfilling the 

modified Boston criteria34 for possible-CAA and those with mixed-pattern of hemorrhages.44 

Based on the examination of MR images for conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD, and 

according to the modified Boston criteria,34 we stratified the participants into three groups: 

probable-CAA (patients fulfilling Boston criteria for probable CAA); cSVD (subjects not fulfilling 

criteria for either possible or probable CAA and presenting one or more of the other following 

MRI markers of cSVD: non-lobar CMB, and/or lacunes, and/or high-grade (>2) BG-PVS,59 and/or 
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deep Fazekas score115 ≥2 and/or periventricular Fazekas score115 = 3); and non-cSVD (subjects 

without any of the above neuroimaging markers of cSVD). None of the cSVD subjects had any 

MRI or clinical features suggesting a hereditary/monogenic pathology. Therefore, they are 

presumably predominantly affected by the most prevalent etiological subtype of sporadic cSVD, 

related to aging and/or vascular risk factors such as hypertension (ASC/deep perforator 

arteriopathy). 

 

3.3.2.3. Clinical and Neuropsychological Assessment 

Demographic and clinical data were collected from each participant upon enrollment. All memory-

clinic subjects underwent a thorough and standardized neuropsychological test battery. Four 

different cognitive domains were explored through composite scores created by clustering and 

averaging performance on different neuropsychological tests247: Executive function (Trail Making 

Test B248 and Digit Span Backward249) processing speed/attention (Trail Making Test A,250 Digit 

Span Forward,249 and WAIS-III [Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale−Third Edition] Digit Symbol 

Coding249), memory (Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised251 and Wechsler Memory Scale 

logical memory;252 immediate recall and delayed recall), and language function (Boston Naming 

Test253 and Animal Naming254). First, based on published normative data,246,255,256 we transformed 

performance on each test into z-scores adjusted for gender, age, and education level. Then, these 

z-scores were averaged within composite domains to compute the domain-specific scores for each 

participant. 

 

3.3.2.4. MRI acquisition 

All exams were performed on a 3-T MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Magnetom Prisma-Fit or 

TIM-Trio), using a 32-channel head coil. The scan protocol included: a 3D T1-weighted sequence 

(TR 2300-2510 ms; TE 1.69-2.98 ms; resolution 1 x 1 x 1 mm), a 3D FLAIR (TR 5000-6000 ms; 

TE 356-455 ms; resolution 1 x 1 x 1 mm), a SWI sequence (TR 27-30; TE 20; slice thickness, 1.4 

mm; in-plane resolution 0.9 x 0.9 mm), and a 3D diffusion weighted imaging sequence (DWI, 60-

64 directions; TR 8000-8040 ms; TE 82-84 ms; resolution 2 x 2 x 2 mm; b-value, 700 s/mm2).  
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3.3.2.5. PSMD processing 

Initially, a careful visual inspection of all DWI images was conducted, and cases with excessive 

motion artifacts were excluded. To objectively and quantitatively evaluate the magnitude of head 

motion during the acquisition of DWI images, we further extracted registration- and intensity-

based measures to compute the Total Motion Index (TMI) proposed by Yendiki et al. TMI was 

originally developed to be used as a nuisance regressor to account for motion confounding in 

neuroimaging studies.186 Since the intensity-based measures did not show significant variability 

across our subjects, only the registration-based measures were applied in the TMI formula. 

We ran the fully automated PSMD script (version 1.0/2016) (http://www.psmd-marker.com),169 

including all the pre-processing steps, relying on the Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of 

the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL) version 6.0.1.193 Briefly, the script runs motion and 

eddy-currents correction,260 brain extraction,192 and tensor fitting as pre-processing steps, 

obtaining maps of MD and FA. These maps are fed into TBSS, as implemented in FSL,202 to 

achieve skeletonization of the main WM tracts. The obtained skeletonized MD maps are further 

masked with a custom mask to exclude areas prone to CSF contamination. Finally, a histogram 

analysis is conducted on the final MD maps, and the difference between percentiles 5 and 95 is 

computed to obtain PSMD values for each individual. Similar procedures were used to compute 

skeletonized average MD183 and FA values. 

 

3.3.2.6. Regional distribution of PSMD 

To investigate potential differences in the white matter microstructural integrity across the 

anteroposterior axis and evaluate whether PSMD could capture the posterior predominance of 

CAA pathology, we used MNI152 atlas to create masks of the frontal and occipital lobes, manually 

filling missing voxels in the deep and periventricular WM areas (Figure 3.3.1.A).  

We applied these two masks separately on all subjects and computed PSMD values restricted to 

frontal and occipital lobes. To depict PSMD’s variation across the anteroposterior axis, we 

computed occipital-frontal gradients (occipital PSMD – frontal PSMD) for each participant. 

 

3.3.2.7. Conventional neuroimaging markers  

Conventional MRI markers of cSVD were rated by a neuroradiologist (M. C. Z. Z.), blinded to all 

clinical data, following the Standards for Reporting Vascular Changes on Neuroimaging 
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(STRIVE) recommendations.81 CMBs were evaluated on SWI for presence, number, and 

location.81 Lacunes were evaluated on FLAIR images as lesions measuring 3-15 mm, isointense 

to CSF, with hyperintense margins.81 We evaluated SWI for the presence of cSS.34 Cortical CMIs, 

defined as lesions ≤ 4 mm, restricted to the cortex, hypointense on T1, and hyperintense on FLAIR, 

were counted across the whole brain.97 We rated CSO-PVS and BG-PVS, using T1-weighted 

images, according to a previously proposed scale: 0 (none); 1 (1-10); 2 (11-20); 3 (21-40); 4 

(>40).59 WMH were qualitatively assessed using a validated visual scale.115  

Quantitative measures of TBV and total ICV were calculated using the FreeSurfer software suite 

(www.surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu; version 6.0),261 following a rigorous visual quality inspection. 

The normalized TBV (nTBV) was calculated controlling for ICV (TBV/ICV) and multiplied by 

100, and was expressed in units of percent ICV. WM hyperintense lesions were segmented on 

FLAIR using the lesion prediction algorithm (LPA)262 implemented in the toolbox Lesion 

Segmentation Tool (LST) version 3.0.0 (www.statistical-modelling.de/lst.html) for Statistical 

Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM12), following visual inspection for segmentation quality. Different 

lesion probability thresholds were evaluated on 40 randomly selected individuals from our cohort, 

and the ideal threshold of 0.5 was defined by careful visual inspection against their respective 

FLAIR images for accuracy. The normalized WMH volume (nWMHV) was calculated as the 

WMHV/ICV ratio multiplied by 100 and expressed in units of percent ICV. 
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Figure 3.3.1. Regional differences in PSMD values between probable-CAA and non-CAA subjects 

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 

A. Frontal (blue) and occipital (red) masks, used to compute lobe-specific PSMD values. B. The line graph depicts mean log-PSMD 
values in the frontal and occipital lobes of probable-CAA (solid line) and non-CAA (dashed line) subjects. C-G. Box-plots of PSMD 
values. The boxes extend from the 25thto 75thpercentiles,and the solid line within each box represents the median. The superior and 
inferior inner fences representthe75thpercentile plus 1.5 times interquartile range and the 25thminus 1.5 times interquartile range, 
respectively. Outliers are displayed by symbols. C, D, E. Box plots contrasting frontal(C), occipital(D),and total(E) PSMD values 
between non-CAA and probable-CAA groups. E, F. Box-plots displaying frontal (blue) and occipital (red) PSMD within each study 
group. General linear models adjusted for age are indicated by the brackets, with p-values (*p < 0.05; ** p <0.01; *** p <0.001).
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3.3.2.8. Statistical analysis 

The distribution of continuous variables was tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  

Clinical, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging characteristics were compared across the three 

groups using χ2 or Fisher test and Kruskal-Wallis H test or ANOVA, as appropriate.  
We investigated the association between TMI and DTI metrics across all subjects, using simple 

linear regression, further adjusting for age, gender, and education level to evaluate motion effects. 

Neuroimaging and cognitive associations were investigated only in the probable CAA group. 

Linear regression models exploring the associations between DTI metrics and conventional 

neuroimaging markers were adjusted for age, and those investigating cognitive associations were 

adjusted for the time interval between the MRI and the neuropsychological tests. Since cognitive 

scores had already been adjusted for age, gender, and education level, we did not include these 

variables in the models. We further assessed the relative contribution of each neuroimaging 

variable by running multiple linear regression models and applying a decomposition method 

proposed by Lindeman et al.263 and available in the Relaimpo R package (v2.2).264 

Non-parametric variables were log-transformed for the regional analyses. To investigate regional 

variances in PSMD, we compared occipital-frontal PSMD gradients between the groups, using 

ANCOVA, adjusting for age. Furthermore, to evaluate whether CAA diagnosis could influence 

regional variances of PSMD, we compared probable-CAA subjects against non-CAA subjects 

(merging non-cSVD and cSVD subjects into a single non-CAA group). We used mixed-factor 

ANOVA to investigate whether there was an interaction between CAA diagnosis and region on 

PSMD values. We further investigated the simple main effects of group and region using 

ANCOVA adjusted for age and repeated-measures ANOVA, respectively. As an exploratory 

analysis, we ran similar statistical procedures across the three groups (non-cSVD, cSVD, and 

probable-CAA). All pairwise comparisons were adjusted for false discovery rate (FDR) using the 

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 

The statistical significance level was set at 0.05 for all analyses. We used the Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 (for IOS; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL), Prism (v8.4.3), and 

R (v3.5.3) to run the analyses. 
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3.3.2.9. Data Availability Statement 

The data that support our findings is available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 

request. 

 

3.3.3. Results 

We screened 167 subjects from our memory-clinic cohort who underwent complete research MRI 

and neuropsychological exam. Of those subjects, 77 were excluded, based on the following pre-

specified criteria: dementia (n=46), excessive motion artifacts on visual inspection (n=3); possible-

CAA (n=26); and mixed pattern of distribution of hemorrhagic features (n=2). The final cohort 

was comprised of 90 non-demented memory-clinic subjects (43 probable-CAA, 17 non-CAA-

cSVD and 30 non-cSVD). The median delay between MRI and neuropsychological tests was 0 

[IQR, 0 - 2.5] months. 

In simple linear regression analysis, TMI was not association with any DTI metric (Standardized 

b coefficient [95% confidence interval]; PSMD b [95% CI] = -0.027 [-0.239, 0.185], p = 0.802; 

MD b [95% CI] = -0.038 [-0.250, 0.173], p = 0.721; FA b [95% CI] = 0.051 [-0.160, 0.263], p = 

0.632), even after adjusting for age, gender and education level. Therefore, TMI was not included 

as a covariate in the following neuroimaging and cognitive analyses. 

 

3.3.3.1. Between-group comparisons  

Demographic, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging data from each group are summarized in 

Table 3.3.1. Groups differed in age (F(2, 87) = 9.326, p<.001), with both probable-CAA (mean 

difference±standard error, 4.67±1.52; FDR-adjusted p-value=.004) and cSVD (7.95±1.94; p<.001) 

being older than non-cSVD subjects. Gender, education level, vascular risk factors, cognitive 

performance, and head motion (TMI) were evenly distributed across the groups. As expected, the 

burden of cSVD markers was higher in the probable-CAA and cSVD groups in comparison to the 

non-cSVD group. nTBV differed across the groups (F(2, 87)=8.905, p<.001), with greater atrophy 

in probable CAA subjects than in non-cSVD participants (-3.94±0.93; p<.001). PSMD values also 

differed across the groups, and were lower in the non-cSVD group in comparison to probable-

CAA (p<.001), and cSVD (p<.001). PSMD did not differ between probable-CAA and cSVD 

groups (p=.883). On the other hand, MD values were higher in probable-CAA patients, and FA 

values were lower in CAA patients, in comparison to both cSVD and non-cSVD groups (p<.001). 
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Table 3.3.1. Summary of clinical and neuroimaging data 

   Total 
(n=90) 

Non-CAA Probable-CAAc 

(n=43) 
p 

non-cSVDa 

(n=30) 
cSVDb 

(n=17)  Demographics      
Age (years), mean (SD) 73.5 (7.0) 69.7 (7.4) 77.7 (5.4) 74.4 (5.9) b>a*** 

c>a** 
Female, n (%) 45 (50) 16 (53.3) 8 (47.1) 21 (48.8) 0.898 
Education (years), median [IQR] 16 [14-18] 16 [14-18] 16 [14-17] 17 [16-19] 0.064 
Vascular Risk Factors 

Hypertension, n (%)† 55 (65.5) 18 (72.0) 11 (68.8) 26 (60.5) 0.599 
Diabetes, n (%)† 11 (13.1) 2 (8.0) 5 (31.2) 4 (9.3) 0.071 
Atrial Fibrillation, n (%)† 4 (4.8) 1 (4.0) 1 (6.2) 2 (4.7) 1.000 
Dyslipidemia, n (%)† 68 (81.0) 19 (76.0) 13 (81.2) 36 (83.7) 0.761 
Cognitive scores (z-scores)      
MMSE, mean (SD) -0.11(1.43) -0.18 (1.53) 0.51 (1.29) -0.30 (1.38) 0.132 
Memory, mean (SD) -0.38 (1.25) -0.14 (1.29) -0.04 (1.19) -0.67 (1.2) 0.092 
Processing Speed, mean (SD) -0.07 (0.53) -0.04 (0.50) -0.08 (0.54) -0.09 (0.55) 0.921 
Language, mean (SD) -0.34 (1.02) -0.21 (0.81) -0.27 (1.35) -0.46 (1.02) 0.570 
Executive Function, median [IQR] -0.26 [-0.8, 0.1] -0.23 [-0.6,0.2] -0.07 [-0.6,0.1] -0.37 [-1.0, 0.1] 0.413 

Gap MRIxNPT, months, median [IQR] 0 [-2.3, 0] -1.05 [-3.4, 0] -1.33 [-2.8, 0.2] 0 [-1.6, 0] 0.034‡ 
Conventional MRI markers 

Lobar CMB count, median [IQR] 0 [0, 13.5] 0 [0, 0] 0 [0, 0] 15 [3, 55] c>a*** 
c>b*** 

cSS (presence), n (%) 14 (15.6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 14 (32.6) c>a*** 
 c>b*** 

Lacunes count, median [IQR] 0 [0, 1] 0 [0, 0] 1 [0, 1.5] 0 [0, 1] b>a*** 
c>a*** 

Cortical CMI, count, median [IQR] 0 [0, 0] 0 [0, 0] 0 [0, 0] 0 [0, 1] 0.049‡ 

CSO PVS score, median [IQR] 2 [2, 3] 2 [1, 2] 2 [2, 2] 3 [2, 4] c>a*** 
c>b** 

BG PVS score, median [IQR] 2 [1, 2] 1 [1, 2] 2 [2, 3] 2 [1, 3] b>a*** 
c>a*** 

nWMHV (% ICV), median [IQR] 0.2 [0.05, 0.8] 0.05 [0.01, 0.1] 0.66 [0.3, 1.2] 0.36 [0.14, 1.8] b>a*** 
c>a*** 

nTBV (% ICV), mean (SD) 64.75 (4.26) 67.06 (4.46) 64.77 (3.26) 63.13 (3.76) a>c*** 
DTI markers 

PSMD (x 10-4 mm2/s), median [IQR] 3.76 [3.32, 4.37] 3.30 [3.13, 3.6] 4.07 [3.51, 4.62] 4.06 [3.58, 4.79] b>a*** 
c>a*** 

Average MD (x 10-4 mm2/s), median [IQR] 8.44[7.86, 9.2] 7.98[7.49, 8.6] 8.06[7.75, 8.3] 9.19[8.45, 9.8] c>a*** 
c>b*** 

Average FA (x 10-4 mm2/s),  mean (SD) 0.46 (0.04) 0.49 (0.04) 0.48 (0.03) 0.44 (0.04) a>c*** 
b>c*** 

Total Motion Index, median [IQR] -0.07 [-0.96, 1.26] 0.24[-1.07, 1.3] 0.21 [-0.66, 1.9] -0.25 [-0.94, 0.6] 0.426 

PSMD regional assessment 
Frontal PSMD (x 10-4 mm2/s), median 
[IQR] 3.14 [2.8, 3.5] 2.81 [2.5, 3.2] 3.26 [3.0, 3.9] 3.2 [3.0, 3.9] b>a*** 

c>a*** 
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3.3.3.2. Regional Distribution of PSMD 

Occipital-frontal PSMD gradients were higher in probable-CAA (mean±standard deviation; 

1.11±1.22 x 104 mm2/s) than non-CAA (non-cSVD + cSVD) (0.44±0.82 x 10-4 mm2/s) subjects 

(mean difference±standard error; 0.668±0.22 x 10-4 mm2/s; F(1, 88) = 9.445, p=.003), even after 

adjusting for age (0.634±0.22 x 10-4 mm2/s, F(1, 87) = 8.392, p=.005).  

We identified a statistically significant interaction between CAA diagnosis (non-CAA vs. 

probable-CAA) and region (frontal vs. occipital) on PSMD values (F(1, 88) = 7.808, p = 0.006, 

η2=0.081, Figure 3.3.1.B), meaning that regional variances of PSMD were influenced by CAA 

diagnosis. When investigating the simple main effect of region, adjusting for age, we found that 

PSMD values in the frontal (mean difference±standard error; 0.041±0.02 x 10-4 mm2/s, F(1, 87) = 

5.153, p = 0.026, η2=0.056) and occipital (0.098±0.02 x 10-4 mm2/s, F(1, 87) = 22.039, p < 0.001, 

η2=0.202) lobes were higher in the probable-CAA group in comparison to non-CAA subjects 

(Figure 3.3.1.C-D). Moreover, occipital lobes presented higher PSMD values than the frontal lobes 

in both probable-CAA (F(1, 42) = 46.059, p < 0.001, η2=0.523) and non-CAA groups (F(1, 46) = 

18.046, p < 0.001, η2=0.282), but with a larger effect in the former (Figure 3.3.1.F-G).  

The exploratory analysis, performed between the three groups (non-cSVD, cSVD and probable-

CAA), revealed similar findings: (1) controlling for age, occipital-frontal PSMD gradients were 

different across the 3 groups (F(2, 86) = 4.278, p = 0.017, η2 = 0.090). Probable-CAA subjects 

presented higher occipital-frontal PSMD gradients in comparison to both cSVD (0.734±0.30 x 10-

4 mm2/s, p = 0.046) and non-cSVD (0.567±0.26 x 10-4 mm2/s, p = 0.046) groups; (2) there was a 

significant interaction between region (frontal x occipital) and group (non-cSVD, cSVD, probable-

Occipital PSMD (x 10-4 mm2/s), median 
[IQR] 3.77 [3.2, 4.5] 3.23 [2.8, 3.7] 3.76 [3.5, 4.1] 4.43 [3.7, 5.0] b>a* 

c>a*** 
Occipital-frontal PSMD gradient (x 10-4 
mm2/s), mean (SD) 0.76 (1.08) 0.43 (0.54) 0.45 (1.19) 1.11 (1.22) c>a* 

c>b* 

Kruskal Wallis and ANOVA were used to investigate differences across the three groups, as appropriate. † 6 missing values.  We 
reported the original p-values and, when significant differences were found, we ran FDR-adjusted pairwise comparisons: *FDR-
adjusted p<0.05; **FDR-adjusted p<0.01; ***FDR-adjusted p<0.001. ‡ No statistical significance in pairwise comparisons, after 
FDR-correction. Abbreviations: SD = standard deviation; IQR = interquartile range; MMSE = mini mental state examination;  CMB = 
cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis; CMI = cerebral microinfarcts; CSO-PVS = perivascular spaces in the 
centrum semiovale; BG-PVS = perivascular spaces in the basal ganglia;  nWMHV = normalized white matter hyperintensity volume;  
nTBV = normalized total brain volume; CAA = cerebral amyloid angiopathy; cSVD = cerebral small vessel disease;  PSMD = peak 
width of skeletonized mean diffusivity.  Probable-CAA= patients fulfilling the modified Boston criteria for Probable CAA; cSVD = 
patients with neuroimaging markers of cSVD not attributable to CAA – presumed arteriolosclerosis; non-cSVD = patients without 
neuroimaging markers of cSVD. 
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CAA) on PSMD values (F(2, 87) = 3.887, p = 0.024, η2 = 0.082, Figure 3.3.2.A); (2) Frontal PSMD 

values, adjusted for age, were lower in the non-cSVD group in comparison to cSVD (mean 

difference±standard error; FDR-adjusted p-values; -0.071±0.03 x 10-4 mm2/s, p = 0.017) and 

probable-CAA (-0.070±0.02 x 10-4 mm2/s, p = 0.004) groups, but were similar in the latter two (-

0.001±0.02 x 10-4 mm2/s, p = 0.955; Figure 3.3.2.B); (3) PSMD-values from the occipital lobes, 

adjusted for age, were higher in probable-CAA in comparison to cSVD (0.069±0.03 x 10-4 mm2/s, 

p = 0.026) and non-cSVD (0.117±0.02 x 10-4 mm2/s, p < 0.001; Fig. 3.3.2.C) groups; (4) Occipital 

PSMD values were higher than frontal values in probable-CAA (F(1, 42) = 46.059, p < 0.001, 

η2=0.523) and non-cSVD (F(1, 29) = 18.755, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.393) groups, but not in the cSVD 

group (F(1, 16) = 3.342, p = 0.086, η2 = 0.173; Fig. 3.3.2.E-G).  

 
3.3.3.3. Relationship between DTI markers and conventional MRI markers of cSVD in CAA 

Among probable-CAA subjects (n=43), regression models with PSMD as the dependent variable, 

adjusting for age and correcting for multiple comparisons, revealed that higher PSMD was 

associated with higher number of lacunes (Standardized beta coefficient [95% confidence 

interval]; FDR-adjusted p-value; b [95% CI] = 0.38[0.09, 0.67]; p =0.022), nWMHV (b [95% CI] 

= 0.86[0.69, 1.03]; p<0.001), and cortical CMI (b [95% CI] = 0.40[0.11, 0.69]; p=0.022); and with 

lower nTBV (b [95% CI] = -0.48[-0.82, -0.14]; p =0.022) (Table 3.3.2, Fig. 3.3.3). Among all MRI 

markers, nWMHV alone explained more than 65% of PSMD’s variance in the model (Figure 

3.3.4.A). Similar analyses with average skeletonized MD and FA values revealed associations with 

BG PVS, CSO PVS, lobar cerebral microbleeds, and nWMHV, (Fig. 3.3.4.B,C; Fig 3.3.5; Fig 

3.3.6; Table 3.3.2). 
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Figure 3.3.2. Regional differences in PSMD values between probable-CAA, cSVD and non-cSVD groups. 
 

 
 

Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 
 
The line graph depicts mean log-PSMD values in the frontal and occipital lobes of probable-CAA (solid line), cSVD (dashed line), and non-cSVD (dotted line) 
subjects. B-G. Box-plots of PSMD values. The boxes extend from the 25th to 75th percentiles, and the solid line within each box represents the median. The 
superior and inferior inner fences represent the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range and the 25th minus 1.5 times the interquartile range, 
respectively. Outliers are displayed by symbols. B, C, D. Box plots contrasting frontal (B), occipital (C), and total (D) PSMD values between non-cSVD, cSVD, 
and probable-CAA groups. E, F, G. Box-plots display frontal (blue) and occipital (red) PSMD within each study group. General linear models adjusted for age 
are indicated by the brackets, with p-values (*p < 0.05; ** p <0.01; *** p <0.001).    
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Table 3.3.2. Associations between DTI metrics and conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD in probable-CAA subjects. 

Probable CAA 
n=43 

PSMD  MD FA 

Std.Bet

a 

95% CI R2 p Std.Bet

a 

 

95% CI R2 p Std.Beta 

 

95% CI R2 

 

p 

cSVD markers    

Lobar CMB, count 0.159 -0.153 0.472 0.060 .310 0.403 0.111 0.694 0.182 .008*† -0.285 -0.594 -0024 0.082 .069 

cSS, presence 0.112 -0.208 0.432 0.047 .483 0.329 0.023 0.636 0.126 .036* -0.310 -0.622 0.001 0.094 .051 

Lacune, count 0.381 0.091 0.671 0.180 .011*† 0.144 -0.169 0.456 0.043 .359 -0.241 -0.551 0.069 0.060 .124 

nWMHV (%ICV) 0.859 0.688 1.030 0.731 <.001* 0.352 0.046 0.657 0.139 .025* -0.551 -0.829 -0.274 0.289 <.001*† 

Cortical CMI, count 0.398 0.109 0.687 0.192 .008*† 0.218 -0.092 0.527 0.069 .163 -0.265 -0.575 0.044 0.072 .091 

CSO PVS, score  0.214 -0.101 0.529 0.078 .178 0.584 0.319 0.850 0.346 <.001* -0.531 -0.812 -0.251 0.270 <.001*† 

BG PVS, score  0.308 -0.003 0.619 0.123 .052 0.619 0.357 0.881 0.377 <.001* -0.619 -0.885 -0.352 0.356 <.001*† 

nTBV (%ICV) -0.477 -0.815 -0.139 0.198 .007*† -0.345 -0.702 0.012 0.108 .058 0.324 -0.039 0.687 0.077 .079 

Linear regression models with PSMD, MD, or FA as the dependent variable, adjusted for age. The provided standardized beta coefficients, confidence intervals, and original p-
values reflect the obtained independent predictive of the listed MRI marker with regards to PSMD, MD or FA.  *Statistically significant in models not corrected for multiple 
comparisons. †Statistically significant after FDR correction within each model (that is, by column of this table). Abbreviations: Std.Beta = standardized beta coefficient; CI = 
confidence interval; CMB = cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis; nWMHV = normalized white matter hyperintensities volume; ICV = intracranial volume; 
CMI = cortical cerebral microinfarcts; CSO-PVS = perivascular spaces in the centrum semiovale; BG-PVS = perivascular spaces in the basal ganglia; nTBV = normalized total 
brain volume.   
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Figure 3.3.3. Associations between PSMD and conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD in probable-CAA subjects. 

 

Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 
 
Simple linear regression models with PSMD as the dependent variable and (A) nTBV, (B) nWMHV, (C) CSO Perivascular Spaces, (D) Deep Perivascular Spaces, 
(E) Lacune count, (F) Cortical Superficial Siderosis, (G) Lobar cerebral microbleeds, and (H) CMI count as independent variables. 95% confidence intervals are 
depicted in gray. The provided R2 and p-values reflect the obtained independent predictive of each MRI marker with regards to PSMD, adjusted for age. 
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Figure 3.3.4. Associations between DTI metrics and conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD in probable-CAA subjects. 

 

 
 

Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 
 
Bar graphs represent the relative contribution of each neuroimaging marker to explaining the variance in PSMD (A), average skeletonized MD (B), and average 
skeletonized FA (C) values among probable-CAA subjects. All neuroimaging markers were entered as independent variables in multiple linear regression models, 
with each DTI metric as the dependent variable. We applied a model decomposition method available in R package “Relaimpo” to compute the LMG metric. 
Metrics are normalized to sum to 100%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals after 1000 bootstrapping replications. 
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Figure 3.3.5. Associations between average skeletonized MD and conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD in probable-

CAA. 

 

Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 
 
Simple linear regression models with average skeletonized MD as the dependent variable and (A) nTBV, (B) nWMHV, (C) CSO Perivascular Spaces, (D) Deep 
Perivascular Spaces, (E) Lacune count, (F) Cortical Superficial Siderosis, (G) Lobar cerebral microbleeds, and (H) CMI count as independent variables. 95% 
confidence intervals are depicted in gray. The provided R2 and p-values reflect the obtained independent predictive of each MRI marker with regards to MD, 
adjusted for age. 
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Figure 3.3.6. Associations between average skeletonized FA and conventional neuroimaging markers of cSVD in probable-

CAA. 

 

Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 
 
Simple linear regression models with average skeletonized FA as the dependent variable and (A) nTBV, (B) nWMHV, (C) CSO Perivascular Spaces, (D) Deep 
Perivascular Spaces, (E) Lacune count, (F) Cortical Superficial Siderosis, (G) Lobar cerebral microbleeds, and (H) CMI count as independent variables. 95% 
confidence intervals are depicted in gray. The provided R2 and p-values reflect the obtained independent predictive of each MRI marker with regards to FA, adjusted 
for age. 
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3.3.3.4. Relationship between DTI markers and cognitive functions in CAA 
In the probable-CAA group, linear regression models corrected for time interval between MRI and 

NPT revealed that higher PSMD values are associated with worse performance in executive 

function (Standardized beta; FDR-adjusted p-value;  b [95% CI] = -0.58[-0.87, -0.30]; p=0.002) 

and processing speed (b [95% CI] = -0.46[-0.76, -0.17]; p=0.03) (Table 3.3.3). PSMD was not 

associated with any other cognitive domains (Table 3.3.4). Among all neuroimaging features, other 

than PSMD, only nWMHV showed an association with cognition, after correction for multiple 

comparisons (executive function; b [95% CI]=-0.54[-0.84, -0.24; p=.004]). MD and FA were not 

associated with performance in any of the cognitive domains investigated (Tables 3.3.3, 3.3.4). In 

multiple regression models applying a model decomposition method, PSMD contributed more 

than the other conventional MRI markers in explaining cognitive variance in the domains of 

executive function and processing speed (Fig. 3.3.7). 
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Table 3.3.3. Associations between neuroimaging markers and performance in executive function and processing speed in 
subjects with probable-CAA. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Probable CAA 
n=43 

Processing Speed Executive Function 

Std.Beta 95% CI R2 p Std.Beta 95% CI R2 p 

PSMD total -0.463 -0.759 -0.167 0.239 .003*† -0.581 -0.865 -0.297 0.301 <.001*† 

MD -0.278 -0.616 0.060 0.110 .104 -0.040 -0.398 0.318 0.003 .824 

FA 0.247 -0.078 0.572 0.102 .132 0.133 -0.207 0.473 0.017 .433 

Lobar CMB, count -0.093 -0.407 0.221 0.057 .553 0.104 -0.218 0.425 0.012 .519 

cSS, presence 0.015 -0.297 0.327 0.049 .925 0.074 -0.245 0.393 0.007 .642 

Lacune, count 0.039 -0.273 0.351 0.050 .802 -0.130 -0.447 0.187 0.018 .413 

nWMHV (%ICV) -0.271 -0.597 0.054 0.112 .100 -0.538 -0.838 -0.239 0.249 .001*† 

Cortical CMI, count -0.103 -0.415 0.208 0.059 .505 -0.152 -0.468 0.165 0.024 .340 

CSO PVS, score -0.140 -0.461 0.181 0.067 .383 0.242 -0.081 0.565 0.056 .138 

nTBV (%ICV) -0.007 -0.321 0.308 0.049 .965 0.298 -0.009 0.606 0.089 .057 

Simple linear regression models with each cognitive score as the dependent variable and each neuroimaging marker as the independent marker, adjusted 
for the interval between MRI and NPT. The provided standardized beta coefficients and p-values reflect the obtained independent predictive of the listed 
MRI marker with regards to cognitive scores. Abbreviations: Std.Beta = standardized beta coefficient; PSMD= peak width of skeletonized mean 
diffusivity ; MD = mean diffusivity ; FA = fractional anisotropy ; CMB = cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis;  nWMHV = 
normalized white matter hyperintensities volume; ICV = intracranial volume; CMI = cortical cerebral microinfarcts; CSO-PVS = perivascular spaces in 
centrum semiovale; nTBV = normalized total brain volume. * statistically significant in models not corrected for multiple comparisons. † statistically 
significant after FDR correction within each cognitive domain (that is, by column of this table). 
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Table 3.3.4. Associations between neuroimaging markers and performance in the domains of language and memory in 

probable-CAA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Probable CAA 
n=43 

Language Memory 

Std.Beta 95% CI R2 p Std.Beta 95% CI R2 p 

PSMD -0.291 -0.613 .031 0.098 .075 -0.025 -0.362 0.311 0.016 .879 

MD 0.048 -0.306 0.402 0.024 .786 0.065 -0.290 0.420 0.018 .714 

FA 0.052 -0.287 0.390 0.025 .759 -0.117 -0.456 0.221 0.027 .487 

Lobar CMB, count -0.126 -0.443 0.191 0.038 .427 0.033 -0.288 0.354 0.016 .836 

cSS, presence 0.065 -0.251 0.380 0.027 .681 0.010 -0.308 0.327 0.015 .952 

Lacune, count 0.026 -0.290 0.342 0.023 .867 0.044 -0.273 0.361 0.017 .781 

nWMHV (%ICV) -0.374 -0.694 -0.054 0.142 .023* 0.039 -0.303 0.382 0.016 .818 

Cortical CMI, count -0.168 -0.480 0.145 0.051 .284 0.022 -0.296 0.340 0.016 .890 

CSO PVS, score -0.069 -0.397 0.259 0.027 .673 0.080 -0.249 0.408 0.021 .628 

nTBV (%ICV) -0.033 -0.352 0.285 0.024 .834 0.040 -0.280 0.360 0.017 .802 

Simple linear regression models with each cognitive score as the dependent variable and each neuroimaging marker as the independent marker, 
adjusted for the interval between MRI and NPT. The provided standardized beta coefficients and p-values reflect the obtained independent 
predictive of the listed MRI marker with regards to cognitive scores. Abbreviations: Std.Beta = standardized beta coefficient; MMSE =  mini 
mental state examination; CMB = cerebral microbleeds; cSS = cortical superficial siderosis;  nWMHV = normalized white matter 
hyperintensities volume ; CMI = cerebral microinfarcts; CSO-PVS = perivascular spaces in centrum semiovale; nTBV = normalized total brain 
volume. * statistically significant in models not corrected for multiple comparisons. † statistically significant after FDR correction within each 
cognitive domain (that is, by column of this table). 
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Figure 3.3.7. Associations between PSMD and performance in executive function and processing speed.  

 
Source: Zanon Zotin MC, et al. under review. 

 
Upper Panel: Results from simple linear regression models between PSMD values and executive function (A. Above) and processing speed (B. Above) in 
probable-CAA subjects. 95% confidence intervals are depicted in gray. The provided R2 and p-values reflect the obtained independent predictive of PSMD with 
regards to cognitive scores adjusted for the interval between MRI and neuropsychological tests. Lower panel: Bar graphs representing the relative contribution of 
each neuroimaging marker to explaining the variance in executive (A. Below) and processing speed scores (B. Below), using the LMG metric computed with the 
R package “Relaimpo”. Metrics are normalized to sum to 100%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals after 1000 bootstrapping replications. 
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3.3.4. Discussion 

This study in a well-characterized memory-clinic cohort has several key findings. First, PSMD 

was higher in individuals with cSVD than in those without evidence of cSVD but similar between 

different cSVD phenotypes (probable CAA and arteriolosclerosis). Second, taking a regional 

approach, we observed higher occipital-frontal PSMD gradients in probable-CAA than non-CAA 

subjects and found a significant interaction between CAA-diagnosis and regional PSMD variation. 

Third, in probable-CAA, PSMD differed from classical DTI metrics in terms of neuroimaging and 

cognitive associations. nWMHV was the main predictor of PSMD values, whereas MD and FA 

were more strongly associated with other markers, particularly with perivascular spaces. PSMD 

was associated with executive function and processing speed in subjects with probable CAA and 

explained more variance than conventional neuroimaging markers. MD and FA were not 

associated with cognitive performance.  

Higher PSMD values observed in probable-CAA and cSVD subjects support the idea that PSMD, 

like other DTI measures, is particularly sensitive to cSVD-related abnormalities.165,169,209 PSMD 

values in probable-CAA and cSVD subjects from our study are comparable to those previously 

reported in other cSVD samples: CADASIL (4.5-5.47 x 104 mm2/s),169,219 memory-clinic subjects 

with sporadic cSVD (4.24 x 104 mm2/s),169 and subjects with WM lesions and VCID (4.51 x 104 

mm2/s).227 McCreary et al. reported slightly higher PSMD among 34 CAA subjects (4.97 x 104 

mm2/s), which could be explained by the presence of symptomatic ICH in that cohort.183 As 

expected, like other DTI-based techniques, global PSMD values are similar across different cSVD 

phenotypes and do not appear specific to any WM disease.  

Though PSMD was originally developed as a global measure of WM integrity, our study suggests 

that it can be successfully applied in a spatially-oriented way, opening up interesting research 

possibilities. Expanding on existing research,203,209 we calculated lobe-specific measures of 

PSMD, investigating between-group differences. We found that both non-CAA and probable-

CAA groups have higher PSMD values in the occipital lobes. However, the degree to which these 

values increased posteriorly was higher among probable-CAA in comparison to non-CAA 

subjects, indicating an interaction between the CAA diagnosis and anteroposterior PSMD 

variations. The higher occipital-frontal PSMD gradients observed in the probable-CAA sample 

suggest that WM microstructural damage may be more severe in the posterior areas of the brain, 

which is consistent with several histopathological69,265 and imaging88–90,226 studies showing a 
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posterior predilection of CAA pathology. This finding reflects a pattern of brain injury that is 

consistent with vascular amyloid deposition and could potentially provide insights into the 

predominant type of underlying microvascular pathology.  

To assess whether PSMD captures similar tissue abnormalities compared to average MD and FA, 

we investigated the relationship between conventional MRI markers of cSVD and each DTI 

metric. While PSMD is mainly associated with nWMHV, MD and FA also show strong 

associations with other markers, especially with PVS. Importantly, average MD and FA are central 

tendency measures, whereas PSMD is a dispersion metric.203 This difference could potentially 

explain the distinct neuroimaging associations observed. The strong associations between PVS 

and classical DTI metrics align with recent observations that MD and FA changes in cSVD are 

mainly driven by increased water in the extracellular compartment (free-water).170 The exclusive 

and robust relationship we observed between PSMD and non-hemorrhagic markers of cSVD, 

especially with WMH, has also been reported in previous studies.183 Ischemic markers are thought 

to cause structural disruption beyond the core lesions97 and have been consistently associated with 

different DTI-measures172,266 and with cognitive function267 in other cohorts.  

Other DWI-based measures, like FA, apparent diffusion coefficient, and brain network measures, 

have been linked to loss of microstructural integrity in CAA,172,178,179 and some were also 

associated with cognitive performance.172,179,183 Among these, only brain network analysis has 

been shown to reflect the anteroposterior gradient of CAA pathology, and, interestingly, it 

correlated with the same cognitive domains as PSMD (executive function and processing 

speed).172 These domains are commonly affected in VCID, which further supports that vascular 

pathology is the primary mechanism involved in the diffusion abnormalities captured by PSMD. 

Though it has been advocated that PSMD could be a specific or exclusive marker of processing 

speed,259 more recent studies with cSVD227 and population-based209,228 cohorts found associations 

with other cognitive domains. Interestingly, PSMD outperformed other structural and diffusion-

based MRI markers of cSVD by explaining more cognitive variance in our CAA cohort, which is 

consistent with findings from other groups.169 Most conventional markers did not correlate with 

cognition in our sample, adding to their previously reported weak and inconsistent associations.71 

Though average MD and FA were not associated with cognition in our CAA sample, McCreary et 

al. found MD values to be associated with processing speed (p=.004) in a smaller sample of CAA 

patients. These conflicting results could potentially be explained by the presence of symptomatic 
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ICH in the Canadian cohort, which could significantly impact MD values and their cognitive 

associations.  

Importantly, PSMD’s histopathological correlates have not yet been investigated. Van Veluw et 

al. found, in an ex-vivo study of CAA patients, that MD values correlate with tissue rarefaction, 

myelin density, and WM microinfarcts.164 PSMD and mean MD values are increased in CAA 

subjects and could reflect somewhat similar histopathological changes.183 However, the distinct 

neuroimaging associations observed with PSMD, MD, and FA raise the possibility that these 

metrics capture slightly different histopathological abnormalities. Therefore, future studies 

investigating PSMD’s histological correlates are warranted and could improve the interpretation 

and biological understanding of this new and promising marker.   

Our study has limitations. First, the cross-sectional design limits causal inference, warranting 

future longitudinal studies. Second, in this single-center study, we included only non-demented 

subjects from a memory-clinic setting, which accounts for a very specific CAA-profile and limits 

generalizability. Nonetheless, we chose to restrict recruitment from stroke-center subjects to avoid 

combining different phenotypes of CAA258 in the same sample. By excluding demented patients, 

we aimed to capture earlier steps in the evolution of CAA and reduce the influence of concomitant 

AD pathology in our findings. The absence of CSF and PET markers precluded a more detailed 

etiological characterization of the groups, which was based solely on MRI criteria. Though ours is 

one of the largest cohorts of CAA subjects investigated with PSMD, our sample size is still small, 

which could account for the weak associations observed. 

 

3.3.5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, although global PSMD values are similarly increased in different forms of cSVD, 

regional PSMD analyses may capture disease-specific spatial variations. PSMD outperforms 

conventional and DTI-based markers as cognitive biomarker in CAA and shows a distinct profile 

of neuroimaging correlates compared to MD and FA. Future research should focus on investigating 

PSMD’s performance in larger multi-center longitudinal CAA cohorts.  
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4. General Discussion  

Several key findings emerge from our investigations. PSMD is on a fast track towards validation 

as a surrogate for cognitive endpoints in VCI, but full validation depends on further technical and 

longitudinal studies. In CAA, PSMD shows strong and consistent neuropsychological 

associations, outperforming other conventional and DTI-based MRI markers. Compared to MD 

and FA, PSMD presents specific neuroimaging correlates and stronger cognitive associations, 

underscoring an increased sensitivity to clinically relevant microstructural disruption. 

Furthermore, we successfully investigated variations in the pattern of MD heterogeneity at the 

regional level using PSMD. Our results support PSMD’s potential use in ROI analyses and 

underscore its value as a marker of global and regional WM damage.  

We discussed the specific findings from each project in detail in each respective section. We now 

set out to analyze the generalizability of our results, the challenges related to applying PSMD in 

Brazilian samples, and the measures that can be taken to advance clinical translation. 

 

4.1. Generalizability 

Our analyses were performed in a population of mostly white and highly educated individuals from 

the northern hemisphere, with broad access to high quality healthcare. Our results are similar to 

those from other groups, underscoring the consistency of our findings. However, overall, the 

majority of PSMD studies were performed in high-income countries. We are not aware of any 

published studies in cohorts from Latin America, Africa, or among other underrepresented 

communities. This limited diversity raises questions on the generalizability of the reported findings 

among minorities.  

The Boston criteria, used to select patients with probable CAA for our projects, was developed 

and validated in neuropathological studies from the same center, supporting the accuracy of such 

criteria in our population. However, these criteria have not yet been validated in underrepresented 

or minoritized communities. The scarce availability of neuropathological data, especially in low-

to-middle income countries, is a major obstacle to widespread validation of clinical-radiological 

criteria in general. It remains unknown whether genetic differences and variability in the 

prevalence and severity of cardiovascular risk factors could influence the diagnostic yield of the 

same criteria in different populations. For instance, a comparative review of CAA autopsy studies 
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from Asia (Japan and China) and western countries (Canada, UK, US, and Australia) revealed a 

consistently strong association of vascular amyloid with age and dementia across the studies.268 

However, in eastern countries, CAA’s association with ICH was weaker than in western samples, 

probably influenced by a higher incidence of ASC-related ICH.268 Furthermore, significant racial 

disparities in terms of AD-related CSF biomarkers have been found in APOE ε4 positive 

individuals.269  

Another aspect that could potentially compromise the generalizability of our results refers to part 

of our neuropsychological battery being validated mostly in English-speaking samples. 

Reproducing such studies in non-English speaking communities would require translation and 

validation of multiple cognitive tests, some of which are currently ongoing.  

While inequitable representation and unavailability of measuring tools may hinder the 

generalizability of our results, they represent challenges faced by medical researchers worldwide. 

Concepts of inclusion, diversity, and justice have recently become priorities, especially in the field 

of dementia.41 Black and Hispanic minorities have higher prevalence of vascular risk factors, 

greater risk of dementia, and more severe neuroimaging findings documented in several 

studies.270–273 Sex-specific differences have also been reported.274 Neuroimaging population-based 

cohorts also face recruitment and survival biases.275 Understanding and accounting for such factors 

is essential to ensure greater scientific accuracy and generalizability.41  

 

4.2. Challenges for the future application of PSMD in Brazil 

Brazil has experienced major demographic changes in the last decades, with ageing of the 

population. The prevalence of dementia in our population is estimated in 14.3% in a recent meta-

analysis.276 Despite the social and economic impacts of dementia in our country, neuroimaging 

studies investigating Brazilian samples are still scarce.40 A recent review identified, over a 10-year 

period, 74 neuroimaging studies published with Brazilian populations (9 case reports, 55 cross-

sectional studies, 8 longitudinal studies, and 2 controlled trials), predominantly from groups in the 

Southeast of the country.40 Among those, 18% employed DTI techniques,40 and the most 

commonly used processing method was TBSS. Importantly, there was an underrepresentation of 

vascular dementia compared to AD studies.40 The authors enumerated several factors that 

challenge neuroimaging studies in dementia in our country. The Brazilian population is highly 

miscegenated, with major genetic contributions from Africa, Europe, and native Indigenous 
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people, showing great geographic variability.40 On top of that, socioeconomic adversities and low 

education are an unfortunate reality in our country.40 Poor control of cardiovascular risk factors 

further increase the likelihood of vascular brain damage,277 found to be relatively high in 

neuropathological studies.278 Considering the aforementioned evidence that different ethnic groups 

show different susceptibility to neuropathological changes, and that underprivileged social and 

economic circumstances increase the risk and impact of dementia, researcher should bear in mind 

all the multiple factors at play when studying age-related cognitive impairment in Brazil. These 

must be accounted for when analyzing and comparing our results with other populations. Low 

education levels also represent a challenge both to the application of neuropsychological batteries 

and the standardization of the results.40 Finally, limited funding and the unavailability of national 

multicenter neuroimaging initiatives further hamper Brazilian MRI investigations in dementia.40  

Leveraging on the challenges cited above, among the multiple pipelines currently available to 

process DWI data, PSMD has advantages that may be particularly appealing for low-to-middle 

income countries. Besides its fast and fully automated nature, PSMD requires fairly simple and 

short acquisition protocols, as well as little computational resources and neuroimaging processing 

experience. For instance, graph-based network and tractography analyses greatly benefit from high 

angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI), which requires at least 50 gradient directions at a 

high b-value.279 On the other hand, PSMD requires only 20 directions (ideally), and comparable 

results have been recently achieved with as few as 6 directions, in clinical acquisitions.280 Far from 

offering a panacea, PSMD may represent a cost-effective way of measuring WM damage that can 

be particularly appealing in the context of limited funding and need for short MRI protocols.  

 

4.3. Harmonization and Clinical translation 

It has become paramount in neuroimaging to combine MRI data from multiple centers to increase 

statistical power, generalizability, and ultimately achieve higher levels of evidence. 

In the table below we enumerate the standardization techniques developed so far to achieve such 

goals with PSMD and what could to be done to further advance harmonization and clinical 

translation. 
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Table 4.1. Standardization of techniques - where we currently are and what could be done 

to advance clinical translation  
Where we are currently  What could be done to advance clinical translation 

• PSMD singularity container  
• Vendor-specific standardized MRI diffusion  

protocols for multi-site acquisition.  
• Protocols for phantom quality insurance scans.  
• Imaging-based biomarker kits, with step-by-step  

instructions and video tutorials on how to process  
DWI data and obtain PSMD values.  

• Validation of PSMD’s instrumental properties  
(including repeatability and reproducibility) for  
multicenter studies.  

• Successful application of a technique to  
retrospectively harmonize raw diffusion signal  
across centers.  

• Protocols for harmonizing clinical/cognitive  
assessment.  

• Development of standardized protocols for 1.5T.  
• Testing retrospective DWI harmonization  

techniques in more varied samples, including  
cohorts with distinct MRI field-strengths.  

• Raise awareness of PSMD, to stimulate further  
research and enable assessment of standardization  
procedures over a larger number of centers.  

• Include sites from underrepresented communities.  
• Validate clinical/cognitive protocols in  

underrepresented communities.  
• Investigate PSMD’s associations with other non-

imaging biomarkers 

 

The following steps have been taken to achieve harmonization of data for multicenter studies with 

PSMD: 

- PSMD singularity container:  

The developers of the PSMD pipeline acknowledge that different environments, that is, different 

versions of FSL or operating system, have minor impact on PSMD values. Multicenter and 

longitudinal studies could be more prone to these sources of bias if the computation of PSMD is 

not centralized. Therefore, to ensure a consistent environment and results, they provided the PSMD 

Singularity container (https://github.com/miac-research/psmd/tree/main/singularity). Users from 

different centers may achieve more similar results by using this approach. 

- National and International standardizing consortiums: 

PSMD has been included as a candidate marker in initiatives to disseminate and standardize 

neuroimaging techniques to study vascular contributors to cognitive impairment and dementia 

(i.e., https://markvcid.partners.org, https://harness-neuroimaging.org). These initiatives have 

developed standard operating procedures to minimize variability in neuroimaging acquisition and 

processing, such as: 

- Vendor-specific standardized MRI diffusion protocols for multi-site acquisition, adjusted 

to provide the highest imaging quality within scan times that can be tolerable for patients 

(i.e., https://markvcid.partners.org/consortium-protocols-resources,https://harness-
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neuroimaging.org/mr-protocols). These protocols are freely accessible as exam cards 

and/or text/PDF files and are meant to be shared and comparable across centers.161  

- Protocols for phantom quality insurance scans. Modified versions of the DWI protocol 

(i.e., six-gradient direction DWI sequence with a single b=0) are provided to calculate the 

apparent diffusion coefficient in the center of the phantom 

(https://markvcid.partners.org/consortium-protocols-resources). These scans need to be 

performed and assessed bi-monthly to ensure consistency of imaging quality and 

comparability of imaging data across centers involved in multi-site studies.161 

- Imaging-based biomarker kits, including PSMD kits, with step-by-step and video tutorial 

instructions on how to process DWI and obtain PSMD values 

(https://markvcid.partners.org/consortium-protocols-resources). 

- Validation of PSMD’s instrumental properties. The MarkVCID consortium has recently 

demonstrated PSMD’s high repeatability and reproducibility across different sites, 

significantly accelerating PSMD’s validation process.224 

- The considerable heterogeneity in MRI protocols, preprocessing methods, cognitive tests, 

and statistical analyses we observed in our systematic review made clear the need for 

harmonizing not only neuroimaging tools but also clinical and	statistical approaches. 

Consortiums, such as the MarkVCID, are currently standardizing clinical/cognitive data 

through guidelines and manuals.281 

- Post-acquisition harmonization of raw diffusion data: 

While harmonizing acquisition protocols, using phantom quality insurance scans, and 

standardizing pre- and post-processing steps facilitates comparison and merging of data in 

multicenter studies, they do not remove inter-site variability altogether. These differences can still 

impact results, and joint analysis may benefit from harmonizing raw diffusion data. With regards 

specifically to PSMD, harmonization techniques focused on the rotation invariant spherical 

harmonics (RISH) methods have been recently applied to five cohorts of cSVD patients and 

healthy control individuals in order to assess PSMD’s strength of association with WMH and the 

differences in PSMD values between patients and controls.282 Interestingly, the RISH technique 

effectively removed acquisition-related variability while maintaining PSMD’s sensitivity to 

cSVD-related abnormalities.282 This harmonizing technique is promising and could enable more 

inclusive and diverse multicenter studies.  
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We enumerate below some of the challenges that remain to be addressed to further advance 

PSMD’s harmonization and clinical translation. 

- Most of the standardized MRI protocols developed are exclusively for 3T MRI scanners and 

predominantly for Philips and Siemens. Further effort is needed to develop and make available 

similar protocols for 1.5T scanners and GE scanners. 

- Similarly, post-acquisition harmonization techniques could be tested in more varied samples, 

including cohorts with distinct MRI field strengths. This would allow cohorts imaged in earlier 

times to be included and would contribute to future multicenter neuroimaging studies. 

- Raising awareness about PSMD is paramount to stimulate research and further advance its 

clinical translation. Given PSMD’s promising features, we were surprised to have found 

relatively few studies applying this marker in the literature. The need for further research to 

advance understanding, validation, and clinical translation prompted us to write our systematic 

review on PSMD, aiming to raise awareness while providing a critical overview of the marker. 

- Similarly, more effort is needed to validate cognitive tests in more diverse non-English- 

speaking communities. Importantly, clinical translation of neuroimaging findings also relies on 

harmonizing clinical/cognitive variables.  

- Clinical translation would also benefit from efforts to foment and harmonize neuroimaging 

studies in low-to-middle income countries and minoritized populations, aiming for more 

equitable research. 

- Investigating PSMD’s associations with other, non-imaging, biomarkers of vascular cognitive 

impairment and AD (i.e. serum/CSF laboratorial markers) would help to advance its biological 

understanding.  

 

4.4. Next steps 

Our next steps will involve the longitudinal analysis of several cSVD neuroimaging biomarkers in 

memory-clinic individuals, aiming to investigate whether changes in PSMD reflect variability in 

neuropsychological performance and build-up of cSVD pathology. This is an ongoing project 

currently carried out in the same population as previous projects, in collaboration with researchers 

from the department of Neurology at MGH. 

In Brazil, we are involved in the neuroimaging core of the MRI and cognitive evaluation substudy 

of the Triple therapy prevention of Recurrent Intracerebral Disease EveNts Trial (TRIDENT). This 
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longitudinal multicenter substudy aims to investigate how intensive blood-pressure control 

influences dementia rates, cognitive performance, and MRI cSVD biomarkers, including PSMD, 

among Brazilian ASC-related ICH-survivors. Neuroimaging data from multiple Brazilian centers 

are currently being acquired and processed, alongside cognitive tests.  
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5. General Conclusions 

In this doctoral thesis we aimed to investigate the performance of a novel automated DTI 

biomarker in quantifying WM damage and reflecting related cognitive impairment in the context 

of the second most prevalent cSVD worldwide. We first extensively reviewed the literature and 

assessed PSMD’s neurocognitive and neuroimaging associations reported in several WM 

disorders, discussing limitations, and highlighting scientific questions to be addressed. Our cross-

sectional studies in CAA patients were in line with the literature and support PSMD’s strong 

cognitive associations, outperforming conventional MRI and DTI markers. We provided evidence 

on PSMD’s promising role as a measure of both global and regional WM injury, successfully 

applying it in ROI analyses. Finally, we discussed the gaps that remain to be addressed to fully 

validate PSMD as a biomarker for VCI and to increase its generalizability and clinical translation. 

We acknowledged the challenges related to studying dementia in Brazil and discussed PSMD’s 

appeal as a potentially cost-effective metric.  
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6. Appendix  

Appendix 1 Narrative review 

Appendix 1.A.  cSVD and VCID: from diagnosis to management 
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Appendix 1.B. Article reuse license  
 
Copyright/Source: 2021, The Author(s), Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc/Current Opinion in Neurology® 
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Appendix 1.C. License to reuse figures from a published manuscript1 
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Appendix 3.1. Systematic Review 

Appendix 3.1.A Literature search 
 
We provide below further details on the search query, with the full search terms, that was 

performed in PubMed, EMBASE, Medline, Cochrane Central, Web of Science and Google 

Scholar in Feb 1, 2021. 

 

Table A.3.1.A Overview of literature search 

Database searched via 
Years of 

coverage 
References 

After de-

duplication 

Embase  Embase.com 1971-Present 437 429 

Medline ALL  Ovid  1946- Present 204 12 

Web of Science SCI-

EXPANDED & SSCI  

Web of 

Knowledge  

1975-Present 325 119 

Cochrane Central Register 

of Controlled Trials 

Wiley  1992-Present 6 1 

Other sources: Google Scholar (100 top-ranked) 100 76 

Total (database searching) 1072 637 

Records identified by the authors 12 1 

Total (overall) 1084 638 

 

Embase.com  

(Peak NEAR/3 width NEAR/3 skeletoni* NEAR/3 diffus*):ab,ti,kw OR (('diffusion tensor 

imaging'/de OR 'diffusivity'/exp OR 'diffusion weighted imaging'/de OR (DTI OR DWI OR 

diffus*):ab,ti,kw) AND ('white matter'/exp OR  'white matter injury'/de OR 'white matter 

lesion'/de OR 'white matter hyperintensity'/de OR (white-matter* OR arcuate-fasciculus* OR 

capsula-interna* OR corona-radiata* OR external-capsule* OR extreme-capsule* OR inferior-

longitudinal-fasciculus* OR occipitofrontal-fasciculus* OR superior-longitudinal-fasciculus* 

OR uncinated-fasciculus* OR integrity* OR substantia-alba* OR white-substance*):ab,ti,kw) 

AND ('skeletonization'/de OR 'skeletonization (imaging)'/de OR 'histogram'/de OR (skeletoni* 

OR histogram*):ab,ti,kw)) 
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Medline Ovid  

(Peak ADJ3 width ADJ3 skeletoni* ADJ3 diffus*).ab,ti,kw. OR ((exp Diffusion Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging/ OR (DTI OR DWI OR diffus*).ab,ti,kf.) AND (White Matter/ OR (white-

matter* OR arcuate-fasciculus* OR capsula-interna* OR corona-radiata* OR external-capsule* 

OR extreme-capsule* OR inferior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR occipitofrontal-fasciculus* OR 

superior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR uncinated-fasciculus* OR integrity* OR substantia-alba* 

OR white-substance*).ab,ti,kf.) AND ((skeletoni* OR histogram*).ab,ti,kf.)) 

Web of Science  

TS=((Peak NEAR/2 width NEAR/2 skeletoni* NEAR/2 diffus*) OR (((DTI OR DWI OR 

diffus*)) AND ((white-matter* OR arcuate-fasciculus* OR capsula-interna* OR corona-radiata* 

OR external-capsule* OR extreme-capsule* OR inferior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR 

occipitofrontal-fasciculus* OR superior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR uncinated-fasciculus* OR 

integrity* OR substantia-alba* OR white-substance*)) AND ((skeletoni* OR histogram*)))) 

Cochrane CENTRAL 

(Peak NEAR/3 width NEAR/3 skeletoni* NEAR/3 diffus*):ab,ti,kw OR (((DTI OR DWI OR 

diffus*):ab,ti,kw) AND ((white-matter* OR arcuate-fasciculus* OR capsula-interna* OR corona-

radiata* OR external-capsule* OR extreme-capsule* OR inferior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR 

occipitofrontal-fasciculus* OR superior-longitudinal-fasciculus* OR uncinated-fasciculus* OR 

integrity* OR substantia-alba* OR white-substance*):ab,ti,kw) AND ((skeletoni* OR 

histogram*):ab,ti,kw)) 

Google Scholar  

Peak width skeletonized|skeletonised diffusion|diffusivity|DTI|DWI 

 

Appendix 3.1.B. Identification of overlapping cohorts 
 

We evaluated potential overlap between cohorts by comparing the cohorts’ names, recruitment site(s), the 

number of participants, the MRI protocol(s), and the reported PSMD values. Depending on how similar the 

cohorts were based on these variables, we considered them as overlapping. This assessment was made 

individually by MCZZ and PY. In case of disagreement, a third reviewer (LS) served to reach a consensus.  
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Table A.3.1.B. Comparison of data from potentially overlapping cohorts. 

Cohort’s name Articles Recruitment site(s) N MRI Protocol Mean/median PSMD 

Hamburg City Health Study 
(HCHS) 

Petersen et al. 2020 Hamburg, Germany 930 
3T Siemens Skyra. TR/TE 
8500/75; 2x2x2 mm; b1000, 
64 directions 

0.0002 (0.0001) mm2/s 

Frey et al. 2020 Hamburg, Germany 930 
3T Siemens Skyra. TR/TE 
8500/75; 2x2x2 mm; b1000, 
64 directions 

2.18 (0.5) mm2/s x 10-4 

University of Siena/ 
Universities of Siena and 

Florence 

Vinciguerra et al. 
2019 

Unclear. All the authors are from 
the University of Siena. 

47 MS/28 healthy controls 
1.5T Philips. TR/TE 
8500/100; 2.5x2.5x2.5mm; 
b1000; 32 directions 

MS: 4.2 ± 1.2 mm2/s x 10-4 
Controls: 2.8 ± 0.3 mm2/s x 

10-4 

Vinciguerra et al. 
2020 

Universities of Siena and 
Florence 

60 MS/15 healthy controls 
3 T brain MRI. TR/TE not 
informed; resolution not 
informed; b900; 32 directions  

MS: 4.2 ± 1.3 mm2/s x 10-4 
Controls: 2.9 ± 0.6 mm2/s x 

10-4 

Lothian Birth Cohort 1936 
(LBC1936) 

Deary et al. 2020 
Edinburgh area (Lothian), 

Scotland 
672 individuals with PSMD values 

available 

GE Signa Horizon HDxt 1.5T. 
TR/TE 16500/98; 2x2x2 mm; 
b1000, 64 directions 

3.17 (0.501) mm2/s x 10-4 
 

Beaudet et al. 2020 
Edinburgh area (Lothian), 

Scotland 
672 

GE Signa Horizon HDxt 1.5T. 
TR/TE 16500/98; 2x2x2 mm; 
b1000, 64 directions 

3.18 (0.53) mm2/s x 10-4 
 

Austrian Stroke Prevention 
Study Family (ASPFS) 

Baykara et al. 2016 Graz, Austria 132 
3T Siemens TIM Trio. TR/TE 
6700/95; 1.95x1.95x2.5 mm; 
b1000, 4x12 directions. 

3.05 (0.72) mm2/s x 10-4 

Beaudet et al. 2020 Graz, Austria 129 (68 to 78 years) 

3T Siemens TIM Trio. TR/TE 
4900 or 6700/ 81 or 95; 
1.8x1.8x2.5 mm; b1000, 6-12 
directions. 

68-78years: 3.1(0.6)mm2/s 
x10-4 

Older Australian Twin 
Study (OATS) 

Beaudet et al. 2020 
New South Wales, Victoria and 

Queensland, Australia 
195 (68-78 years) 

Philips (x2), Siemens (x2), 
1.5T & 3T. TR/TE 7800 or 
8600/68 or 96; 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 
mm; b1000; 32 directions  

68-78 years: 3.10 (0.64) 
mm2/s x10-4 

Liu et al. 2020  
New South Wales, Victoria and 

Queensland, Australia 
161 

1.5T Siemens. TR/TE not 
informed; resolution not 
informed; b-value not 
informed; 32 directions 

Not available 

Royal Infirmary of 
Edinburgh 

Blesa et al. 2020 University of Edinburgh, UK 76 preterm/59 term 
Siemens Prisma 3T. TR/TE 
3400/78; 2x2x2mm; b750; 64 
directions 

6.00 (0.90)/ 5.00 (0.60) mm2/s 
x 10-4 

Sullivan et al. 2020 University of Edinburgh, UK 71 preterm infants with MRI 
Siemens Verio 3T,  TR/TE 
3500/78; 2x2x2mm; b750; 64 
directions 

6.01 (0.62)  mm2/s x 10-4 

Glossary: TR=repetition time; TE=echo time. Cohorts HCHS, Universities of Siena/Siena and Florence, LBC1936, ASPFS, and OATS were deemed to have been used in more than one article 
applying PSMD as neuroimaging marker.   
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Appendix 3.1.C. Details on the quality assessment of the included studies 
 

Quality assessment of included studies using adapted Newcastle Ottawa Quality 

Assessment Scales and technical parameters 

We extended the adapted Newcastle Ottawa Quality Assessment scales with technical 

parameters.221 We scored the articles separately, according to the study design, including cross-

sectional, case-control, and longitudinal. For each domain: selection, technical parameters, 

comparability, and outcome/exposure, a maximum of 4 points, 3 points, 2 points, and 2 or 3 

points were given, respectively. The criteria for the domain of technical parameters are listed 

below.  

The total score was calculated by adding all the points from each individual quality indicator, 

thus ranging from 0 (unsatisfactory) to 11 (very good) for the cross-sectional design and 0 

(unsatisfactory) to 12 (very good) for the case-control and longitudinal designs. 

 

Technical parameters (maximum 3 points) 

1. Details on the technical protocol adequately describing imaging parameters like type of 

scanner, field strength, TR/TE, voxel size, number of directions and b-value.  

a. Complete details of imaging parameters. (score 1 point) 

b. Missing 1 or more imaging parameters. (score 0 point) 

2. Is quality assessment of technical protocol described? 

a. Visual or automated assessment of technical protocol. (score 1 point) 

b. None/ not clear. (score 0 point) 

3. Pre-processing steps described in imaging protocol? 

a. Yes. (score 1 point) 

b. No. (score 0 point) 

 

Total scores for longitudinal studies 

Very good studies: 11-12 points  

Good studies: 9-10 points  

Satisfactory studies: 7-8 points  

Unsatisfactory studies: 0 to 6 points 
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Appendix 3.1.D. Quality assessment results 
 
Overall, the quality of the included studies ranged between satisfactory and very good. Data on 

the frequency of individuals who were not included and their characteristics were missing from 

all cross-sectional and case-control studies. In longitudinal studies, information on whether the 

outcome of interest was accounted for and if there were losses to follow-up was not available. In 

the technical domain, though sufficient details on the MRI protocols were provided in almost all 

studies, information on the quality assessment of the DWI images and preprocessing steps 

employed were not consistently available. The definition and inclusion criteria of control groups 

were also not consistently provided. Finally, all studies performed well in providing details on 

the assessment of outcome (if applicable), presence of exposure, and statistical tests.  

See below the details on the risk of bias assessment of the included studies: 

 

Table A.3.1.D Risk bias assessment of included studies 

Cross-sectional studies 

Study reference Total score 
Deary et al., 2019 9 
Lam et al., 2019* 10 
Low et al., 2020 10 
Beaudet et al., 2020 9 
Petersen et al., 2020 8 
Frey et al., 2020 9 
Sullivan et al., 2020§ 9 

Case-control studies 
Baykara et al., 2016* 10 
Schouten et al., 2018 10 
Caballero et al., 2018 11 
Wei et al., 2019 9 
McCreary et al., 2020* 8 
Liu et al., 2020 7 
Oberlin et al., 2021 8 
Raposo et al., 2021 11 
Vinciguerra et al., 2018 9 
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Vinciguerra et al., 2020 7 

Blesa et al., 2020 9 

Longitudinal studies 
Baykara et al., 2016* 8 
Lam et al., 2019* 10 
McCreary et al., 2020* 7 

*These studies have two designs. For the longitudinal design, Baykara et al. 
included imaging and cognition as outcomes, Lam et al. only cognition, and 
McCreary et al. only imaging features. 
§This study has a case-control design to identify systemic inflammation in 
preterm infants with and without histologic chorioamnionitis (n=55). Yet, 
PSMD was analyzed in 71 infants with blood tests on postnatal day 5 and 
MRI performed at term-equivalent age in a cross-sectional matter. 
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Appendix 3.2. Cross-sectional analysis article 

Appendix 3.2.A. Article reuse license 
 
Copyright/Source: American Society of Neuroradiology/ WILLIAMS & WILKINS CO 
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Appendix 3.2.B. Oral abstract  presented at the International Stroke Conference 2020 – 
Los Angeles. 
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Appendix 3.2.C. Abstract and poster presented at the European Stroke Conference 2020 – 
Virtual. 
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Appendix 3.3. Comparison with other DWI markers 

Appendix 3.3.A. Abstract and poster presented at the International Stroke Conference 
2021 – Virtual. 
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Appendix 4. Other co-authored articles in the field of cSVDs 

Appendix 4.1. “Biomarkers Related to Endothelial Dysfunction and Vascular Cognitive 

Impairment: A Systematic Review” 

 

Reference: Martins-Filho RK, Zotin MC, Rodrigues G, Pontes-Neto O. Biomarkers Related to 

Endothelial Dysfunction and Vascular Cognitive Impairment: A Systematic Review. Dement 

Geriatr Cogn. 2020;49(4):365–74. 

 

Copyright/Source: Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders®/ S. Karger AG, Basel 
 

Article reuse license 
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In addition, SVD burden has been associated with the increment of serum neurofilament 

light chain (NfL), as demonstrated by Duering et al. (2018). In this study, serum NfL 

was related to processing speed performance, focal neurological symptoms, and 

disability in patients with CADASIL and sporadic SVD. As a marker of neuroaxonal 

damage, increased NfL levels in this population suggest that axonal lesion and neuronal 

loss might be the ultimate consequence of a broader cascade of pathological events 

involved in SVD [56]. 
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56 Duering M, Konieczny MJ, Tiedt S, Baykara E, Tuladhar AM, van Leijsen E, et       al. 

Serum Neurofilament Light Chain Levels Are Related to Small Vessel Disease  Burden. J 

Stroke, vol 20, no. 2, pp. 228-238, 2018. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic model illustrating some of the key markers covered in this review (customized 
with biorender). 
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Appendix 4.2. “CT-Visible Convexity Subarachnoid Hemorrhage is Associated With 

Cortical Superficial Siderosis and Predicts Recurrent ICH” 
 
Reference: Li Q, Zotin MCZ, Warren AD, Ma Y, Gurol E, Goldstein JN, et al. CT-visible 

convexity subarachnoid hemorrhage is associated with cortical superficial siderosis and predicts 

recurrent ICH. Neurology. 2020;96(7):10.1212/WNL.0000000000011052. 

 

Copyright/Source: 2021, American Academy of Neurology/Wolters Kluwer Heath, Inc./ 
Neurology® 
 

Article reuse license 
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Appendix 4.3. “Association of Memory Impairment With Concomitant Tau Pathology in 

Patients With Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy” 
 
Reference: Schoemaker D, Charidimou A, Zotin MCZ, Raposo N, Johnson KA, Sanchez JS, et 

al. Association of Memory Impairment With Concomitant Tau Pathology in Patients With 

Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy. Neurology. 2021;96(15):e1975–86. 

 

Copyright/Source: 2021, American Academy of Neurology/ Neurology®/ Wolters Kluwer 
Health, Inc. 
 

Article reuse license 
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Appendix 4.4. “Global white matter structural integrity mediates the effect of age on 

ischemic stroke outcomes” 

 

Reference: Etherton MR, Schirmer MD, Zotin MCZ, Rist PM, Boulouis G, Lauer A, et al. 

Global white matter structural integrity mediates the effect of age on ischemic stroke outcomes. 

Int J Stroke. 2021;174749302110559. 

 

Copyright/Source: 2021, SAGE Publications/International Journal of Stroke® 
 

Article reuse license 
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Appendix 4.5. “Contrast-agent-free state-of-the-art MRI on cerebral small vessel disease- 

part 1. ASL, IVIM, and CVR” 
 
Reference: Paschoal AM, Secchinatto KF, Silva PHR, Zotin MCZ, Santos AC, Viswanathan A, 

et al. Contrast‐agent‐free state‐of‐the‐art MRI on cerebral small vessel disease—part 1. ASL, 

IVIM, and CVR. Nmr Biomed. 2022;e4742. 

 

Copyright/Source: John Wiley and Sons/NMR in Biomedicine® 
 

Article reuse license 
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Figures 
Figure 1: Flow diagram of the selection process. 
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Appendix 4.6. “Contrast-agent-free state-of-the-art MRI on cerebral small vessel disease- 
part 2. Diffusion tensor imaging and functional magnetic resonance imaging” 
 
Reference: Silva PHR, Paschoal AM, Secchinatto KF, Zotin MCZ, Santos AC, Viswanathan A, 

et al. Contrast agent‐free state‐of‐the‐art magnetic resonance imaging on cerebral small vessel 

disease – Part 2: Diffusion tensor imaging and functional magnetic resonance imaging. Nmr 

Biomed. 2022;e4743. 
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Appendix 4.7. “Corpus callosum lesions are associated with worse cognitive performance in 
cerebral amyloid angiopathy” 
 
Reference: Freeze WM, Zotin MCZ, Scherlek AA, Perosa V, Auger CA, Warren AD, et al. 

Corpus callosum lesions are associated with worse cognitive performance in cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy. Brain Commun. 2022;4(3):fcac105-. 

 

Copyright/Source: 2022, Oxford University Press /Brain Communications® 
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